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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

WORK DISABILITY PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT

Evidence has been steadily accumulating that “worklessness” for any reason is associated with substantially increased morbidity and mortality, as well as other negative psychological, social, and economic effects on the affected person, their family, and the community. The years of productivity lost (YPL) among Washington State workers receiving time loss payments for injuries in 1986 has been estimated to be 14,624 to 28,027 (3.8 to 7.3 million workdays). (1) A recent study documented severe impacts from occupational illness or injury, noting the following (2):

- Two-thirds of respondents lost their health insurance after being diagnosed with a work-related illness or injury (most for more than 1 year),
- Striking financial burdens, with respondents reporting that they were encumbered with both costs directly related to the medical care of their condition, and with coping with ongoing general expenses on a reduced income (many reporting depleting savings, borrowing money, taking out retirement funds, and declaring bankruptcy), and
- Issues of depression, anxiety, and loss of identity and self-worth.

Unnecessary lack of work in an employment-age person wastes human and financial resources, creating net economic dependents out of former economic contributors. The disparity between outcomes in well versus poorly managed health-related employment disruptions reveals not only how much work disability (particularly as a result of common everyday health problems) is avoidable, but also exposes its destructive consequences.

Physicians, including occupational health physicians and other health care providers, are in a position of influence as advisors to affected workers and providers of information to employers and benefits program administrators. Thus, they play a key role in the process that determines whether someone will stay at work or return to work (SAW/RTW), and if not, whether they will qualify for benefits. The outcome of that process is influenced by both medical and non-medical factors, some of which are malleable. Physicians who actively strive to preserve the health, function, jobs, and future employability of working-age people make a contribution of benefit to all parties, as well as help control the growth of disability program costs, and protect the vitality of both economies and societies.

Although the incidence of work-related illnesses and injuries has been falling steadily for the last three decades, the number of lost work days per case has climbed, as has the number of provided medical services and related costs. Analysis of data from millions of benefit claim records shows that absence durations are typically one-third longer for work-related injuries than for identical non-work-related injuries. In the United States, the proportion of every benefit dollar spent on medical care has risen from approximately 40 to 60%. Paradoxically, employers are paying more – and more expensive – medical services, but employees are losing more time from work attributed to medical reasons. The obvious question arises – how much of this work disability can be prevented?

Weeks, months, or even years of work absence are sometimes unavoidable such as due to major surgery, catastrophic injuries (e.g., amputations, blindness, major burns, or spinal cord injuries), or when severe or progressive illnesses develop such as certain cancers, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, or schizophrenia. Beyond the biology itself, these individuals must cope with obvious difficulties in adapting their lives around medical problems of this magnitude. However, extended work disability is becoming more prevalent among people with common health and life conditions that usually cause only a few days of work absence, such as low back, neck, shoulder, knee, and wrist pain, or depression and anxiety. In fact, among the highest cost claims in both work-related and non-work-related disability benefits programs are many that began as these relatively benign conditions. It has been estimated that 5% of workers’ compensation cases account for 80 to 85% of total costs. (3) Longer durations of workers’ compensation claims are associated with higher chronicity rates. (4-6)
The fundamental question this chapter seeks to address is – how can all stakeholders in the process work more effectively to reduce the disruptive impact of injury, illness, and age on peoples’ daily lives and work, and help them remain fully engaged in society as long as possible? In order to address this question, a conceptual framework of contributing factors to work disability and potential interventions to address those factors is presented. This chapter forms a bridge between the Guidelines chapters on Prevention and Chronic Pain, building on the former (prevention) and attempting to provide methods of avoiding the latter (chronic pain). To begin, conceptual issues in work disability prevention are introduced that emphasize the importance of keeping life as normal as possible for ill and injured workers, keeping them at work, or safely returning them to medically appropriate work as soon as possible. Six primary areas of influence on the recovery of affected workers from illness and injury are identified, including medical, personal, psychological, socio-cultural, systemic, and workplace factors. The chapter lays out methods that avoid creating iatrogenicity – working within a biopsychosocial framework, using evidence-based guidelines for medical treatment and disability duration, collaborating with other stakeholders, and establishing appropriate reimbursement for physician effort at work disability prevention and management. In sum, the chapter outlines a framework for examining the myriad influences on work disability and marshals the somewhat limited evidence on the effectiveness of various interventions. It also attempts to provide useful guidance to physicians and other stakeholders on tools and techniques which may be useful to them, whatever their sphere of influence, in assisting affected workers to remain engaged in society at all levels, and preventing and managing the devastating effects of this problem.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The Work Disability Prevention and Management (WDPM) Panel recommends that all stakeholders (clinicians, employers, payers, and others) in the Work Disability and Prevention process:

▪ Primary prevention is preferable to secondary prevention, no matter how effective the secondary prevention programs may be. Thus, it is even better to avoid illness, injury and re-injury through programs such as wellness and health promotion, pre-work screening for functional ability, and workplace safety than it is to mitigate the impact of those medical conditions on people’s lives and work.

▪ When injury or illness or the effects of aging become apparent, adopt a secondary prevention approach designed to prevent work disability whenever possible by minimizing attendant life disruption, work interruption, and job loss.

▪ Understand the continuum from symptom-based musculoskeletal complaints (common health and life problems or CHLPs) and those based on demonstrable tissue pathology (serious medical conditions or SMCs), the strong contribution of the former to work disability, and the need for differentiation between the two in diagnosis and management.

▪ Operate within a broad biopsychosocial model that acknowledges the influence of causal and contributing factors in multiple domains on work disability. When delay in recovery occurs or difficulties arise, seek potential issues that may be amenable to intervention in the medical, personal, motivational, interpersonal, psychological, socio-cultural, and administrative/regulatory/legal domains, as well as the tangible environment.

▪ Actively collaborate with other stakeholders to preserve or restore the patient’s usual daily routine and resume productive work activity as rapidly as possible. Strive to appreciate other stakeholders’ perspectives, priorities, and challenges. Provide support for problem-solving interactions between the direct supervisor and the affected worker.

▪ Remain cognizant of the potential for iatrogenic effects by their actions or inactions, particularly with regard to: 1) medicalization of nonmedical issues such as job dissatisfaction, workplace performance problems, and personal issues such as anger and domestic stress; 2) a focus on pain relief instead of functional restoration.
for affected workers; and 3) unnecessary delays in recognizing, reporting, diagnosing, and medical and administrative management of worker illness and injury.

- Appreciate the importance of underlying attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs) of all stakeholders on their approaches to and behaviors in work disability prevention and management. When delays in recovery occur, investigate underlying ABEs of all stakeholders – particularly those of affected patients and their direct supervisors – with regard to the process of recovery, activity during recovery, or adjusting job demands to changes in work capacity. When necessary, seek to positively modify ABEs through education or by offering a different perspective (reframing).

- Acknowledge affected worker psychological factors, ranging from normal reactions to illness or injury through both adaptive and maladaptive reactions and behaviors to primary or co-morbid psychopathology, and effectively address those contributing to work disability. Effectively address normal human reactions to illness or injury and provide support for coping efforts. Preserve self-reliance by ensuring that patients remain an active participant in their own recovery and return to function. When persistent maladaptive reactions or frankly abnormal behaviors become apparent, or when pre-existing or co-morbid psychopathology exists, provide access to behavioral health interventions on the condition that they will expedite functional recovery, including pharmacotherapy and/or referral for psychotherapy, particularly short-term, evidence-based and non-dependency producing techniques such as cognitive behavioral therapy.

- Actively drive towards optimal episode outcomes for affected workers, especially whose benefits will be paid by workers’ compensation insurance, since these patients tend to have worse medical, personal, and vocational outcomes than those covered by other benefit programs.

The WDPM Panel recommends that all stakeholders avoid:

- Inhumane or medically inadequate treatment of newly-injured or vulnerable patients in order to manipulate safety or attendance records, lost time injury statistics, or other performance metrics;

- Exposing patients to risk by ignoring medical restrictions designed to keep them safe and reasonably comfortable;

- Overestimation of the accuracy or precision of physician recommendations regarding worker functional limitations and work capacity;

- Aggressive, extensive, or prolonged medical treatment of benign conditions such as non-specific low back pain because it increases the risk of iatrogenic and advocagenic impairment and work disability.

**SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS**

The WDPM Panel recommends that physicians and other treating clinicians who care for ill and injured individuals:

- Learn the basics of their role in preventing needless work disability by helping working age people become and stay employed, and remain as fully engaged in society as possible.

- Take responsibility for assisting affected individuals to minimize the work life disruption created by injury or illness or the effects of aging and optimize functional recovery
  - Adopt the SPICE model as described below.
  - Avoid removing employees from work entirely unless work avoidance is actually medically required due to the condition itself.
  - Support affected individuals in staying at or returning to work by specifically describing the circumstances under which they can work as safely and comfortably as possible.
  - Provide activity prescriptions whenever individuals’ ability to function either on the job or at home has been altered by medical conditions or if specific circumstances pose a hazard (medical risk). Such activity prescriptions should encompass the actual functional requirements of jobs, objective facts concerning individuals’ ability to function, and the perceptions of the affected person.
Stay alert to elapsed time from the date that life disruption began, since the likelihood of a good outcome falls over time. Adjust the urgency of interventions to the life disruption calendar, instead of the interval since the patient entered the physician’s care.

Develop communication skills to use and enhance the power of the physician’s role and speaking as a positive influence on attitudes, beliefs and expectations (ABEs) of patients and other stakeholders. Include information and reassurance about the beneficial effects of remaining active and at work on recovery and well-being as part of routine patient education. When speaking with other stakeholders, do the same thing. Adjust communications with affected individuals and other stakeholders to the receiver’s cultural background and educational level.

Encourage and participate in interactive dialogue and problem-solving in the go to work/stay at work/return to work (GTW/SAW/RTW) process.

- Actively support affected individuals in communicating with supervisors or return to work coordinators.
- Proactively reach out to employers or insurers when the process becomes delayed; offer information, education, or assistance with problem-solving.
- Seek opportunities to explore and influence stakeholder ABEs, particularly with regard to obstacles to GTW/SAW/RTW.

Use the ACOEM Practice Guidelines and other authoritative and evidence-based medical treatment guidelines as a communications device with other stakeholders.

- Read or provide excerpts from relevant sections from the guidelines to patients, employers, claims adjusters and case managers in order to explain and support the reasoning behind treatment and functional recovery plans.
- As an important example, when a patient’s recovery is being delayed because the payer has not yet authorized a comprehensive risk assessment, psychosocial evaluation, behavioral medicine intervention, or psychotherapy as suggested or recommended by the guidelines, a telephone conversation between the treating or consulting clinician and the payer that points to the relevant guideline provision can build support for those interventions.
- When choosing among diagnostic and therapeutic methods, preferentially select those known to be the most effective in restoring function and shortening the period of life disruption, while at the same time minimizing risk to the patient and maximizing cost effectiveness.
- Consider the possible deleterious effects on wound healing and functional recovery of individuals with undetected or unaddressed substance abuse (particularly alcohol and tobacco), and recommend evaluation or treatment for them.
- Identify and use referral resources in the local community that are prepared and willing to assist with patients whose recovery is being delayed or imperiled by psychological or non-medical factors.

The WDPM Panel also recommends that physicians and other treating clinicians seek to do no harm and avoid:

- Contributing to the disempowerment, stigmatization and abandonment that sometimes occurs to individuals who find themselves in the workers’ compensation system, particularly the exclusion of affected individuals from active participation and responsibility for decision-making and problem-solving in GTW/SAW/RTW.
- Overemphasizing common life and health problems (CLHP):
  - Refrain from use of alarming or dramatic diagnostic labels or jargon in the absence of serious medical conditions (SMCs), instead using lay terminology like “common back pain.”
  - Educate stakeholders, particularly affected workers, by putting conditions into proper perspective. Provide appropriate and accurate reassurance by emphasizing the likelihood of full recovery when appropriate, or the need to live with, adapt to, and “work around” residual symptoms due to work related conditions or other factors such as encroachment of age.
  - Defer early establishment of a precise anatomical diagnosis (even when pressed) unless red flags are present or diagnostic certainty will materially affect management. If diagnostic imaging must be obtained, educate the patient beforehand about the meaning and relevance of possible results, particularly the prevalence of ‘abnormal’ but non-contributory findings due to age or other factors.
• Avoid elaborate or aggressive treatment regimens for new problems in the absence of serious medical conditions (SMCs), as such inappropriate management may signal an inaccurate level of seriousness to the affected individual.

□ Employment of interventions shown to worsen functional outcomes, such as:
  • Bed rest and prolonged inactivity.
  • Early or prolonged use of narcotic analgesics in the absence of definite indications (such as significant acute trauma or SMC).
  • Withdrawing patients from work or writing strict work restrictions and limitations based on patient preference, fear, or pain alone without a sound or objective medical or functional basis.
  • Implying that work disability work is medically necessary when it is actually due to discretionary decisions or other non-medical factors.
  • Inappropriate specialist and rehabilitation referral practices, which may include: a) premature referral for diagnostic imaging, specialist evaluation or extensive rehabilitation in the absence of red flags or failure of simple initial evidence-based care; and b) delayed referral despite the patient’s failure to recover as expected based on normative disability duration data.
  • Beyond the acute or immediate post-operative setting, treatments whose only therapeutic endpoint is the relief of pain rather than restoration of function.

□ Prolonged or extensive passive treatments, such as occupational or physical therapy and chiropractic manipulation, especially if the intervention is not focused on or progressively effective in restoring the ability to perform a specific function necessary at work or home.

**PRINCIPLES, TERMS, AND DEFINITIONS**

**SEVEN DIMENSIONS OF THE HEALTH-DISABILITY RELATIONSHIP**

Several interrelated terms are used in the study of disability. (7) Objectively demonstrable or verifiable conditions include disease and impairment. **Disease** is a disorder of structure or function that deviates from the biological range of normal, (8) and may include biochemical, physiological, or anatomical abnormalities resulting from pathological processes. **Impairment** is defined as “a significant deviation, loss, or loss of use of any body structure or body function in an individual with a health condition, disorder, or disease.” (9) Impairment is not the same as the underlying disease, but is the manifestation of the disease. Disease may or may not lead to physical or mental impairment, and does not necessarily cause symptoms, illness, disability, or incapacity. (7)

Subjective conditions, which add elements of conscious or unconscious experience of the individual, include symptoms and illness. **Symptoms** are “bodily or mental sensations that reach awareness and are bothersome or of concern to that person, e.g., feeling aches and pains, being tired or anxious.” (7) Some symptoms are a clinical manifestation of disease. However, many symptoms are related to activities of daily living or aging and are a normal part of life. Some symptoms fall outside of the range of what is considered to be normal, but are not reliably associated with any identifiable disease process. These have been termed “subjective health complaints” (10) or “medically unexplained symptoms.” (11) It has been suggested that these symptoms may also be manifestations of common life problems, such as minor psychological distress due to work or family issues. (12)

Many people have mild or moderate cardio-respiratory, musculoskeletal, or mental health conditions that have been described as “common health problems.” (13) All of these poorly defined conditions can cause considerable symptomatic distress and may be a source of work disability. This chapter will use the term “common health and life problems” (CHLPs) to encompass these syndromes, which are discussed in more detail in the section on iatrogenicity.

**Illness** or **ill health** is the subjective feeling of being unwell. It occurs when a health condition impacts on well-being or quality of life, although not necessarily producing impairment as defined above. Central to all definitions is that illness is an internal and personal experience. (7)
Consideration of the environmental context produces sickness (or the sick role), disability, and work incapacity. **Sickness** or the sick role is a social status accorded to the ill person by society and defines interactions between the individual and other people or society. It implies a lack of direct responsibility for the condition and involves both temporary exemption from normal social roles and a responsibility to seek competent medical help and cooperate with medical advice to get well. **Disability** is defined as “activity limitations and/or participation restrictions in an individual with a health condition, disorder, or disease.” **Incapacity for work** is reduced capacity, functioning and performance in work, associated with sickness or disability. The traditional biomedical model has related these concepts as below, with disease (or symptoms, or illness, including common health and life problems) causing impairment and resulting in disability and work incapacity.

**DISEASE**

SYMPTOMS → IMPAIRMENT → DISABILITY → WORK INCAPACITY

**ILLNESS**

However, it is important to note that **impairment** and **disability** are not synonymous. The former is an objectively observable and often measurable alteration of body structure or function, whereas the latter is a more global disruption of function encompassing psychological characteristics of the individual as well as environmental and other influences. In addition, there is a limited correlation between illness (or impairment) and disability (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1. Limited Correlation Between Illness/Impairment and Disability**


**Work disability** (synonymous with **work incapacity** in the classification above) is the focus of this chapter. Work disability is usually operationally defined as absence from work, reduced productivity while at work (“presenteeism”), or working with functional limitations as a result of either illness or injury. It is important to note that the term “work disability” includes both work-related and non-work-related causes. This is an important concept given the aging of populations and the rise in incidence and prevalence of chronic diseases and impairments which impact work function.

**SERIOUS MEDICAL CONDITIONS AND COMMON HEALTH AND LIFE PROBLEMS**

Occupational illnesses and injuries may or may not be characterized by pathophysiological abnormalities. Demonstrable tissue pathology at micro- or macroscopic levels include sprains, strains, spinal disc herniations, and fractures, and non-musculoskeletal conditions such as eye injuries, inhalation toxicities, and occupational cancers. Historically, the incidence and prevalence rates of these various conditions are decreasing with increased attention and efforts at safety and prevention.

Some symptoms (e.g., chest pain) are clearly clinical manifestations of disease. However, many symptoms (e.g., musculoskeletal discomfort, particularly spine pain) may be related to activities of daily living and are a normal part of life – this is particularly true in an aging workforce with many chronic illnesses. Many people have mild or moderate cardio-respiratory, musculoskeletal, or mental health conditions that have been described as “common
health problems.” (13) Some symptoms fall outside the range of what is considered normal, but are not reliably associated with any identifiable disease process. These occurrences have been termed “subjective health complaints,” (10) “medically unexplained symptoms,” (11) or “functional somatic syndromes.” (16) These conditions have been characterized as follows (7):

- There is high background prevalence in the general (working) population.
- There is usually little evidence of disease, permanent damage, or impairment.
- Most acute episodes resolve quickly (with or without health care), at least sufficiently for return to most normal activities even if with some persistent or recurrent symptoms.
- Most people with these conditions remain at work and the large majority of those who do take sickness absence return to work quickly, even with residual symptoms.
- Many people with these conditions, even those on compensation or social security benefits, do not have any absolute physical or mental incapacity for most ordinary activities and most jobs in modern society.
- Overall, only about 1% of episodes of sickness absence associated with these problems go on to long-term incapacity. Yet, these conditions generate a hugely disproportionate amount of lost time and cost.

In the same context, four characteristics of musculoskeletal pain have been described (17):

1. It is very common, to a large degree reflects normal human development and experience, and is adapted to and coped with by a majority of people.
2. Many painful musculoskeletal conditions are self-limiting, and others wax and wane in symptom severity.
3. The true prevalence and natural history of these conditions is unknown because people do not consistently seek medical care for them.
4. The biomedical model of illness has not been a successful approach in terms of decreasing pain intensity and pain-related disability.

The need to differentiate conditions with demonstrable pathology, termed “severe medical conditions” (SMCs), from symptom-based conditions, which are classified as “common health problems” (CHPs) has been emphasized. (13) It has been suggested that musculoskeletal symptoms and conditions may also be manifestations of common life problems, primarily psychosocial issues such as job dissatisfaction and familial and financial concerns. This chapter will use the term “common health and life problems” (CHLPs) to encompass these syndromes, which are discussed in more detail in the section on iatrogenicity. (12)

There is no clear threshold between severe medical conditions and common health and life problems. Instead, there is a continuum or spectrum. All of these poorly defined conditions can cause considerable symptomatic distress and may be a source of work disability. A major challenge for physicians caring for affected workers is the differentiation of SMCs and CHLPs, and appropriate management.

**OTHER PRINCIPLES AND TERMINOLOGY**

**Return to Work**

As noted, the term “return to work” (RTW) can be utilized as both a process and an outcome measure. (15) As a process, the term is most often used in the context of go to work/stay at work/return to work efforts involving temporary (transitional) or permanent (modified) adjustment to the individual worker’s job description and function. (18) These activities are crucial to ill or injured worker rehabilitation and are discussed at length in the section on Transitional Work and Activity Prescription. As an outcome measure, RTW can be categorical and descriptive (working or not working) or a continuous variable measuring parameters such as duration or extent of inability to work due to functional limitations. (19, 20) An additional temporal consideration raised by a 1996 study is that 61% of workers with an initial episode of temporary work disability experienced at least one subsequent episode of work absence due to the same illness or injury event. (21) Thus, only 39% of the workers in the sample returned to and remained in their original job during the course of the study. Multiple variables, including occupation, past history of work disability episodes (e.g., affecting worker expectations for successful return to work), and variability in effects of environmental factors and treatment over time as complicating factors in work disability prediction have also been described. (22)
Medical Necessity of Work Absence (Disability)

Work absence may be considered to be medically necessary, discretionary, or unnecessary.(23) **Medically necessary work absence** requiring prolonged time (more than 2 weeks) away from work may be due to:

- Hospitalization or requirement for frequent attendance at a place of medical or other care.
- Medically unstable conditions (e.g., new-onset seizure disorder or severe psychiatric conditions) or advanced progressive neurological disorders which cannot be satisfactorily medically managed and which may present a danger to affected workers or others.
- Requirements for confinement at home, particularly to bed (e.g., acute response to injury or risk of contagion).
- Conditions in which travel to and from the workplace or work activity itself is medically contraindicated and poses a serious risk to affected workers, co-workers, or the public, or may delay the affected worker’s recovery.
- Debilitating conditions such as severe congestive heart failure which may preclude even sedentary activities.

The following factors **do not** make work disability medically necessary(24):

- Self-perception of work incapacity by affected workers without objective evidence.
- Personal decision on the part of affected workers (see tolerance, below).
- Delay in diagnostic or specialist referral.
- Business decision on the part of employers or payers.
- Insurance company design of insurance policies.
- Social decisions made by legislatures or other policy bodies.

**Discretionary disability** occurs at the volition of affected workers or employers and is: 1) associated with diagnosable medical conditions that may have created some functional impairment but left other functional abilities still intact or 2) more commonly, due to worker or employer decision not to make the extra effort required to find a way for the employee to stay at work during illness or recovery.

**Unnecessary disability** results from delayed medical care (due to communications delay, ignorance or resistance on the part of participants, administrative or procedural delay, or poor case and care management), inadequate medical care (whether due to diagnostic, treatment, or administrative, factors), and failure to address non-medical issues due to medicalization or reluctance on the part of stakeholders. This form of disability may be termed preventable or avoidable work disability, and often involves a combination of a medical condition affecting function, loss of ability or willingness to cope, and lack of external support.(25)

**Risk, Restriction, Capacity, Limitation, and Tolerance**

Five relevant terms – risk, restrictions, capacity, limitations, and tolerance – have been described in determining affected worker ability to perform a given job description, and suggested an ordered process for making return to work determinations.(26)

**Risk** refers to the chance of compromise of the healing process, or harm to affected workers or the general public if individuals engage in specific work activities. The presence of specific risks may necessitate the use of **work restrictions**, which proscribe activities that affected workers can, but should not, perform. A common example is the prohibition of individuals with uncontrolled seizure disorders from working as aircraft pilots or commercial motor vehicle operators.

**Capacity** refers to concepts such as strength, flexibility, endurance, and cognitive function, most often in terms of affected workers’ current ability. Capacity may be described by physicians in terms of **work limitations**, which state activities that affected workers cannot physically or psychologically perform. Examples are the inability of workers with untreated rotator cuff tears and loss of shoulder range of motion to effectively execute above-the-shoulder tasks; performance of work frequently requiring 6 metabolic equivalents (METs) of exertion by workers...
that can only exercise to 4 METs due to cardiopulmonary disease; and interference with problem solving or limb coordination capabilities by medications.

**Tolerance** is a psychophysiological concept which describes affected worker willingness and motivation to sustain work or activity at a given level, particularly in the presence of pain and/or fatigue. Tolerance is in large part dependent upon the rewards available for performing the activity of interest. Tolerance is not a scientifically verifiable concept, and is not an appropriate subject for work restrictions or limitations.

**Time Course and Phasing of Illness and Injury**
The terms “acute,” “subacute,” and “chronic” are used in this chapter to refer to the generally accepted time periods of less than 1 month after the illness or injury event (acute), between 1 to 3 months post-event (subacute), and more than 3 months post-event (chronic).

**GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN WORK DISABILITY PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT**

**THE BIO PSYCHOSOCIAL APPROACH**

“What is needed for the future is a comprehensive multivariate biopsychosocial job related model of work disability. ...Only a comprehensive model developed on the basis of sound methodological criteria could or should become a foundation for the practical applications in health care and compensation systems to identify workers at highest risk of disability and provide appropriate rehabilitation programming.”(27)

**The Biomedical Model**

As previously discussed, Western medicine has historically relied upon a biomedical (BM) model of disease, and consequent illness, impairment, and disability. The BM model assumed a duality between mind and body reliant on “a seventeenth century paradigm predicated on the mechanism, reductionism, determinism, and dualism of Newton and Descartes,”(28) with a direct correspondence between nociception (the pathophysiology of tissue damage) and pain (the experience of discomfort).(17) The work of Beecher(29) and Engel(30) added psychogenic factors to the potential etiology of pain. However, the combined model still assumed that pain was either organic or psychological in origin, thus supporting and perpetuating the mind/body duality.(31) The BM model primarily involves the patient and physician, and formed the basis of the modern medical approach to the patient.(32) It assumed that once the discrete nociceptive stimulus – or psychological dysfunction – has been identified and addressed, the pain will be cured according to the following sequence:

HISTORY AND EXAMINATION → DIAGNOSIS → TREATMENT → CURE

Modern concepts of workers’ compensation and social security evolved early in the 20th century and were based on the BM or disease model.(33) In this context, the BM approach assumed a linear relationship among disease (and resultant pain), impairment, disability, and work incapacity(7):

DISEASE (PAIN) → IMPAIRMENT → DISABILITY → WORK INCAPACITY

Until recently, current debate about the nature of disability was characterized by conception of the human body, mind, and society as separate spheres of existence.(34) However, even within the BM model, the relationships of disease, symptoms, and treatment is complex. For example, a patient’s symptom relief from a glucocorticosteroid injection may represent the normal self-limiting course of the condition, a placebo effect, regression to the mean, or an actual therapeutic effect.(17)

**The Biopsychosocial Approach**

Individuals have different genetic compositions, developmental and learning histories, emotional and physical experiences, and exposure to environmental and sociocultural influences. This variability contributes to marked differences in individual responses to similar situations, including disease conditions. The BM approach is appropriate for many acute and uncomplicated disease or injury processes (e.g., bone fracture), as well as for
serious medical conditions, but is incomplete in explaining and providing a basis for management of more complex conditions or for individuals who do not respond well to traditional approaches.(15, 35)

In 1977, Engel published a seminal paper on the biopsychosocial (BPS) model, proposing that behavioral, psychological, and social influences needed to be considered in individual responses to similar pathologic (BM) processes.(36) This approach emphasized the limited correlation between nociception and pain and acknowledged the complex influences of internal and external variables on individual pain experience.(17) It should be clear that the BPS model does not merely refer to “tacking on” a psychological component to the BM model. The approach includes consideration of biomedical factors (disease processes and nociceptive sensitivity), psychological variables (cognitive factors such as affected worker attitudes, beliefs, and expectancies; self-efficacy; and emotional components such as anger, anxiety, fear, and frustration), and socio-cultural factors (environmental influences and learning mechanisms). The traditional medical/psychiatric approach gradually evolved away from psychopathology to a broader psychosocial adaptation perspective, integrating research from medical, social, anthropological, physical therapy, psychological, and occupational spheres.(15)

In the occupational medical context, the connection between disease and impairment may be strong for some discrete disorders (e.g., post-operative impairment in range of motion, or decrease in oxygen diffusion capacity related to pulmonary fibrosis), but the relationships among impairment, disability, and work incapacity are often less clear. The latter are subject to a plethora of factors both intrinsic and extrinsic to affected workers, including cultural, economic, familial, psychological, social, and vocational elements. These individual- and system-related psychosocial factors influence reaction to and recovery from illness or injury, and play a prominent interactive role in work disability severity and duration and readiness to return to work.(15, 22, 27, 37-40) For example, there are robust data that psychosocial factors have consistently been found to be more predictive than physical ones in accounting for chronic low back pain.(35) The BPS model provides a conceptual mechanism for better understanding of affected worker recovery, as well as failure to respond to conventional diagnostic and therapeutic interventions for what appear to be straightforward medical conditions and CHLPs. There is extensive literature demonstrating the therapeutic effectiveness of a BPS model-based functional restoration program for chronic low back pain(41-47) (see Low Back Disorders and Chronic Pain chapters).

Time and the evolution of contributing factors to work disability are other important variables to be considered. The dynamic nature of influences over work disability over time has been recognized, and that occupational disability should not be considered to be a static state emphasized.(22) The effects of prognostic risk factors may change over time.(19, 48, 49) The phase-specificity (acute, sub-acute, and chronic, as described above) of risk factors for work disability has been described(50) Similar phases for back pain have been supported by multiple investigators.(19, 51, 52) The majority of clinical spine disorders, as well as a number of medical conditions such as hypertension and diabetes, have no permanent (or imminently foreseeable) cures and are recurrent and chronic in nature. This has led to an evolution of the phase-specificity model and emergence of prognostic approaches (53, 54) which suggest that physicians need to move away from an exclusively curative focus (BM model) to a more comprehensive rehabilitative management approach in dealing with these chronic medical illnesses.(35)

It has been noted that “we are still at the infancy stage in developing complex solutions for complex problems.”(35) A comprehensive analysis of models of work disability summarized the current evolution as comprising the following features(15):

1. A diminished role for the biomedical and insurance models, with a shift away from the latter’s focus on medicolegal evidence and compensability determination towards efficiency in health care cost management.
2. Expansion of ecological and case management approaches, with more emphasis on the interaction among affected workers and many key disability stakeholders.
3. Appreciation of the effects of the macrosystem of economic factors.
4. A greater appreciation of psychosocial factors, both individual cognitions about disability and its system-based social context, and cognitively mediated motivational factors in RTW.

5. Increased support for and reliance upon the biopsychosocial model, as described above.

6. Addition and articulation of stage-based models of work disability, with focus on temporal aspects and patterns of the disablement process by including medical recovery and psychosocial factors interacting with the time since injury and readiness to return to work.

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR WORK DISABILITY PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT

In describing the problem of spine pain, LaRocca posited that “this predicament is not the result of an inadequate fund of available information with which to address the matter; to contend otherwise is to engage in counterproductive sophistry. Instead, the problem emanates from the lack of a comprehensive and unifying problem-solving strategy to appraise the relevant data and from there to establish policy and procedures for implementing effective management while remaining receptive to new learning.”(55) In a 1996 editorial, it was noted that “there appears to be a need to move from a verbal recognition that [problems with the implementation of multi-disciplinary prevention and rehabilitation services] are determined by some combination of medical, physical, ergonomic, psychosocial, and economic factors to the development and implementation of systems of care that truly allow for the consideration of these factors within appropriate limits...What is evident is that history has indicated that no one specialty has the answer or ability to effectively prevent or manage these problems.”(56)

As described in the late 1970s, Bronfenbrenner(57) advanced an ecological theory of human development describing “layers” of environmental influence affecting the individual.(15) Later, related this concept was related to workplace interactions among “microsystems” (the worker), “mesosystems” (the health care system, insurance and payment system, and the workplace), and “macrosystems” (economic influences, and legislative and societal factors).(58) In 2001, a disability prevention management model was advanced that aggregated these factors (in a slightly different form) into a conceptual framework recognizing the multiple stakeholders in occupational disability.(59, 60) The BPS approach discussed above builds on biomedical and ecological models to integrate all of the component factors into a systemic approach comprising 6 domains, which were depicted by the ecological model(61) in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Arena in Work Disability Prevention

These domains include the following factors, which are extensively addressed later in the chapter (those in parentheses refer to the corresponding dimension of the Loisel model depicted above):

**Medical Management Factors (Health Care System)**
These considerations include the potential positive and negative influences of physician management on eventual disability. An overarching concern is avoidance of iatrogenicity, or disability introduced or exacerbated by physician attitude, approach, and action or inaction (see below). Medical factors include initial management of ill or injured workers, physician training and orientation factors (such as occupational medical and work disability focus), physician performance (particularly avoidance of over-diagnosis and over-treatment), the nature, quality, and quantity of interaction between physicians and affected workers, and specific physician practices such as the inappropriate use of opioids and work restrictions.

**Personal Factors (Personal System/Personal Coping)**
These influences include age, gender, race, cultural background, individual behavioral practices, and familial and social factors. The effects of these elements are unclear. Some, such as gender, show significant associations, but not causative relationships with work disability. Others, such as tobacco use, have well-documented negative physiologic effects on injury healing, but only suggestive evidence for influence on work disability.

**Psychological Factors (Personal System/Personal Coping)**
This domain subsumes two primary considerations in physician management: 1) affected worker psychological characteristics, including normal, adaptive, and maladaptive responses to illness and injury and 2) diagnosable psychiatric co-morbidity. Attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs) toward individual elements of the work disability prevention process may have a profound effect on worker recovery and rehabilitation. Illness or injury may provoke normal human responses in affected workers which need to be recognized and accounted for by physicians. Psychological assets and adaptive responses may include resilience, positive coping strategies, motivation, readiness to change, and self-efficacy. Maladaptive psychological characteristics include fear avoidance; dysfunctional or inappropriate attitudes, beliefs, and expectations about pain, disability, and health care; dysfunctional perceptions, beliefs, and expectations; negative coping strategies (e.g., catastrophizing or inappropriate illness behavior); and failure to accept personal responsibility for one’s own behavior and recovery. Psychiatric comorbidity in varying degrees of severity and compensation may be a baseline characteristic of affected workers (e.g., personality disorder), be precipitated or exacerbated by work disability or complicate management and recovery (e.g., depression), or represent some combination of the two.

**Sociocultural Influences (Culture and Politics)**
A primary sociocultural influence contributing to the increase in work disability over the 20th century has been a phenomenon of “disability creep,” with gradual medicalization, socialization, and culturalization of work disability and acceptance of progressively lesser degrees of physical and mental impairment as defining disabled status. Popular media have been shown to contribute to the increase in work disability, but concerted media campaigns to alter public perception and provider behavior have been modestly successful in reducing disability outcomes. Special interest groups and patient organizations can also have contradictory effects. A potentially overlooked aspect of work disability is the role of free will of affected workers.

**Systemic Factors (Legislative and Insurance System)**
At their simplest level, these factors can be defined as problems with workers’ compensation benefit systems, associated legal systems, and the effects of employment climate. Workers’ compensation systems represent a compromise between the rights and responsibilities of employers and workers. For affected workers who are motivated to return to their former levels of function, these systems may facilitate the process or provide significant and sometimes difficult barriers to rehabilitation. For affected workers who are not motivated to return to work for a variety of possible reasons, including personal, psychological, socio-cultural, and workplace factors, these systems can provide a perverse incentive which in the short term rewards work disability at the
long-term expense of the employer, payer, and society (and unwittingly, the worker). The associated legal system is intended to protect affected workers from potential lapses or abuses by the health care system, employers and payers, and often does so, but entails the same perverse incentive that can reward work disability in direct proportion to its severity in susceptible individuals. Other advocagenic aspects are described further below. The societal economic and employment climate may affect worker motivation to return to work as well as participation in and response to the workers’ compensation and legal systems.

Workplace Factors (Workplace System)
A number of workplace characteristics and factors may influence work disability. Workplace culture may interact with worker ABEs in positive or negative ways, reinforcing adaptive or maladaptive worker perceptions and behaviors. Effective pre-placement and ongoing evaluation may forestall preventable illness or injury. As primary employer representatives, supervisors may exert strong influences on incidence of untoward events and employee reactions to initial and ongoing management, as well as return to work outcomes. Proactive employee training in process and expectations in the event of work disability may be beneficial, although this effect is not well established. As discussed in the section on Transitional Work and Activity, this intervention is crucial to optimal worker recovery and rehabilitation. There also is some evidence for positive effects of ergonomic worksite evaluation and intervention (see Low Back Disorders chapter). Both co-workers and labor unions can exert significant positive and negative influence over the process.

Multiple Causality
A fundamental assumption of the conceptual framework presented in this chapter is that any and all of the factors under consideration may contribute to eventual work disability, particularly on a permanent basis. As with most human conditions, no one factor can be identified which is pathognomonic or inevitably determines the negative outcome. Rather, a cumulative effect may operate in any given affected worker to determine the occurrence and severity of work disability, with factors from one domain more important than another, individualized for each affected worker’s past history, life circumstances, personality, outlook and motivation, response to illness or injury, and environmental influences (the “toxic dose”). The current framework attempts to identify and define as many factors as possible so as to afford physicians and other stakeholders the best possible chance to identify and address those elements operative in a given case – or, systemically – to prevent eventual work disability. (In practice, those salient elements will need to be prioritized and addressed.) As will be seen throughout this chapter, the current state of knowledge is fragmented and incomplete, particularly with regard to the interactions of various components. The proposed framework is intended to provide grounding for future efforts in research and practice so as to permit progress in understanding all facets of work disability prevention and optimization of management by all stakeholders.

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER COLLABORATION
Stakeholder Roles in WDPM
“Action depends on accepting ownership of the problem. Everyone – workers, employers, unions, insurers, health professionals, government and the taxpayer – has an interest in better outcomes....Effective management depends on getting ‘all players onside’ and working together to that common goal. This is partly a matter of perceptions (by all the players). It requires a fundamental shift in the culture of how we perceived and manage [the problem] in health care, in the workplace, and in society.”

Avoidance of work disability requires concerted and responsible action by all stakeholders, including affected workers, family, primary care physicians, other health care providers, employers (at all management and supervisory levels), insurers, case managers, adjusters, co-workers, and labor representatives. This process can involve complex interactions among any and all participants, with each having their own set of priorities and methods for communicating concerns. The effectiveness of cooperation in this process determines the tangible outcome of a health-related employment disruption. However, the process often suffers
unnecessary delays, stalls, or becomes sidetracked because of attention to corroborating, certifying, justifying, arguing about, or evaluating work disability rather than preventing it. As a result, RTW efforts may be unsuccessful even when affected workers have adequate physical capability and motivation to perform transitional or regular duties.\(^{60, 69}\)

**Affected Workers**

To achieve optimal and maximal functional recovery, affected workers must at least partially self manage and assume responsibility for their rehabilitation. They should be compliant with medication, physical or occupational therapy, home exercise, and scheduled medical follow-up. It is important that they maintain or increase activity to minimize physical and psychological deconditioning, tissue atrophy, aches, and musculoskeletal pain, and to raise endorphin levels. Affected individuals should remain cognizant of their limitations and work within appropriately prescribed medical restrictions (determined cooperatively with physicians and employers), refusing unreasonable requests by co-workers and supervisors to function over their capabilities. It is incumbent upon workers to communicate with physicians and other stakeholders. They should cooperate with administrative and regulatory procedures and requirements, and take responsibility for their moods and emotional states, with or without assistance (see Psychological Factors) as needed.

**Physicians**

Physicians should provide appropriate evaluation, diagnosis and treatment, relying on evidence-based approaches. Absent emergency, trauma, or other red flag situations, initial strategies limit excessive diagnostic testing. Non-invasive treatments are nearly always the primary treatments.\(^1\) Superior care generally requires optimal treatments, pharmacotherapy, and physical activity while limiting excessive physical medicine prescriptions (especially passive modalities) and specialist referrals. Physicians should ascertain the functional demands of affected worker job positions (from the patient’s history, visits to the job site, job descriptions and/or quantifications of job demands)\(^{2}\), and identify appropriate work limitations and restrictions, which should evolve as the worker recovers. It is important that physicians educate affected workers about their conditions and the employees’ participatory role in recovery and return to maximal function as early as possible to stimulate a focus on function, eliciting and utilizing employee knowledge about tolerated activities and the pace of RTW in the process.\(^{70}\) Physicians should step beyond their usual medical treatment approach and be cognizant of the important contributions that can be made by other parties, especially those familiar with employee work lives, in the disability prevention process. Physicians should actively communicate and work cooperatively with other stakeholders, including employers, payers, and the affected worker’s family members, to help minimize impacts of health conditions, and maintain the full participation of the worker in work and daily living activities. This includes communications required by law for workers’ compensation systems. However, physicians should be cognizant of specific limitations and restrictions on communication of medical information within their practice jurisdiction, and in general should limit themselves to communication of information on a need-to-know basis.

**Employers**

Employer-based personnel include all levels of management (including immediate supervisors), human resources managers, RTW coordinators, and in-house medical department staff. To be most effective, the disability prevention process should start before any illness or injury has occurred. Program elements should be planned and instituted. However, in situations in which the worker may perceive dangerous working conditions or a negative interpersonal climate,\(^3\) there is little incentive for injured employees to return to work particularly if alternatives, such as extended workers’ compensation benefits or sick leave are available. Interventions include managerial support for prevention efforts, establishment of fair policies for both managers and workers,

---

\(^1\)Exceptions are infrequent and may include trigger digit and deQuervain’s stenosing tenosynovitis (see disorder specific chapters).

\(^2\)Preference is given to objective measures over subjective reports provided the objective measures are reasonably accurate.

\(^3\)This may also occur in a microclimate. The employer may have sophisticated disability prevention policies and procedures but there may be a work unit (e.g., department) where there is hostility to disability prevention, interpersonal conflicts, etc.
education of supervisors and employees in workers’ compensation matters; and promotion of a non-hostile work environment in which positive supervisor and management responses follow an injury or onset of symptoms.

Managers determine whether, when, and how affected workers return to work within the functional limitations and medical restrictions specified by physicians. They have a responsibility to provide physicians and other healthcare providers with necessary employment-related information to enable appropriate medical advice and support. Ideally, they will have quantified job demands readily available for provider review. More likely, they have some job descriptions or information available and are willing to participate in job and/or schedule modification as necessary. The optimal system allows early return to modified work and communication with employees, physicians, and payers. Many lost-time injuries can often be avoided if all stakeholders communicate and collaborate to return affected workers back to normal or optimized functional status.

Employers are also responsible for ensuring that workplace cultures support safe and timely return to meaningful work. Typically, the medical care associated with successful programs is conservative and should always be guided by quality evidence-based treatment guidelines. The employer’s ability to eliminate obstacles and facilitate on-the-job recovery will strongly contribute to the affected worker’s rehabilitation and return to maximal function. Employers should consistently monitor and evaluate the progress of disability prevention programs in order to identify opportunities for improvement.

**Payers**

Payers should assume a non-adversarial role, acting expeditiously in evaluating responsibility for claims, accepting their financial responsibility for payment of legitimate claims, and working with employers to define their approach. They should execute their responsibilities in accordance with applicable statutes. As stakeholders with a strong interest in cost-effective claim resolution, payers should actively monitor care and case progress for appropriateness of medical management. Claims should be monitored for indicators of delayed recovery, which should trigger early or intensified case management.

**Other Stakeholders**

Occupational health specialists, other medical specialists, behavioral health professionals, case managers, family members, union representatives, attorneys, and adjudicators may have significant involvement in cases. Benefits claim administrators and insurance adjustors often act as communication intermediaries on behalf of employers. Nurse case managers are often engaged to expedite the process of care and facilitate communication among all parties. In disputed cases, lawyers may assume the role of a communication conduit between the non-medical parties. Physical or occupational therapists, ergonomists, industrial hygienists, and employer-based health and safety professionals may be able to assist when functional demands of jobs need to be specified, options for work accommodations need to be developed, or hazardous conditions need to be rectified. Vocational rehabilitation professionals may identify new job opportunities for people who have lost their jobs or who are no longer medically able to perform their former occupation.

**IATROGENICITY**

The term “iatrogenic” usually refers to an untoward medical event or outcome caused by a patient’s medical care. It has been proposed that the concept of iatrogenic illness be extended from its narrow definition of physician-caused illness to its logical conclusion to include health problems caused by any party in the health care process, including patients and their families. (71) This meaning can include adverse outcomes resulting from an ill or injured worker’s contact with the workers’ compensation and disability benefits system as a whole, caused by the failure of any and all stakeholders to respond appropriately to the needs of the affected worker and collaborate in driving the episode towards a positive outcome.

Stakeholder actions or inactions and systemic characteristics can hinder prevention and promote work disability. Iatrogenicity may be caused by medical management, societal and cultural influences, systemic determinants, and workplace (job or organizational) factors. Three important aspects of iatrogenicity discussed in this section are: 1)
the medicalization of common health and life problems; 2) the focus on pain relief as opposed to functional rehabilitation in affected workers; and 3) the critical nature of time (particularly with regard to diagnostic and treatment delays) in avoidance of work disability.

Medicalization of Common Health and Life Problems
Differentiation of serious medical conditions (SMCs) and common health and life problems (CHLPs) was discussed in the Principles, Terms, and Definitions section. A prototypical example of the latter is non-specific back pain, which may be the best studied because of its dominance in both prevalence and costs in work disability. It is estimated that 70 to 85% of all people have at least one episode of disabling back pain in their lives. Back pain was not considered an injury until the mid-20th century. The cause of the vast majority of back pain is poorly understood. Diagnostic imaging procedures to attempt to identify causes of back pain actually have poor correlation with tissue pathology in blinded studies. Objective measures of pathology do not predict disability and physiological explanation of back pain is only available for an estimated 15% of cases.

Medicalization is the process by which non-medical problems, including some CHLPs, become defined and treated as medical disorders. These conditions may be misinterpreted by any or all stakeholders (i.e., affected workers, physicians, etc.), as injuries attributable to work-related events and conditions. A number of CHLPs (e.g., many low back pain cases) have been medicalized and institutionalized into workers’ compensation medical and administrative systems or once this occurs, reported concerns tend to be viewed from either the biomedical or psychiatric model, and normal conditions such as muscle pain, strain, dyspnea when deconditioned, general chemical intolerance, stress, periodic sleep issues, jet lag, workplace conflict or job dissatisfaction can be elevated to the status of disorders that need medical treatment. These conditions are often the subject of intense investigation by physicians, usually without conclusive demonstration of pathology. This usually results in unnecessary expense and worker discomfort, incorrect diagnoses, gratuitous or harmful treatment, unproductive prolongation of the diagnostic and treatment process, avoidable delay of return of the individual to the workplace or to productive work, and iatrogenic disability. It has been estimated that medicalization is a major driver of increased health costs in the U.S., accounting for $77 billion or almost 4% of direct health care expenses in 2005.

Medicalization may occur when psychosocial issues are incorrectly interpreted as medical or psychiatric disorders. Relevant to the workplace, employers and workers may use the disability benefit system to sidestep difficult workplace issues that are obvious to them, but not disclosed to outside parties, particularly physicians and payers. Common psychosocial issues that can be medicalized in the workplace, particularly impacting performance (productivity, quality or work or motivation) include:

- **Workplace organizational factors**, such as (lack of) training, degree of autonomy, or (failure to follow) workplace policies;
- **Workplace psychosocial issues** (e.g., co-worker disharmony, workplace behaviors disruptive to the workplace and/or offensive to others, supervisor-employee conflicts, work organizational disagreements and disputes);
- **Worker injury concerns including abilities to** complete job tasks, such as fear of physical discomfort or re-injury;
- **Worker’s attentional needs** to ensure that their concerns are being taken seriously and addressed (which may precipitate symptom exaggeration);
- **Worker job security**, particularly in difficult economic climates with associated organizational down-sizing, layoffs and terminations; and
- **Personal psychosocial issues**, such as marital discord, parenting difficulties, coping, anxiety, depression.
- **Primary and secondary gain**:  

---

Some workers’ compensation jurisdictions and social security districts have medicalized disorders despite lack of quality data of relationships with work or need of disability; examples include fibromyalgia and multiple chemical sensitivity.
Primary gain is internally motivated within an individual. It occurs, for example, when employees are relieved from normal responsibility due to significant medical or psychiatric conditions. Gain derives from the individuals’ absolution from normal guilt or shame for the inability to perform because the failure can be solely and completely explained by the condition.

Secondary gain is typically externally generated, when individuals derive some reward for avoidance of a negatively perceived situation, such as performing an undesirable job task or occupation. Secondary gain may be tangible, as when individuals receive money or other benefits due to illness or injury. It may be intangible, as when attention, sympathy or other positive reinforcement is obtained for a medical condition (which may also motivate symptom exaggeration). The desire to continue to receive the benefit may impede individual motivation to fully comply with treatment.

There is a profound and deeply ingrained acceptance and medicalization of CHLPs, particularly those manifested by musculoskeletal complaints, in present medical and workers’ compensation systems; examples include neck and low back disorders and upper extremity disorders. As noted in other areas of this chapter, inaccurate diagnosis, unnecessary diagnostic testing (e.g., plain radiography, CT scanning, MRI), and needless and potentially harmful therapy (e.g., use of opioids) may be counterproductive and actually reinforce affected worker expectations with regard to illness and injury. The first responsibility of physicians is to the patient’s well-being, and occupational physicians have a responsibility to accurately assess worker conditions presented to them, communicate that perception to all stakeholders (including affected workers), and to act in accordance with their beliefs, with employee welfare foremost in mind. In order to effect constructive change in this situation, physicians should:

- Improve their understanding of the differences between severe (SMCs) and common (CHLPs) conditions, with recognition that these entities are not discrete categories but rather lie on a continuum.
- Increase their skills and comfort levels with clinical recognition of these problems and communication of them to both affected workers and other stakeholders, particularly employers and payers.

It has been noted that, “Part of this entails better clinical recognition of SMCs and less reliance on imaging and other testing (i.e., physicians may need to work a little harder and have more faith in their own physician judgment).”(13)

Focus on Pain Relief vs. Functional Restoration

ACOEM’s statement on the role of the personal physician in the go to/stay at/return to work and activity prescription paradigm(75) posits that the three fundamental purposes of medical care are: 1) restoration of health; 2) optimization of functional capacity; and 3) minimization of the destructive impact of injury or illness on affected workers’ lives. Medically related withdrawal from normal social roles, including work, is destabilizing and may be detrimental to the affected worker’s mental, physical, and social well-being. Maintaining or returning affected workers to all desired and relevant life activities as soon as safely possible has many beneficial physical and psychosocial effects for both individuals and their families, including enhanced recovery; reduction of personal, household, social, and economic problems; and prevention of lost productivity, needless work disability, and job loss.

It has been suggested that pain relief as a primary social role for the physician only became popularized and accepted in the early- to mid-20th century.(30) Pain in today’s workplace presents a challenge to the occupational physician in this regard. A fundamental problem with workers’ compensation and other no fault systems is the excessive acceptance of CHLPs and resultant pain as work related. As has been noted by Waddell & Burton, “We need to eradicate the presumption that [CHLPs] are SMCs (keeping in mind the continuum caveat – there is no clear threshold or dividing line). This is a systemic problem which rests on assumptions by all stakeholders – workers, employers, physicians, insurers, and others – and permeates the present system.”(13) Thus, dysfunctional conditions that sometimes can be only remotely related to work (e.g., many episodes of cumulative
trauma disorder") are assumed and accepted to be covered under some workers’ compensation jurisdictions. Affected workers often also expect complete or near-complete relief of pain from work-related conditions, which may lead to a biomedical approach and promotion of iatrogenicity. There is a pressing need to change that fundamental assumption and acceptance at the affected worker, physician, employer, and payer levels.

Evidence that factors other than the nature of the injury are primary determinants of disability clearly suggests that treating pain, even in the acute state, should emphasize functional restoration rather than symptom relief, as the latter may reinforce psychological, environmental, and psychosocial factors that predispose progression to chronic pain states and needless work disability.

Several principles discussed in the Chronic Pain chapter are applicable here:

1. Brief periods of inactivity may reduce pain in the acute post-injury time frame, and judicious activity limitations to facilitate recovery may be appropriate. However, in subacute to chronic phases, inactivity may increase pain and delay recovery, particularly through physical and mental deconditioning. Dysfunctional movements and patterns such as antalgic gait, abnormal postures, or guarding may contribute to the chronicity of pain. If these movement patterns are actively normalized, symptoms may be reduced and function increased.

2. The acute and subacute time frames are an important therapeutic window for preventive interventions. During this transitional period, affected worker pain may still be explainable by tissue damage, but individuals may exhibit some or all of the emotional and behavioral characteristics that are seen with chronic pain. Physician understanding, recognition, and appropriate management of these issues are often key to successful resolution of delayed recovery in pre-chronic individuals.

3. Both under- and over-treatment, particularly of pain, are clinical concerns. The latter may include management with medications (e.g., opioids) or invasive interventions (e.g., pain management) that may lead to adverse effects or morbidity which can result in harm to affected workers’ quality of life, socioeconomic status, home life, and personal relationships that would not have otherwise occurred. Evidence is growing that the use of “passive treatments,” such as passive stretching exercises are associated with substantially worse clinical outcomes.(76)

4. While affected worker complaints of pain should be acknowledged, both workers and physicians should remain focused on the ultimate goal of rehabilitation leading to optimal functional recovery rather than driven towards continued health care utilization. Emphasizing only pain relief may reinforce negative psychological, environmental, and dependent psychosocial factors that predispose progression to chronic pain states.

Physicians also should be aware that while complete cessation of pain may not be a realistic goal for some affected workers, self-care, functional restoration, and successful reintegration into the workforce can be attainable goals even though the complete elimination of pain may not be possible. As stakeholders in the care of ill and injured workers, the entire approach to nonspecific conditions such as CHLPs and pain may need to change from a fix it to an accommodate it approach. Both the aging of the workforce (with concomitant rise in degenerative conditions) and the profound influence of psychosocial factors on the experience of pain suggest that at least part of physician attention should shift from complete resolution of symptoms to accommodation and management with an emphasis on functional maximization. Both affected workers and physicians should remain focused on the ultimate goal of rehabilitation leading to optimal functional recovery, decreased healthcare utilization, and maximal self-actualization. Suggested interventions towards this end include(77):

- Target pain-related thoughts (e.g., cognitive restructuring, acceptance-based treatment);
- Target affected worker behavioral responses (motivational interviewing, operant conditioning); and
- Promote affected worker’s ability to achieve states of perceived relaxation and comfort (relaxation training, hypnosis, placebo interventions).

*See Initial Approaches to Treatment chapter regarding a discussion of this term and other inappropriate diagnostic labels.
In short, both the immediate and ongoing foci should be on functional improvement rather than abolishing pain. It may do well to adopt the term “maximum functional improvement” instead of the commonly used “maximum medical improvement.”

**The Critical Nature of Time**

Unnecessary prolonged work absence work can cause needless, but significant harm to a person’s well-being. Physical and mental deconditioning occurs early. This effect may be more pronounced and difficult to reverse in older workers. There can also be a loss of a major identity component – what the person does for a living, which may include the self-efficacy and satisfaction of doing a job well the self-esteem that comes from earning a living。(78)

During extended work absence, affected workers can lose social relationships with co-workers and experience stresses in familial life. Extended work absence may also adversely affect subsequent work patterns, including lower income and higher unemployment rates, particularly among women, older workers, and workers of lower socioeconomic status。(78, 79) For example, in a study of nearly 30,000 Swedes followed for 10 to 17 years and controlled for health factors, found a 50% increase in mortality among unemployed versus employed persons。(80)

People who never lose time from work have better outcomes than those who lose some time。(81) The longer the time employees are off work with low back pain, the lower their chances of ever returning to work. Once employees are off work for 4 to 12 weeks, they have a 10 to 40% risk (depending on the setting) of remaining off work at 1 year, and after 1 to 2 years absence, it is unlikely they will return to any form of work in the foreseeable future, irrespective of further treatment。(82) determined The likelihood of returning to work after injury has been determined as 70% after 20 days, 50% after 40 days, and 35% after 70 days。(83) Importantly, the odds of workers returning to work drop 50% by the 12th week of work disability, and studies have shown that the odds for return to full employment drop to 50% after 6 months of absence.

**THE SPICE MODEL**

The SPICE model was advanced by Colledge in 1993,(84) with subsequent revision in 2000(85) and 2005. The model is based on the Forward Treatment approach developed by the U.S. military in response to iatrogenic illness and loss of combat effectiveness among high numbers of military personnel. Previous management methods had included complex diagnostic and treatment pathways, removal of affected members from proximity to battle fronts, delay in treatment, a lack of focus in management, and failure to appreciate the powerful self-filling effects of expectations of affected soldiers. The military model contains many useful parallels for ill or injured workers. The civilian version comprises five concepts:

1. **Simplicity.** Simple, benign conditions, such as low back pain, become more complex when addressed in a complicated fashion. The use of unnecessary diagnostic testing, inaccurate terminology or labeling, potent medications, physical therapy, and work restrictions may create or validate an impression of serious pathology in the mind of affected workers, and serve to rationalize pre-existing attitudes, beliefs, and expectations.

2. **Proximity.** It is desirable to keep affected workers closely associated with the workplace, co-workers, and relatively normal activities during recovery from illness and injury. It includes the concept of developing workplaces as a desirable physical, mental, and social environment so that all workers – particularly those who are ill or injured – can gain fulfillment from working.

3. **Immediacy.** The critical nature of time in recovery from conditions affecting work absenteeism and presenteeism was discussed in the section on iatrogenicity. Early treatment, avoidance of delays in evaluation and management (which further distance affected workers from the workplace) and return to meaningful work as soon as possible decrease work disability.

4. **Centrality.** Affected workers need to perceive a sense of control and direction to their recovery and rehabilitation, with all stakeholders – individuals and their families, employers and co-workers, physicians,
payers, and those managing the claim – communicating, sharing, and working in good faith toward a common goal of return to maximal functional capacity.

5. **Expectancy.** As discussed in the Psychological Factors section, affected worker beliefs and expectations are a strong influence on recovery, and negative perceptions can be self-fulfilling. All stakeholders have the ability and responsibility to positively influence worker expectations.

Taken together, these themes run through the literature on work disability prevention and the constructs discussed in the current chapter. For example, the concept of simplicity finds direct application in the medicalization of common health and life problems, as well as factors such as physician approach to the ill or injured worker, familial influences, and effects of the workers’ compensation system. Proximity figures importantly in communication among employees, physicians, and workplaces, and in proactive and concurrent steps that can be taken by employers. Immediacy (the critical nature of time) is a well-established precept in optimal management of workers affected by illness and injury, and pertains to avoidance of unnecessary delays – in evaluation, diagnosis, treatment, provision of needed services, and payment – by all stakeholders. Centrality is a key concept for all stakeholders which runs through the administrative, medical, legal, and workplace management of ill and injured workers, who need to perceive a structured and comprehensive approach to their conditions, and understand their participatory role in the workers’ compensation system and return to work, particularly joint goal setting. Expectancy is a powerful but underappreciated and underutilized concept, particularly by physicians, and includes sensitivity to worker attitudes and perceptions, establishment of appropriate goals and timelines for recovery, and reinforcement of progress.

**TRANSITIONAL WORK AND ACTIVITY PRESCRIPTION: GO TO WORK/STAY AT WORK/RETURN TO WORK**

Most workers who report work-related health concerns can return to regular or transitional (temporary or modified) duty immediately or within a few days. Staying at work in a capacity consistent with the stage of healing and functional recovery maintains physical conditioning, minimizes development of maladaptive illness behavior patterns, maintains and reinforces self-esteem, and improves ultimate therapeutic outcomes. Keeping employees productive at work during recovery and rehabilitation from illness or injury conveys respect and provides social support that has been demonstrated to hasten recovery. Maintaining ill or injured employees at work, with progressively fewer restrictions as recovery occurs, provides an optimal situation for both employees (shortened duration of disability and improved outcomes) and their employers (higher productivity and lower workers’ compensation costs). Occupational physicians and other health professionals who treat work-related illness and injury should optimize disability management by including specific prescriptions for appropriate levels of activity at every affected worker visit.

**Consequences of Work Disability**

If work absence persists beyond a few days, the consequences to individuals can be profound and multidimensional in scope, yet many workers and their families are unaware of the harm that may result. The longer the period away from work, the greater the chance of chronic disability and the lesser the chance of returning to any form of productive work. Work absence for three months correlates with only a 50% chance of ever returning to work; this figure is decreased to approximately 2% by 12 months of absence.

**Self-image and psychological well-being.** Most adults derive a good deal of their self-identity from their work roles. The inability to do one’s job erodes self-esteem and sense of well-being, and often results in profound psychosocial dysfunction affecting all aspects of the patient’s lives.

**Physical decline.** The overall physical activity level of most affected workers declines when they do not engage in normal work routines. Although relative rest may be beneficial in the healing process for some injuries, too little activity can rapidly result in impaired flexibility, decreased cardiovascular conditioning, and muscle atrophy. Within days of starting rest, bone and muscle mass and tendon strength begin to decline. These changes
can encourage further inactivity, leading to a vicious cycle complicating the original illness or injury and delaying recovery. Reversing these changes often takes much longer than the inactivity that caused them, particularly in older persons. Even limited activity, which is easier to accomplish at the worksite, can prevent or mitigate these changes.

**Economic implications.** While absent from work, ill or injured workers frequently forego salary increases, medical benefits, bonuses, and overtime or holiday pay. In addition, they may incur added personal expenses, depending on the injury. For example, affected workers may need help with household or vehicle maintenance tasks which they were able to perform themselves prior to the illness or injury. Savings and other financial reserves may be depleted and debt may increase as usual income declines.

**Familial and social effects.** The consequences of disability can affect entire families, across generations, and often change and reverse traditional societal roles. Individuals may be unable to fulfill their normal roles as spouses or parents. Other members of the family may be forced to assume new roles which in turn become barriers to functional recovery.

**Medically Unnecessary Lost Work Time**
Medically necessary work absence was described in the Principles, Terms, and Definitions section. There are relatively rare situations including hospitalization, frequent attendance at a clinical facility, medically unstable disorders, difficult-to-manage conditions, illness or injury that precludes safe travel, and debilitating conditions that disallow even sedentary work. Each year, millions of workers develop illness or sustain injury that prevents them from functioning normally at work. In most cases, employees are able to stay at or return to work after a brief recovery period. A survey of occupational physicians found fewer than 10% of work-related injuries are estimated to require more than 2 to 3 days off work. This contrasts markedly with the 24% of injured workers who receive temporary disability benefits (typically after more than three days off work), and suggests that up to 80% of paid temporary disability is medically unnecessary and therefore preventable. In the workers' compensation system, approximately 10% of workers who have a benign medical condition (e.g., soft-tissue musculoskeletal injury such as spine pain or extremity pain), which should result in only a few days of lost time, incur significant work absences and become involved in one or more of the disability benefit systems such as sick leave, workers' compensation disability, short and long term disability insurance or Social Security Disability Insurance. These individuals may end up with prolonged or even permanent withdrawal from the workforce.

**Communication among Stakeholders**
For medical care in general, effective communication is directly linked with improved compliance and outcomes. Similarly, the majority of lost workdays are not related to medical necessity but rather a breakdown in the communication and non-medical decision making process related to work ability. In the context of work disability, observational studies have demonstrated that adverse disability outcomes are inextricably linked with communication failures. A recent comprehensive review of the disability management process concluded that the quality of communication among key stakeholders (affected workers, physicians, employers, and insurers) was one of the major variables influencing disability outcomes. Communication that is unidirectional, authoritative, and without regard for the specifics of the injured worker’s life situation was identified as a common problem. After reviewing various models of disability management, the authors concluded that effective communication is a requirement for success regardless of the specific interventions employed.

There are multiple factors impacting the quality of communication that are not easily overcome by individual physicians:
- Physicians usually lack specific information regarding the physical demands of affected worker job tasks, making restrictions and return to work recommendations problematic and often arbitrary.
- Physicians rarely have information about the psychosocial dynamics at the workplace (e.g., relationships with supervisors and colleagues) which may have a powerful impact on the individual’s motivation to return to work.
There are few opportunities for employer perspectives (e.g., production and skill requirements) to be considered before physicians make specific limitation and restriction recommendations, yet these recommendations require employer cooperation in order to be effective.

Most occupational physicians do not feel competent to evaluate affected worker tolerance for work. This characteristic is a function of individual coping skills and motivation rather than their physical impairment and work capacity (see Principles, Terms, and Definitions).

In current practice, physicians generally are not adequately reimbursed for extended face to face encounters to listen to and comprehend affected workers’ perspectives and explain treatment plans in satisfactory detail. As a result, there is often a lack of trust and understanding, particularly regarding recommendations for transitional duty.

Despite considerable scientific uncertainty, physician restriction and RTW recommendations are considered as final and authoritative from a practical and legal perspective.

Several techniques to improve affected worker-physician communication have shown positive results, and interventions designed to improve communication have been associated with improved disability management outcomes. Successful interventions have in common an acknowledgement that all stakeholders influence each other, as opposed to a linear model characterized by a one-way flow of information. For example, worker questionnaires allow greater information flow and more individualized communication of needs and belief systems. Efforts to improve the quality of dialogue with greater emphasis on more interchange, direct contact and opportunity for all stakeholders to participate, have led to improved outcomes and fewer adverse events demonstrated across a range of conditions. Both effective information exchange and positive relationship-building are particularly important to develop the level of trust needed for agreement on restriction and return to work recommendations as reasonable and in the best interests of all involved.\(^{18}\)

**Transitional Work**

In most cases of illness or injury involving loss of functional capacity, workplaces should be considered therapeutic environments of choice. At worksites, ill or injured employees continue to interact with supervisors and co-workers and maintain social and collegial contact important to prevent isolation. In addition, work environments provide opportunities to involve supervisors and co-workers in job accommodation and ergonomic modification of specific job tasks.\(^{87, 94}\) Work environments are ideal sites for teaching optimal body mechanics especially while incorporating a given patient’s condition, safe work practices and appropriate pacing of work activities.

Transitional work assignments can include a variety of changes depending on the specific limitations, restrictions, and the phase of rehabilitation:

- Temporary transitional work jobs are frequently assigned. These are particularly effective when involving incremental increases in activity as the condition improves.
- Specific job tasks may be ergonomically modified or temporarily eliminated from the employee’s work assignments.
- Transition to full duty can be accomplished by gradually increasing the hours per day and days per week that employees participate in usual work activities.

Effective implementation of transitional work assignments requires frequent monitoring of and ongoing communication about performance and tolerance of assigned duties.

**Formulation and Communication of the Activity Prescription**

Description of medical limitations and restrictions, estimation of work capacities, and provision of precise guidance to all stakeholders about affected worker abilities to stay at work or return to work are among the most important concerns of the occupational health physician in the management of work related illness or injury. It is appropriate to view this activity as formulation of a functional activity prescription with a particular focus on
work. Physicians should strive to provide unbiased, objective, and dispassionate advice. Reasoning and activity should follow a logical sequence such as that described here:

Step 1. Determine if absence from work is medically required. If not, then workers can be cleared to perform medically appropriate work during recovery. The next steps will determine the specifications for that appropriate work.

Step 2. Evaluate any obvious mismatch between individuals’ medical condition and the demands of the regular job (or any proposed modified-duty job). For example, what parts of the body need to be protected? What kinds of activities or functions should be avoided? Is special protection, reduced demand on endurance, or a special accommodation needed? If so, what is the anticipated duration? Providing accurate limitations may require the physician to obtain input from employers. Relevant information includes job descriptions and tasks with specific information on physical demands; potential chemical exposures or physical hazards, and quantified job exposures (e.g., ergonomic or industrial hygiene analyses). Some employers also provide information on whether accommodations can be made allowing an employee to function in his or her original job category despite physical limitations. Regardless, limitations should be provided when there is potential for a worker to work with limitations. In order to assess the situation accurately, physicians may need to augment their clinical judgment with further input from employers. Relevant information includes job descriptions and tasks with specific information on physical demands; potential chemical exposures or physical hazards, and whether accommodations can be made allowing an employee to function in his or her original job category despite physical limitations.

Step 3. Describe any work and participation restrictions (i.e., activities which affected workers could do but which might interfere with the patient’s healing or materially aggravate the underlying condition)

Distinct from work capacities and limitations, these are specific medical concerns or protective circumstances that are required in order to protect and keep employees safe while working (e.g., prohibition against working at heights for persons with seizure disorders, or avoiding metal cutting fluids that soak and extremity with a newly repaired laceration). Determining restrictions is a medical task, requiring the physicians’ medical knowledge and information on potential hazards at work and at home. These restrictions should usually not be modified by either affected workers or employers without the physicians’ knowledge and consent.

Step 4. Describe functional limitations, which represent the difference between affected worker current physical stamina, agility, strength, and cognitive ability and potential job requirements. If specific job demands are known, it will be possible to more precisely define the patient’s current capability compared to the actual job requirements. Describing limitations involves an assessment of what affected workers are currently able and unable to do. This can often be done by querying the patient, with specific attention to current activities, and then extrapolating based on knowledge of workers and experience with other persons with similar conditions. It may be necessary to obtain a more precise delineation of worker capabilities than is available from the history and physical examination. A formal functional capacity evaluation may be useful in this regard, although the results are often complicated by “self-limiting behavior” or what individuals are willing to do, a measure of activity tolerance rather than capacity.

Whatever the basis of work capacities or restrictions, physicians should state the source of the information. In particular, they should avoid relying solely on affected workers and/or employers for input, instead seeking objective information or third-party corroboration, especially when there is apparent controversy.

All stakeholders need to remember that impairment may or may not result in disability. Employers who provide accommodations based on essential job function matched to worker abilities often prevent the progression from the former to the latter. However, some employers may choose to not provide

---

*Mild symptom modulation often occurs but does not require altered limitations, rather education to continue the work activities is appropriate. Moderate symptom modulation may require some alteration of limitations, but careful attention to the degree of symptoms and whether the symptoms are worse over a prolonged period of time, particularly if accompanied by objective evidence may require alteration of limitations. Moderate to severe symptom modulation by exposures, particularly if persisting beyond the exposure and with objective evidence generally requires readressing limitations to preclude those activities that are materially aggravating the condition.*
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accommodations for workers who are medically able to do some productive work. If employers are unable or refuse to implement work prescriptions, health care providers should be available to discuss and explain the basis of the restrictions and limitations and the implications of not following them. Conferences with the patient, supervisor(s), an occupational health nurse, and/or physical or occupational therapist to discuss the importance of transitional work, allow for multi-lateral communications, potential for revision of the restrictions, and resolve misunderstandings related to work assignments can facilitate successful return to function.(96)

Many employers feel ill-prepared to make accommodations even though they are willing to do so (e.g., they may have a lack of knowledge about how to identify appropriate alternate duty jobs, adaptive equipment or creative solutions). Occupational health professionals can assist by suggesting practical and simple accommodations such as workstation adjustment, task alignment, unbundling heavy collections of objects, periodic rest breaks, assignment to required safety training, change(s) in position (sit/stand) and/or periodic assistance by co-workers for infrequent but demanding tasks. Employers can be referred to guides for accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) as a model for this process. (One caveat is that the work disabilities discussed in this subsection are generally temporary, whereas those covered by ADA are permanent).

**Step 5.** Identify any nonmedical obstacles that appear to be primary or secondary barriers to return to work. Medically unnecessary disability occurs whenever affected workers stay away from work because of nonmedical issues such as:

- The misperception that a diagnosis alone (without demonstrable functional impairment) justifies work absence.
- Other problems that masquerade as medical issues, e.g., job dissatisfaction, anger, fear, or other psychosocial factors.
- Poor information flow or inadequate communications.
- Administrative or procedural delay.

Extra time and effort is needed when affected workers are identified at high risk for delayed recovery (e.g., when psychosocial factors which result in poor coping skills and low motivation for return to work are present). Many experienced physicians believe that they can recognize these high-risk individuals relatively early in the course of treatment. However, there are validated, easily administered questionnaires now available that can provide more objective data.(97, 98) Results can be used to justify the need for more frequent visits, more face-face time and/or early referral for specialized management such as fear avoidant belief training and/or cognitive behavioral therapy to improve pain tolerance.

**Step 6.** Provide three intervals as part of the “prognosis,” on an ongoing basis, so others can plan accordingly:

1. When will the patient need to be seen?
2. How long will it take for a next-step improvement in functional capacity?
3. How much time should it take until the medical condition is fully resolved?

To monitor progress, physicians may use disability duration guidelines as long as the advantages and disadvantages of using such guidelines are understood.

**Step 7.** Let the affected worker and employer determine the actual return to work date (i.e., the extent to and speed with which physician recommendations regarding work capacities and restrictions are translated into actual employment decisions). While the physicians’ role is to assess work capacities and restrictions, the employers’ responsibility is to determine how and when they are accommodated.

**EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE, EVIDENCE BASED MANAGEMENT, AND THE USE OF GUIDELINES AND DISABILITY DURATIONS**

Evidence-Based Medicine and Evidence-Based Management
Wide variations in medical care for similar health conditions have been identified as signs of quality issues. There is no quality evidence that this variability results in better patient care. In 2003, it was estimated that only slightly more than half of U.S. adults received medical management consistent with currently applicable recommendations. Variations in diagnostic interpretations, and treatment approaches and methods, occur in many specialties. This may be a particularly acute problem in musculoskeletal medicine, in which there is wide overlap between common health and life problems (CHLPs) and serious medical conditions (SMCs). There are great differences in approaches to management for specific conditions such as low back pain among different health care financing systems; for example, medical care under workers’ compensation systems uses many more resources, without evidence of better outcomes (see Systemic Factors). Improving the consistency of practice improves clinical quality, and congruity with the best available scientific evidence is clearly most desirable.

The original definitions of evidence-based medicine (EBM) focused on the care of individual patients, using evidence to improve outcomes. In a 1996 editorial in the British Medical Journal, Sackett defined EBM as “…the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients.” As the field has matured, the focus of EBM has evolved toward the use of evidence of effectiveness to allocate resources to those tests and treatments that are effective and efficient, rather than those that are not. In 2005, EBM was defined as “…a set of principles and methods intended to ensure that to the greatest extent possible, medical decisions, guidelines, and other types of policies are based on and consistent with good evidence of effectiveness and benefit.” Properly done, the use of EBM is a process which entails identification of high-quality scientific evidence, as defined by rigorous criteria, and synthesis of the entire body of evidence applicable to a given condition to guide (not dictate) medical practice. This is often done in the form of formally developed and stated guidelines such as ACOEM’s.

Evidence-based management (EBMgt) is an analogous concept which applies the same principles to operations management and change implementation in complex people-dependent processes and organizations. EBMgt bases management tools and techniques on the objective, cumulative results of scientific research about what works best, rather than anecdote, belief, habit, tradition, or political expediency. Parallel to the medical research process, many social science disciplines (e.g., economics, human and organizational behavior, sociology, operations research) have amassed a considerable body of research about how normal human beings behave, how to implement change, and how to improve efficiency, effectiveness, and outcomes in complex systems. Logically, successful adoption of evidence-based approaches to medical treatment – on individual, group, organizational, jurisdictional, and systemic bases – requires accompanying evidence-based approaches to management as well. EBM and EBMgt have been described as complimentary processes, with the former delineating the “content” of care and the latter providing the “context” of care.

Use of Evidence-based Practice Guidelines
The appropriate use of EBM and EBMgt are not simple processes and in some ways greatly complicate clinical practice and medical management. As efforts have been made to adopt these methods within medical practices, organizations, and entire systems of care, the practical challenges of implementation have become more apparent. The development and utilization of evidence-based physician and management guidelines, such as the present document, have been one approach to the problem. Guideline development and application is a complex undertaking, and includes the following aspects:

- The relevant literature should be continually monitored for new information, which should then be evaluated and judged for scientific merit, technical quality, and practical applicability.
- Bodies of experts should meet regularly to revise existing recommendations and generate new content in a manner that provides useful and practical information for end users, based on best available evidence or consensus (to date, this has largely been a volunteer process).
- Qualified sponsoring organizations should continually publish reasonably up to date revisions and expansions to the guideline repertoire; these materials include both carefully researched, considered, and developed
comprehensive material constituting a core of intellectual property as well as more practical summary materials; both sets of materials should be documented rigorously enough to withstand challenge from ethical and legal and a wide variety of stakeholder perspectives.

- Physicians, senior and middle managers, and other stakeholders should accept the concept and practice of evidence-based practice guideline use, and be aware of and understand those guidelines relevant to their specific area of expertise and practice.
- The same stakeholders should have easy access, preferably in real time, to user-friendly versions of applicable guidelines.

The use of practice guidelines has been positively correlated with improved quality and patient safety and decreased costs in general medicine. (104) The effectiveness of guideline use in reducing work disability (time off work, time on modified duties, and recurrences) in Australian workers with low back pain has been demonstrated. (105) Use of the ACOEM Practice Guidelines is the presumed standard of care in California, and has resulted in decreased service utilization (particularly physical therapy and chiropractic) and decreased time off work. (106-108)

Deploying evidence-based practice guidelines in the process of clinical care, especially those concerning prevention and management of work disability, requires consideration of the following issues:

- Initial physician knowledge of guideline recommendations and recollection of or access to applicable guidelines in a given individual patient encounter.
- Physician knowledge and application of guidelines for ancillary activities such as patient and employer education and communication.
- Physician communication of rationale for diagnostic and therapeutic interventions “outside” of guideline recommendations, to avoid dispute.
- Quality assurance and utilization review, particularly for care ‘outside’ of recommendations.

Potential solutions to the above challenges include:

- Reliance on physician memory.
- Development and maintenance of body-part specific checklists or other visual reminders.
- Use of print educational materials and communications forms.
- Employment of electronic support systems in appropriate practice settings (e.g., APG-I – the ACOEM Practice Guidelines on line).
- Inclusion of rationale for deviation from recommendations in progress notes, billing statements, or other communications to employers, payers, and other stakeholders.
- Proactive person-to-person communication regarding deviation from recommendations with stakeholders.
- Educational activities on EBM for physicians.
- Staff meetings focused on evidence-based management of specific conditions of special interest identified through volume of patients seen, ICD-9 or CPT codes, utilization review denials or appeals, or aggregation through electronic medical records systems.

**Disability Duration Guidelines**

Disability duration guidelines are normative reference materials, generally based on actual patient data, which provide estimates of how long injured workers should be out of work for given medical conditions. They are typically organized by medical diagnoses (ICD-9 and DSM-IV-TR), body parts, or presenting symptoms. Prior to the development and promulgation of disability duration guidelines, case, benefits, and disability managers all had to rely on their personal experience or anecdotal advice from others in deciding whether disability durations were appropriate or not. Current guidelines can potentially be used for three main purposes: 1) guidance of return to work efforts; 2) estimation of future claim costs (to assist in setting reserves); and 3) measurement of disability management performance.

Disability duration guidelines have a number of specific applications:
Initial and Ongoing Prediction of Case Duration. Initial estimates of anticipated case length and treatment durations may help physicians to plan treatment; they may also assist in budgeting and planning for case management. Ongoing revision of duration and outcome estimates during case evolution can provide decision-making guidance based on updated conditions for both physicians and managers.

Threshold or Trigger for Intensified Management. Different expectations can be set and intensity of medical and case management pursued depending on how recovery and rehabilitation progress compared to originally predicted durations. Many physicians use median durations for given conditions as decision points for enhanced intervention.

Aid to Setting Insurance Reserves. Guidelines for most likely case durations and outcomes can be utilized to estimate overall case costs to insurers and third party payers; in this context, they should be used in a conservative and realistic (as opposed to optimistic) fashion.

Communications Tool. Duration guidelines developed by third parties can serve as an authoritative reference to help affected workers, physicians, employers and payers to establish and share appropriate expectations.

Performance Standards. Although not absolute, guidelines can be used to compare estimated (or budgeted) and actual case durations for individual, group, or operating unit caseloads to provide a measure of performance and indication for areas of potential improvement. An extension of this application is use as an aggregate organizational or system benchmark, e.g., to track the effectiveness of changes or innovations in case and claim management. It may be useful for managers to track budgeted vs. actual case durations as an aid to evaluation and development of management team skills.

Limitations of Disability Duration Guidelines
There are several important limitations and caveats that should be considered in the practical application of disability duration guidelines:

- Reliance on disability durations for management is not proactive, and instead generally involves management after a threshold is reached. Instead management from the first visit should be the goal.
- Transitional work is a poor fit for duration guidelines; transitional work assignments may have been designed to put little or no demand on the affected body part and have little or no relationship to the affected worker’s usual job. These guidelines are based on actual data and as such reflect the current reality that unnecessarily prolonged disability is very common. The minimum or best practices durations shown for sedentary job classifications may be the best available data on the real durations of medically-necessary disability. The other (longer) disability durations shown for the same conditions for workers in other job classifications may be caused by a mismatch between the workers’ current functional ability (which has been temporarily altered by the medical condition) and the demands of their usual jobs. In other words, the increased disability lengths are not medically required; rather, they are caused by the demanding nature of the work itself.
- Data relied upon are frequently biased by jurisdictions or states that do not actively manage cases or otherwise have high lost time rates.
- As currently utilized, disability durations do not account for illness or injury severity (e.g., Grade I, II, or III sprain). Medical diagnostic databases do not specify information about severity; it should be inferred from treatment. This creates a paradox: although guideline users are concerned about over-treatment and excessive disability, they are forced to use the extent and nature of the treatment to infer severity and predict disability duration.
- There is great variability between injured workers with the same or similar diagnoses. Diagnoses can vary over time as conditions evolve from one problem to another (e.g., angina progressing to myocardial infarction) or as evaluation progresses and findings evolve (the etiology of hip pain is identified as arthritis or avascular necrosis necessitating total replacement arthroplasty).
- Other individual variations may include personal characteristics such as age (and corresponding general physical condition) and multiple medical co-morbidities. Disability duration guidelines usually recommend against reliance on them in multiple-diagnosis cases or cases with medical complications.
Guidelines incorporate no consideration of the psychosocial and workplace context in which the illness or injury occurred. Variables may include affected worker psychological elements, employer factors such as attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs), and ability or willingness to support return to work, and other conditions such as legal representation.

Precise quantification of the effect of each of these variables on disability duration is beyond the scope of any existing guidelines. This limits, but does not eliminate the utility of disability duration information in work disability management. As with guidelines derived from the EBM and EBMgt processes, duration information should be used as another factor contributing information to guide the affected worker, physician, employer, and payer in the optimal management of a given case.

**PHYSICIAN COMPENSATION FOR WORK DISABILITY PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES**

Most workers’ compensation fee schedules do not properly recognize and reimburse physicians who go beyond traditional biomedical services and do the extra work required to restore injured workers to optimal function and promote rapid return to work. The provision of high-quality workers’ compensation services requires more physician attention and time to worker education and client communication, increasing the cost of delivering these services when compared with routine health care.\(^{(51, 109, 110)}\) As a result, low fee schedules can discourage the participation of qualified occupational physicians and undermine the economic viability of occupational health programs designed to meet the true needs of affected workers and employers. Appropriate fee schedules promote the development of quality occupational medicine programs and services, which in turn ensure higher quality of health care to injured workers while reducing the costs to employers and insurers. Outpatient provider fees are not a major cost driver in the workers’ compensation system, but lack of access to high-quality, front-line health care increases costs. Several studies have documented that improved reimbursement to occupational health physicians – in conjunction with other interventions such as enhanced administrative oversight – can lead to better patient outcomes and reduced costs.\(^{(66, 106, 111-116)}\)

Physicians seldom receive extra compensation for their time and effort in the disability prevention and management aspects of the stay-at-work/return-to-work (STW/RTW) process. As a result, they may give those aspects low priority, believing they have no market value. In more complex situations that could benefit from the physician’s initiative or active participation, the monetary disincentive reflected by lack of payment often deters the provider from responding quickly or making the extra effort, often delaying return to work. Because most physicians do not consider disability prevention their responsibility, their passivity does not represent a failure to carry out their perceived duty to them. Although employers and insurers may assert that disability management should be included in the price of the medical visit, such assertions have little impact on physician behavior.

Appropriate fee schedules may increase the available number of high-quality providers and programs. When combined with evidence-based treatment guidelines (as discussed in the previous section), they may also improve the likelihood that affected workers will receive appropriate medical care in a timely manner, as well as help controlling costs by reducing unexplained variations in care and ineffective services. ACOEM has developed a proposal for new multi-level CPT codes for disability management that reveals the variety and extent of the intellectual work physicians should do in performing this task. Adopting a new CPT code (and payment schema) for functional assessment and triage of affected workers could contribute to similar goals. Payers may be reluctant to pay all physicians new fees for disability management because of reasonable concerns about billing abuses (i.e., extra costs without outcome improvement). Completion of training in work disability prevention, and demonstration of an ongoing pattern of evidence-based care and good-faith effort to achieve optimal functional outcomes – provision of value, as defined by quality per cost – may successfully address those concerns.

It is appropriate for medical practices to charge separate fees (unless prohibited by law or contract) for communication, care coordination, and completion of reports designed to facilitate STW/RTW for affected
workers. These services take time as well as professional knowledge and judgment by physicians and support staff. These activities provide added value to workers, other members of the health care team, employers, and insurers. Larger fees are justified in situations that require physicians to go beyond the provision of routine medical care, such as review of materials and formulation of responses to questions posed by employers or workers’ compensation or disability benefits claims payers. Billing policies should be explained in advance of providing service and all activity performed should be documented.

**PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION**

A major focus of this chapter is prevention of work disability by changing beliefs, approaches, and behaviors on the part of all stakeholders in anticipation of, during, and after the occurrence of work related illness or injury. It is intuitively obvious that primary and secondary illness and injury prevention measures to avoid or minimize the occurrence of these conditions should reduce work disability and reduce or obviate the need for management (see Prevention chapter).

Primary prevention measures depend on reducing or eliminating exposure to physical, personal, and psychosocial stressors which may develop into pathological conditions in susceptible individuals. Interventions discussed in the Prevention chapter include:

- Work design, particularly ergonomic modifications and tactics to reduce musculoskeletal illnesses and injuries.
- Personal risk modification, including worker health, wellness, and productivity promotion.
- Preplacement and periodic examinations to ensure initial person-job fit and ongoing fitness for duty.
- Physical hazard control, involving the classic cascade of engineering, administrative, and personal protective measures.
- Education of both management and employees with regard to risk factors and prevention measures.

Secondary prevention may be more cost-effective than primary prevention, particularly when targeted at high-risk cases (when they can be identified). Screening and surveillance programs are designed to identify early indicators of potential injury or illness as well as intervention to avoid the worsening of conditions and/or re-injury. This form of prevention is also aimed at reducing disability and hastening recovery once a health concern has become apparent.

**ATTITUDES, BELIEFS, AND EXPECTATIONS: A FUNDAMENTAL THEME**

**Stakeholders**

Attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs) of all stakeholders are a powerful influence on the perception, management, and resolution of worker illness and injury and work disability prevention. Affected worker ABEs are one of the most important drivers of recovery and rehabilitation. The ABEs of physicians determine their approaches to occupational medical practice, affected workers, other stakeholders, and the workers’ compensation system in general. ABEs of other stakeholders, particularly employers and payers, may strongly channel their behavior towards workers, physicians, and the entire work disability prevention process and affect outcomes in positive or negative ways.

**Affected Workers**

ABEs shape peoples’ feelings, perceptions, intentions, values, presumptions, motivations, and viewpoint, and exert a profound influence on their response to illness and injury and their recovery and rehabilitation. Affected worker beliefs have been found to be associated with psychological functioning, physical functioning, coping efforts, behavioral responses, and response to treatment. Some examples of the effects of worker ABEs:

- Patient beliefs and expectations with regard to illness and injury, and subsequent functional recovery, can markedly affect outcomes.
Positive affected worker recovery expectations were associated with reductions in grading of pain and improvement in functional status outcomes and were predictive of duration of disability benefits. (124)

Worker belief about severity of back pain lasting at least 4 to 6 weeks was a significant contributor to a multivariable model predicting RTW 3 months later. (39)

Expectations of recovery and perception of health change were key psychosocial predictors of return to work, as well as work disability duration and cost. (125)

Low self-assessed ability to work and perception of inability to return to work predicted delay in actual return to work. (126)

Worker recovery expectations significantly influenced time to RTW in persons with low back pain (127); these results were confirmed in a 2010 study by the same authors. (128)

Recovery expectations, measured using a specific, time-based measure within the first 3 weeks of non-specific low back pain, strongly predicted poor outcome. (129, 130)

Self-efficacy beliefs influenced task performance and spinal function, including lifting ability spinal function, in workers with chronic low back pain. (131-133)

Factors which may affect worker ABEs include: 1) education, past experience, and socioeconomic status; 2) personality, motivation, readiness to change, and willingness to accept personal responsibility for recovery; 3) preparation for illness or injury within the workplace; 4) treatment accorded within the medical and workers’ compensation systems; and 5) the presence or absence of legal representation. (134, 135) However, the most important ABE determinant regarding RTW may be past experience and a realistic assessment by the worker about what is possible. Thus, expectations about RTW may be the result of a careful and well-informed assessment of all of the factors that can impact return to the workplace.

Some worker ABEs which may contribute to work disability include (13, 136):

- Attribution of health condition to work;
- Belief that work is harmful or will exacerbate condition;
- Self perception of current and future ability to work;
- Belief about being too ill, injured, or disabled to return to work;
- Belief that condition must be resolved prior to return to work;
- Expectation of fatigue or pain upon work resumption;
- Low self-efficacy;
- Low expectation about return to work; and
- Beliefs and expectations about (premature) retirement.

Physicians

The psychology of health care providers may be just as important as that of affected individuals in the management of disabling musculoskeletal pain. (17) Many physicians persist in a biomedical approach out of: 1) lack of knowledge of these impacts; 2) inertia and a preference for intuition (an amalgam of beliefs, experience, and habit) over evidence (137, 138); 3) a persistently paternalistic model of decision making; 4) belief that psychological illness dimensions are not within their scope of practice; and 5) conviction that psychosocial issues will resolve after the nociception is addressed. Physicians who do appreciate the psychosocial dimensions of illness may have difficulty addressing them because of their own lack of familiarity and comfort in these areas and the stigmatization of psychological illness in society (including among all stakeholders in the disability prevention process). Studies suggest that the fear-avoidance beliefs and behavior of physicians may be more influential in affected worker management than previously realized. (139, 140) Time and financial pressures and the relative difficulty of managing workers with poorly defined symptom complexes (i.e., CHLPs) may also contribute to suboptimal practice.

Affected worker ABEs will markedly influence their perceptions and behaviors in the evaluation and treatment processes, and their ultimate return to work. Recognition of the contribution of worker ABEs to the maintenance
and exacerbation of symptoms may be more important than specific therapeutic techniques to address them. (141) Interventions should be focused on fostering self-control and self-management that will encourage an affected worker to replace their feelings of passivity, dependence, and hopelessness with activity, independence, and resourcefulness. However, ABEs may or may not be accurate, and physicians should thoughtfully explore them to understand what individuals anticipate will occur. (142) Initial and regular re-assessment of affected worker ABES should occur as part of the ongoing treatment process in order to address any problematic misunderstandings or misperceptions that would impede individual progress.

Physicians may approach affected workers from a biomedical or psychiatric perspective; however, both models artificially separate clinical conditions into either physical or mental categories. (143) This duality does not address other interacting issues (e.g., psychosocial factors) that may negatively impact management. This may result in affected workers receiving treatment but not making significant gains in functioning and needlessly extend the length of disability. (144-146) With the incorporation of the biopsychosocial model, professionals take a more comprehensive approach to thoroughly evaluate and identify the physical, psychological, and psychosocial factors that are occurring with each affected worker being treated in order to enhance the treatment outcome. Worker expectations—and self-efficacy—may be influenced by physician attitudes, instructions, and counseling. (147, 148)

Employers
The organizational response of employers to work-related musculoskeletal problems includes all employee interactions, personnel actions, and labor management communications that result from a reported injury. (149) These include both formal and informal mechanisms, and immediate responses and subsequent actions. (150) Dysfunctional ABES on the part of employers’ representatives may include:

- Failure to take human capital approach (i.e., treating workers as commodity);
- Erroneous perceptions of medical conditions and management;
- Failure to create and practice go to/stay at/return-to-work policy;
- Hostility towards the ill or injured employee;
- Excessive concern about and focus on costs of illness or injury;
- Lack of priority of workers’ compensation matters.

Employers can have a major influence on the ABES of affected worker (see Workplace Factors). Employer approaches and actions (or lack thereof) before, immediately after, and during the ongoing management of employee illness or injury, whether work or non-work, related, can significantly affect the course of recovery and rehabilitation and the work disability outcome.

Payers
Payers have a statutory and fiduciary responsibility to employers and affected workers, and, like employers, are in a position to exert major positive and negative effects on the course of individual cases. Case managers and adjusters generally carry very high caseloads, and the potential for excessive stress and burnout are high. Frustration with the demands of the task, including affected worker unfamiliarity with the workers’ compensation process or unreasonable ABES, inappropriate physician or employer practices, and/or suboptimal communication by and among all parties, may engender cynicism and distrust by payer representatives. Payers should provide a benign but intelligent approach to case management, balancing the legitimate needs of affected workers and other stakeholders with their own needs for cost-effective claim resolution.

**SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AND POTENTIAL INTERVENTIONS IN WORK DISABILITY PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT**

The following sections address specific considerations in the context of the six domains of influence presented in the conceptual model above, as well as the general considerations.
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT FACTORS

Table 1. Medical Management Factors Which May Contribute to Work Disability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriate Initial Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician Training and Orientation Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Occupational Medicine Trained and Experienced Physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Physicians Trained in Work Disability Prevention and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of Mischaracterization of Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of Overemphasis on Specific Diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate Interpretation of Diagnostic Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate Intensity of Treatment (Avoidance of Overtreatment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician-Affected Worker Interaction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician Behavior Towards and Positive Influence on Affected Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural and Educationally Appropriate Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected Worker Education and Reassurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected Worker Empowerment and Facilitation of Self-Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific Physician Practices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to Medical Co-Morbidity Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt, Evidence-based Treatment by Quality Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate Use of Opioids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate Work and Activity Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of Physician Contact with Workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely Specialist Referral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

The Hippocratic Oath states “First, do no harm.” However, this is not always the case in the medical management of working persons, and some physician practices may fail to prevent or actually promote eventual work disability. In addition to the general concerns advanced in the iatrogenicity section above, the following discussion addresses specific factors and practices relevant to the health care system in general and medical physicians in particular. Dasinger noted that “overconcern, overdiagnosis, overtreatment, and mismanagement of early treatment, including advice to remain off work and stay in bed, early and multiple referrals to specialists, and attitudes of suspicion or denial about the legitimacy of the worker’s complaints, may promote and prolong disability.”(51) Evidence for the factors considered here is variable, but all merit consideration by thoughtful physicians, as well as further research and study.

This section addresses the following medical aspects of affected worker management in the prevention of work disability:
- Attitudes, beliefs, and expectations of both affected worker (see Psychological Factors) and physician.
- Inappropriate initial management.
- Physician orientation towards an occupational medical approach and use of best practices.
- Physician-affected worker interaction.
- Physician performance.
- Specific physician practices, including management of medical co-morbidity, use of opioids and work restrictions, maintenance of contact with the workplace, and appropriate specialist referral.

Physicians should generally be guided by the goal of doing what is best for affected workers, based on the best available evidence, even in situations in which individuals disagree (e.g., return to work).

Other Factors Considered
Medical management factors included in other sections of the chapter include the use of evidence-based guidelines and disability durations; transitional work and activity prescription; and physician management of affected worker psychological factors and psychiatric co-morbidity.

**Inappropriate Initial Management**
Initial management by non-occupational or occupational first providers (in urgent, emergent, or primary care settings) may later contribute to preventable work disability by creating or validating inappropriate worker expectations (injury mindset) or delaying definitive treatment. Potential examples are unnecessary testing (blood, plain radiography), use of durable medical equipment (limb immobilization), medications (opioids, muscle relaxants), unnecessary time off work, and failure of early referral and management transfer to occupational physicians. Common and routine features of initial stabilization and treatment of work-related injuries (particularly in emergency departments in the U.S.) unfortunately consist of performance of plain radiography, especially for acute onset of non-traumatic low back pain; prescription of opioids, and placement of the affected worker in a no-work status for variable periods of time.

The content of care can modify patient expectations and “through the example of their practice habits, physicians may unconsciously teach their patients what to expect from medical care.”(151) An evaluation of ways in which emergency physicians approach the diagnosis and treatment of the common presenting complaint of low back pain was reviewed.(152) For acute cases (less than 1 week from onset), the authors found that 22 to 36% of physicians would recommend CT or MRI; 32 to 61% would recommend specialist consultation; more than 75% would recommend bed rest for an average of 3.5 to 4.5 days; 16 to 40% would suggest physical therapy; and 41 to 81% would refer immediately to surgical specialists (orthopedic or neurosurgical). The authors suggested that the measures favored by many emergency physicians would add little to management except expense, and recommended simpler, less costly and more reassuring approaches to emergency department patients with low back pain. The association between initial physician initial management of work-related LBP and disability duration was examined in 98 randomly selected workers’ compensation claimants with acute, uncomplicated, disabling work-related LBP.(153) Increased disability was significantly associated with increased utilization of specialty referrals, provider visits, early diagnostic imaging (first 30 days of care), use of magnetic resonance imaging, and use of opioids for more than 7 days. Patients whose treatment course did not involve extended opioid use and early diagnostic testing were 3.78 times more likely to be off disability status by the end of the study. Another study found that emergency physicians were most likely to follow guidelines for diagnostic studies and most symptom control interventions, and to select fewer diagnostic studies than most other specialty groups for cases with nonspecific LBP.(154) However, they more often made treatment recommendations that were likely to promote inactivity (e.g., ordering bed rest, opioids, and recommending exercise less often).

**Physician Training and Orientation Factors**

**OEM Training and Experience**
Occupational medicine is unique in that it is practiced by a wide variety of physicians with markedly varied backgrounds, including emergency medicine, family practice, internal medicine, orthopedics, general surgery, and others. The vast majority of physicians who practice occupational medicine do so with knowledge gained by self study, attendance at short courses, and practice experience; most of these practitioners are not formally trained or Board certified in occupational medicine.(155) Although the correlation between training and certification and use of best practices is unclear, intuitively it seems likely that physicians without the benefit of the former would be less likely to be familiar with and engage in the latter. A 1998 study described several ineffective medical practices, barriers to return-to-work, and risks for iatrogenesis can originate from the treating physician and delay functional recovery, including(156):

- Significant departure from guidelines;
- Request for unusual tests;
- Excessive physical therapy;
- Excessive pain medication;
Physician request for consultation;  
Request for work hardening;  
Request for pain management clinic;  
Request for rehabilitation program;  
Pre-existing medical problems; and  
Polypharmacy, opioids, psychotropics.

A survey of 300 occupational physicians with regard to previous affected worker management by primary care physicians found that the occupational physicians considered treatment by the latter group to be a significant factor in delay of return to work and work disability.(157) A subsequent study of 555 workers with mental health problems found poor agreement in diagnosis and management between treating and occupational physicians.(158) Another study reported that workers managed by occupationally trained physicians using evidence-based practice guidelines lost less time from work, spent less time on transitional duty, and had significantly higher rates of recovery and lower rates of recurrence and chronicity than those managed by private (non-occupationally trained) physicians.(105)

Physician Training in Work Disability Prevention and Management

Work disability prevention is a complex undertaking with vitally important implications for workers and many other stakeholders. An understanding of factors affecting the entire process, its many facets, and their interactions may assist physicians and other stakeholders in being more effective and improve outcomes. Few physicians, except those specializing in occupational medicine and physiatry, ever receive training in disability prevention and management. Although function is now acknowledged as having a greater impact on quality of life than serious illness, most medical schools have not integrated evaluation of function into their curricula. The extent to which practicing physicians and other stakeholders actually understand the complexities of the process is unknown. Formal training in a set of principles such as those elucidated in this chapter may be conducive to improvement of understanding and effectiveness of all stakeholders in the process. ACOEM has made the following recommendations(18):

- Educate all treating physicians in basic disability prevention and management and their role in the stay-at-work and return-to-work process, making knowledge and skills to be taught consistent with current recommendations that medicine shift to a proactive health-oriented paradigm from a reactive, disease-oriented paradigm;
- Focus attention on treatment guidelines where adequate supporting medical evidence exists, providing advanced training in the most effective methods; and
- Make appropriate privileges and reimbursements available to trained physicians.

Both ACOEM and the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons offer courses on disability-related topics. Employers in West Virginia and Idaho award quality points towards bonuses to local physicians who attend a training session or take a short, web-based course in disability prevention and return-to-work communications. The State Compensation Insurance Fund of California recently made disability management training a requirement for key physicians in its medical provider network. Workers’ compensation health care provider networks in California and Florida strongly encourage their physicians to take a course in disability prevention, and networks in other states are developing similar programs. However, to date, there is no clear evidence on the effects of this training on affected worker outcomes in any measure of work disability.(159)

Physician Performance

In 2002, Lax wrote: “Clinicians attempting to serve the needs of their worker/patients are ... caught in a bind between complex health problems and demands to reduce the complexity using inappropriate methods and criteria. Physicians are forced to participate in this process if they want any ability to facilitate treatment, accommodations, and benefits for their worker/patients. The predominant response to this problem is a
redoubled effort to find and use “objective” means to identify occupational disease. According to this approach, the problem is essentially one of inadequate knowledge and the need is for the development of more powerful tools to accurately assess exposure, risk, effect, and impairment/disability....This approach has fallen short in its ability to identify and treat work-related conditions effectively, as it is based on a partial assessment of the underlying issues.”(160)

Physician performance in work disability prevention and management encompasses four related concepts:

1. Appropriate characterization of a clinical presentation as work- or non-work-related and as a serious medical condition or common health and life problem, and honest communication of physician perception to all stakeholders.
2. Avoidance of overzealous pursuit of definitive pathoanatomic or pathophysiologic diagnosis, particularly when management is not altered.
3. Appropriate interpretation of the diagnostic testing performed, correlation with previous test results and current clinical findings, and use of obtained information.
4. Judicious clinical management to avoid unnecessary and possibly psychologically or physically detrimental treatment.

Avoidance of Mischaracterization of Conditions
Physicians should accurately identify the nature of affected worker conditions to establish a sound basis for appropriate medical care and case management. Inaccurate characterization may lead to:

- Establishment or reinforcement of inaccurate affected worker ABEs.
- Inappropriate diagnostic testing (discussed in the following section).
- Inappropriate therapy, particularly pharmacotherapy and physical modalities, which may psychologically reinforce worker perceptions of serious injury and illness behavior and have untoward side effects (e.g., opioids, discussed below).
- Imposition of unnecessary work restrictions (discussed below).

This process entails three aspects:

1. Differentiation between work- and non-work related conditions.
2. Correct characterization of work-related conditions as serious medical conditions (SMC) or common health and life problems (CHLP), as discussed in the previous section on iatrogenicity. SMCs are the primary focus of OEM physician diagnosis and management, applying both biomedical and biopsychosocial models, whereas CHLPS require management with a biopsychosocial approach.
3. Clear communication of this characterization to all stakeholders, including most importantly themselves and affected workers, despite expectations by some or all stakeholders which may not be consonant with the reality; physicians should usually be guided by their belief as to what is best for the individual, even in the face of disagreement or opposition by other stakeholders (including the affected worker).

Avoidance of Overemphasis on Establishment of Specific Diagnosis
The exact diagnosis of medical conditions, including precise anatomic localization of a locus of symptoms (“pain generator”) is often not critically important to patient management (or in the case of spine pain, may never be known), particularly when initial or on-going conservative treatment is not affected. Examples can be found in the Cervical and Thoracic Spine Disorders, Low Back Disorders, and Hand, Wrist, and Forearm Disorders chapters which state that the most common clinical presentation is “non-specific pain” without an objectively established cause (i.e., no proven pain-generating structure or lesion). Diagnostic findings in non-specific low back pain are often uninformative and only 10 to 20% of subjects can be assigned a precise pathoanatomic diagnosis.(161) Most red flag conditions can be ruled out by history and physical examination.(162)

Diagnostic testing assumes more importance in affected workers who fail to respond to conservative measures and for whom more specific guidance is needed to determine the need for more aggressive and invasive
interventions. Physicians use and potentially overuse certain tests for a variety of reasons: habit, inexperience, peer pressure, patient reassurance, patient demands, and fear of malpractice charges.(163) Inappropriate diagnostic testing may be:

- expensive;
- time consuming;
- disruptive of employer operations;
- causative of more work absence to little positive effect;
- subject to misinterpretation; and
- injurious to affected workers (e.g., ionizing radiation).

Both mischaracterization of conditions and overemphasis on diagnosis relate to the concept of diagnostic labeling, which is described as “unintended, and usually adverse, consequences of simply assigning a diagnostic label to an anxious individual.”(85) Diagnostic labeling has been shown to adversely affect patient outcomes.(82) The simplicity aspect of the SPICE model in stating that non-objective diagnoses should be stated in clear and non-threatening terms, focusing on explanation of the most likely pain mechanisms, reassuring affected workers that serious disease was absent, and reinforcing the generally favorable prognosis of the natural history of most disorders.(85)

Based on observation of 200 low back pain (LBP) patients over 5 years, one study concluded that findings on MR imaging within 12 weeks of serious LBP inception are highly unlikely (84% of cases) to represent any new structural change.(164) Most new findings noted in the study (loss of disc signal, facet arthrosis, and end plate signal changes) represented progressive age changes not associated with acute events; some primary radicular syndromes had new root compression findings associated with root irritation. Another study of LBP patients found no significant differences between immediate lumbar imaging and usual care without immediate imaging for primary outcomes (pain or function) at either short-term (up to 3 months) or long-term (6 to 12 months) follow-up. (165) And, a 2010 study which examined relationships among early magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) utilization for workers’ compensation cases with acute, disabling LBP, low or high propensity to undergo early MRI, and disability duration, medical costs, and surgery found that the majority of cases had no early MRI indications, and suggested that iatrogenic effects of early MRI were increased disability, medical costs, and surgery, unrelated to severity.(166) These results recommended that physicians should refrain from routine, immediate lumbar imaging in affected workers with acute or subacute LBP and without features suggesting a serious underlying condition.

A study of LBP patients found they assign a high priority to having their symptoms explained.(167) A follow-up study done the next year, reported that patient education and delayed radiography, in lieu of standard immediate imaging, did not miss serious diagnoses; produced similar levels of patient symptom resolution, functional improvement, and satisfaction; and drastically reduced radiology charges.(163) This study suggested that affected workers can be reassured without necessarily obtaining x-rays, and bridged assertions that most individuals with uncomplicated mechanical LBP need explanation rather than diagnostic imaging.(168, 169)

**Appropriate Interpretation of Diagnostic Testing**

Excessive diagnostic testing will be performed as long as the current medicolegal climate prevails. Despite sometimes intense pressure to order diagnostic testing from affected workers, colleagues, employers, payers, and other stakeholders, physicians need to:

- Be knowledgeable in the appropriate interpretation of commonly used diagnostic testing and avoid misinterpretation of diagnostic studies that are performed (e.g., spinal disc bulges as herniations).
- Explain to workers that a spine image will not be normal regardless of symptoms before it is ordered, otherwise it should not be ordered by that provider.
- Be cognizant of the clinical significance of test results and their usefulness in patient management.
▪ Correlate test results with clinical findings (e.g., the symptoms and signs of carpal tunnel syndrome in the worker with electrophysiologic studies suggestive of compressive median neuropathy at the wrist).

▪ Be aware of previous testing and compare results to avoid assumption of new or extended lesions when they may in fact have been present on a prior study.

Basic principles in this regard are discussed in Guidelines chapters addressing specific body areas and include:

▪ Performance of testing only when test result will change management (i.e., appropriate indications).

▪ Knowledge of test characteristics (e.g., sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value in given population).

▪ Familiarity with general characteristics of testing facilities and radiologists utilized.

▪ Consultation with interpreting radiologist prior to or after testing, in potentially problematic cases or unclear results.

▪ Action plan for results of testing.

Inappropriate interpretation of diagnostic testing may contribute to unnecessary work disability by:

▪ Establishment of inaccurate affected worker perceptions (particularly of seriousness of condition), reinforcement of maladaptive cognitions and behaviors, and failure to reinforce adaptive traits.

▪ Resultant misguided management and potential complication of case management, including inappropriate further diagnostic testing, therapy, work restriction, and possible specialist referral.

Avoidance of Overtreatment

Overtreatment, particularly with excessively assertive diagnostic and therapeutic intervention, has three common facets:

1. Overly aggressive management in the acute phase.

2. Continuation of serially ineffective therapy.

3. Overly aggressive, ineffective, and possibly harmful management in the subacute and chronic phases, particularly by invasive interventions.

The natural history of uncomplicated LBP is resolution without intervention in under a week in most cases and up to 4 to 6 weeks in a minority. It has long been recognized that many individuals do well with little intervention,(96, 170) and overly aggressive early treatment may iatrogenically prolong work disability.(170-172) As discussed, early imaging does not significantly contribute to patient management and has the potential for undesirable effects. Recently, the results of two unpublished studies of LBP management by the Liberty Mutual Research Institute for Safety were presented.(173) One study indicated that the most effective physician action in the acute phase (less than 30 days) is supportive care with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents and encouragement of regular activity (see Low Back Disorders chapter). The second found that worker self-forecast of return to work ability in 30 days was greater than 90% predictive of actual attained work status, independent of treatment during this period. Another study also found worker self-prediction of timing of return to work to be a significant component of a multi-variate model.(63) A literature review, concluded that the precise intervention pursued in the subacute phase (particularly 6 to 8 weeks after condition onset) was less important than relationship to the workplace, specifically the goal of return to work.(4)

The second broad principle is avoidance of serially ineffective therapy, particularly continuation and extension of occupational and physical therapy for musculoskeletal conditions when the target condition and resultant worker function are not improving. The disorder chapters of these Guidelines contain specific evidence-based recommendations for method, intensity, and duration of treatment for various body areas and conditions. Variation from these guides should be based on individual clinical factors specific to affected individuals and not on physician lack of alternative interventions. Similarly, the third broad principle is addressed in detail in the Disorder chapters, with specific recommendations for various body areas and conditions.
Physician-Affected Worker Interaction

Physician Behavior Towards and Positive Influence on Affected Worker

The first consideration in physician behavior is the general approach of physicians toward affected workers (bedside manner) and how the overall worker experience contributes to rehabilitative progress in illness and injury. The second consideration is the proactive and focused use of providers’ positions, influence, and power to positively respond to affected worker ABEs, manage maladaptive traits, and encourage and reinforce adaptive behaviors and characteristics in recovery. A physician needs to use her or his position and skill to educate, reassure, and sometimes cajole affected workers, doing everything possible to discourage a disability mindset. This is a theme that runs throughout the entire topic of WDPM and may be one of the most powerful influences in the pursuit of this goal.

Physician occupational medicine orientation (understanding affected workers’ jobs, discussing how to avoid re-injury, and suggesting appropriate work restrictions) and interpersonal aspects of care (such as provider ability to communicate, treatment of affected workers with courtesy and respect, and discussion of treatment options) are integral parts of appropriate care and injured worker satisfaction.(174) Affected workers with positive treatment experience as determined in seven areas (e.g., satisfaction with different aspects of clinical care) have been found to be more than three times less likely to be receiving lost time benefits at 6 and 12 months.(175) Physician communication about time of injury, natural course of healing, and work restrictions appears to affect disability duration during only the acute phase.(51) This effect was overcome by physical and psychosocial factors of the work environment in the subacute and chronic phases, although physician recommendations for go to/stay at/return to work were associated with shorter disability duration in the later periods.

Specific actions or inactions of physicians may affect the perceptions and expectations of affected workers and have important effects on eventual work disability. Physicians can exert significant influence over affected worker functional recovery from illness and injury.(176-179) For example, physician specification of a RTW date and provision of guidance on re-injury and recurrence prevention were found to be positively associated with early return to work.(180) Conversely, inappropriate initial counseling and instruction (e.g., failure to describe the anticipated or “usual” clinical course, reassure, encourage recovery, and/or establish expectations) may set a suboptimal tone for workers’ subsequent clinical courses. It has been suggested that in many mild, early cases of LBP, physicians respond to affected worker concerns about return to work imposing unnecessary restrictions, thus preventing workers from returning to work as early as they could.(177) In the context of medically unexplained symptoms, the actions of primary care physician actions can exacerbate (unnecessary specialist referral, use of diagnostic testing as a means of reassurance, labeling) or alleviate (adequate assessment, reassurance) these conditions.(11) It has been suggested that early communications with affected workers with low back pain should include reassurance about the favorable prognosis of the condition, avoid alarming or misleading terminology (e.g., “injury”), and encourage early return to work.(176)

It may be that appropriate physician attention can compensate for work disability promotion by other factors, e.g., employers, payers, or other stakeholders. However, the effect of direct advice from health care providers on RTW rates needs to be examined within the larger context of severity of injury, socio-demographic factors, and workplace factors.(65)

Culturally and Educationally Appropriate Interaction with Affected Worker

Modern developed societies comprise populations of both workers and physicians with widely varying cultural, educational, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds. For optimal care, affected workers should comprehend the system in which they are involved and their interactions with providers (and other stakeholders), and understand (if not accept) medical management. Lack of understanding by workers may engender fear, resentment, and other maladaptive characteristics which may compromise recovery and rehabilitation. For example, a study of injured worker satisfaction and outcomes, found that Spanish-speaking individuals were less likely to be satisfied with physician communications than their English-speaking peers.(181)
Similarly, lack of physician understanding of affected worker cultural and educational characteristics may lead to suboptimal care and case management. Physicians should strive to interact with workers and significant others at culturally and educationally appropriate levels. Evidence-based consensus recommendations of the Australian Acute Musculoskeletal Pain Guidelines Group include: 1) physician-affected worker concurrence on management plans; 2) information conveyance in neutral terms, avoiding alarming diagnostic labels and jargon; 3) direct physician address of inappropriate affected worker expectations, fears, and mistaken beliefs; and 4) adaptation of communication methods to meet specific patient needs, with verification that information is understood.\(^{182}\)

**Affected Worker Education and Reassurance**

Physicians should strive to present accurate and realistic pictures of affected worker conditions, prognoses, outlooks, and anticipation for recovery. Affected workers both need and deserve an honest appraisal of their conditions and appropriate counseling and instruction. Physicians should be sensitive to signs of inaccurate or inappropriate worker perceptions and expectations and address them as soon as possible. For appropriate workers, explanation of the risk-capacity-tolerance paradigm\(^{26}\) may be helpful. One study determined that low back pain patients placed a high value on the efforts of physicians to understand their pain complaints, provide education about the condition, understand their physical job requirements, and recommend ways to prevent re-injury, and found that physician communication was as important to patients as short-term (less than 1 month) improvements in pain and function, and concluded that patients have high expectations of provider communication and counseling, especially during the acute stages of LBP recovery.\(^{109}\)

Physicians are cautioned about the power of language, particularly the use of frightening metaphors and medical jargon.\(^{183}\) Physician language should adapt and respond to patient experience, conveying reality, empathy, and hope, and that physicians should routinely elicit feedback (verbal or nonverbal) from affected workers to ensure that intended meanings were conveyed.

The effects of physician communication are controversial. While positive effects on outcome were noted, others have opined that physician communication may have affected disability duration during only the acute phase, with the effect overcome by physician and psychosocial factors in the subacute and chronic phases. Based on the literature, the effects of reassurance on pain-related problems are inconsistent, sometimes small, sometimes transient, and sometimes paradoxical.\(^{51}\) Physicians are cautioned that general recommendations for reassurance appear premature and a better understanding is needed.\(^{139}\)

**Affected Worker Empowerment and Facilitation of Self-Management**

Passive reliance on physicians, employers, payers, and others to manage recovery and rehabilitation (as opposed to taking responsibility and an active role) may lead to preventable work disability. For example, affected workers who believe they can control their pain, who avoid catastrophizing about their condition, and who believe that they are not severely disabled appear to function better than those who do not. A passive approach to treatment has been shown to increase disability and distress in many pain conditions.\(^{184}\)

The fundamental tenet is that affected workers have a responsibility to contribute to their own recovery, and that this process needs to be facilitated by all stakeholders. Physicians can use their influence to encourage this process by educating workers in the facts of their situation, empowering them to take whatever measure of control they can, and facilitating self-management. This may include control of medication dosages and home exercise programs and affected worker participation in determination of realistic and appropriate work restrictions.

Rehabilitation of common health problems (CHLPs) has been stated to “often involves personal change: a shift in perceptions, attitudes and behavior, not only about symptoms and the sick role, but about health, capacity and work.”\(^{13}\) It was further noted that the concepts of “enablement” and “empowerment” were central to education and modern rehabilitation, the goals of which include:

- Breaking the cycle of low expectations and achievement;
▪ Building motivation, confidence and self-esteem;
▪ Changing their self-image;
▪ Taking control of how they lead their own lives;
▪ Personal development; and
▪ Accepting responsibility for contributing to the well-being of themselves, their family and the community.

This raises questions about the appropriate division of responsibility and balance of power between physicians and affected workers. When workers assume a more active role in their health care, the role of health professionals becomes more one of supporting and facilitating the process. This can lead to a broader and more balanced division of responsibility among physicians, affected workers, employers, and payers which is particularly applicable to CHLPs.

Four components to patient empowerment in rehabilitation are(185):
1. Intrapersonal components, particularly sense of control or self-efficacy;
2. Interactional components such as critical awareness of the resources needed;
3. Knowledge and skills for managing resources; and
4. Behavioral components such as participatory behavior and coping behaviors.

A survey of 290 single-claim injured Canadian workers found negative impacts attributable to both the injury and compensation system involvement in economic, medical, psychological, and social areas of the subjects’ lives.(186) Confirming a number of points established in other areas of this section, the authors recommended:
▪ Increase affected worker involvement in treatment and rehabilitation plans, in conjunction with physicians trained and experienced in occupational medicine.
▪ Use a more holistic approach to treatment and rehabilitation, including application of a BPS model, and integrated and multi-disciplinary care and case management.
▪ Create a more supportive climate for injured workers, including proactive employee education, maintenance of the employer-employee relationship during recovery, and access to counseling services.
▪ Improve worker knowledge of their rights and access to information.
▪ Recognize legitimacy of worker claims and issues, particularly involving avoidance of stigmatization.
▪ Increase sensitivity and accountability on the part of the compensation system.
▪ Increase employer responsibility, including provision of transitional work.

In a qualitative study of patients with medically unexplained symptoms, patient accounts of their physician’s explanations of their condition fell into three types: rejecting, colluding and empowering.(187) The authors suggested that empowering explanations – i.e., those that were perceived as tangible and involving, and that made patients feel they have some influence over their symptoms – are most beneficial. A review of the medical literature on the effectiveness of empowerment-based intervention programs in systemic (not musculoskeletal) illnesses found positive effects on employment status, obtaining work accommodations, and psychological outcome measures.(188) The authors concluded that the most beneficial vocational rehabilitation interventions pay attention to training in requesting work accommodations and feelings of self-confidence or self-efficacy in dealing with work-related problems.

**Specific Physician Practices**

**Medical Co-Morbidity Management**

Certain medical conditions, particularly diabetes mellitus, may compromise recovery from injury or surgery by retarding tissue healing,(189, 190) although the overall contribution of this factor to eventual work disability is unclear. Other, less well defined conditions, such as fibromyalgia, may complicate both diagnosis and treatment of work related illness or injury.(191) The current movement towards workplace disease management (as part of integrated health management),(192) on-site health care clinics, and integration of occupational and urgent care
in one setting may lead occupational physicians to a broader scope of practice in the future. Under certain state workers’ compensation laws (e.g., Washington State), treatment by occupational medical physicians for comorbid conditions such as fibromyalgia is permitted under workers’ compensation claims, if such treatment is felt to be relevant to resolution of the work-related condition. The role and potential contribution of occupational physicians in these areas, in the context of eventual work disability prevention, is speculative at present.

Use and Misuse of Opioids
The Chronic Pain chapter addresses the general lack of scientific support for the use of opioids for nonspecific pain complaints, particularly the common health and life problems (CHLPs) that are a major concern of the present chapter. The following considerations apply to the use of opioids:

**Significant adverse effect profile, including elevated death rate.** Opioid analgesics are an option for symptom control, but only for a time limited course due to their side effects, which may include drowsiness, debilitation, impaired judgment, and reaction time.(170, 193) Numerous other studies have documented an epidemic of opioid-related deaths over the past 10 to 15 years.(194-199) A study of Washington State workers’ compensation patients treated between 1996 and 2002, found that prescriptions for the most potent opioids (Schedule II), as a percentage of all scheduled opioid prescriptions (II, III, and IV), increased from 19.3% in 1996 to 37.2% in 2002, with an increase by 50% in the average daily morphine equivalent amount (MEA) to 132mg a day.(197) Thirty-two deaths were definitely or probably related to accidental opioid overdose. A later study in a similar population, treated between 2002 and 2005, found that total morphine equivalent dose (MED) increased significantly from the first to the fourth quarter of case duration.(198) However, improvement by at least 30% in pain and function measure scores occurred in only 26% and 16%, respectively, of long-term users. Opioid doses increased substantially over time in all but those for whom function improved. A study of 2,378 workers undergoing lumbar fusion, found that analgesic-related complications were responsible for 21% of all deaths and 31.4% of all potential life lost.(199) The risk of analgesic-related death was higher among workers who received instrumentation or intervertebral cage devices compared with recipients of bone-only fusions and among workers with degenerative disc disease, and was especially high among subjects between 45 and 54 years old with degenerative disc disease (rate ratio, 7.45).

**Potential for counter-therapeutic effects.** One study described accumulating evidence that opioid therapy might not only be associated with the development of tolerance but also with an increased sensitivity to pain, a condition referred to as opioid-induced hyperalgesia (OIH).(200) This preliminary study in 6 affected workers with chronic low back pain found that all became hyperalgesic as well as tolerant after 1 month of oral morphine therapy. However, this effect is not well established as there is not sufficient evidence to support or refute the existence of OIH in humans except in the case of normal volunteers receiving opioid infusions.(201)

**Questionable prescribing and usage practices.** The behavior of both prescribers and recipients of opioid analgesics is suspect, in that pain intensity is not clearly predictive of prescription practices. A 1997 study reported that patient pain behaviors were closely correlated with opioid prescribing, whereas pain severity was not found to influence physicians’ prescribing decisions.(202) A study of U.S. Veterans Affairs health care system patients, found that pain intensity did not predict opioid use.(203) These authors found a strong association between age, depression, personality disorder, and history of substance abuse and opioids use for the treatment of chronic low back pain in preference to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs alone; their model was predictive in 79% of patients. In a study of more than 25,000 patients with back pain, those using opioids were found more likely to be unemployed, use tobacco, and have higher bodily pain scores on a SF-36 subscale.(204) Another study suggested that patients with back pain had similar pain scores whether or not they used opioids, but opioids users had more affective distress and self-reported disability than those who did not use opioids.(205)

**Noncompliance with prescribed opioid therapy.** Data obtained for chronic pain patients from a national testing center found only 27.1% of patients to have samples in compliance.(206) In 38.1% of the spine clinic’s population, similar to the 37.0% of the national database, the prescribed drugs were not found in the patient’s urine sample.
Illicit drug use was identified in about 12% of patients. A retrospective analysis performed on 938,586 patient test samples between January 2006 and 2009 found that 75% of patients were unlikely to be taking their medications in a manner consistent with their prescribed pain regimen; 38% were found to have no detectable level of their prescribed medication; 29% had a non-prescribed medication present; 27% had a drug level higher than expected; 15% had a drug level lower than expected; and 11% had illicit drugs detected in their urine.(207)

**Association with prolonged work loss and disability.** An analysis of the relationship between early opioid use and outcome in 8,443 workers’ compensation claimants with acute low back pain found that mean disability duration, mean medical costs, and risk of surgery and late opioid use increased monotonically with increasing MEA.(208) Those who received more than 450mg MEA were, on average, disabled 69 days longer than those who received no early opioids. Compared with the lowest MEA group (0mg opioid), the risk for surgery was 3 times greater and the risk of receiving late opioids was 6 times greater in the highest MEA group. A study of 2,005 workers’ compensation patients with low back pain compared those who had received opioid analgesics with a no-opioid reference group and found that odds of chronic work loss were 6 times greater for claimants using Schedule II opioids and 11 to 14 times greater for claimants with opioid prescriptions of any type during the chronic period (greater than 90 days after acute pain onset).(209) Three years after injury, costs of claimants using Schedule II opioids averaged $19,453 higher than costs of claimants in the reference group. Costs for claimants using any opioids averaged $25,678 higher. The authors concluded that “the strong associations observed suggest that for most workers opioid therapy did not arrest the cycle of work loss and pain.”(209)

**Use and Misuse of Work and Activity Restrictions**

Work activity is fundamental to recovery and rehabilitation and restriction of regular job activity should only be based on risk to affected workers or others (see special conditions in Transitional Work and Activity Prescription). Work restrictions carry an inherent risk of promoting unnecessary disability, given that they prevent affected workers from maximally participating in life activities of which they may be fully capable. Unnecessary restrictions may delay optimal recovery, reinforce maladaptive psychological characteristics, complicate case management for all stakeholders, and generally move the “tenor” of the case away from recovery and resumption or maximization of function and towards the disability mindset. Restrictions that are based on pain complaints have been found to lead to unnecessary vocational disability.(178) Arbitrary activity restrictions after posterior lumbar discectomy have been found to lead to a similar result.(210, 211)

Determination of affected worker risk and appropriate work restriction can be difficult, and can be markedly affected by non-objective factors. A 1988 study found that 41% of family physicians were pressured to write unwarranted work excuses, and felt manipulated by their patients.(212) Another study found that almost half of physicians surveyed were willing to exaggerate clinical data to obtain disability certification for patients who they believed deserved it.(213) As a possible rationale for this behavior, the authors noted that 80% of physicians in their study thought that completing disability forms could adversely affect physician-patient relationships, and 62% thought that it constituted a conflict of interest. Others contend that in many mild, early cases of LBP, physicians respond to affected workers’ anxieties about return to work (or their perception of them) by imposing restrictions, thus preventing workers from returning to work as early as they could.(177) Others noted that “the vast majority of medical restrictions... are based more on each physician’s anecdotal experience and common sense than on data. Supporting and administering such restrictions is sometimes difficult because their justification depends on a medico-legal concept of the ‘immediacy’ of the risk. In the absence of data, estimating the degree of risk is difficult.”(214) It has also been suggested that the interaction of patients’ beliefs, behaviors, and demands with internal physician characteristics of professionalism, social desirability, and negotiation strategies can profoundly influence disability recommendations, and that significant discordance about whether a given condition justifies work limitations often occurs between affected workers and physicians.(215) Given such findings and the known beneficial effects of continued work on health and recovery from illness or injury, physicians should carefully consider the necessity, potential costs, and benefits of work restrictions, in general avoiding those that are based on pain complaints or unsubstantiated fears of re-injury, and those lacking objective and/or scientific support.
Maintenance of Physician Contact with Workplace
The need for improved communication among all stakeholders – particularly physicians, affected workers, employers, and payers – is vital (see Systemic Factors). An important component of this is two-way communication between physicians and workplaces. (Other involved health professionals may include chiropractors, ergonomists, occupational and physical therapists, and nurses). (216) Although physicians play an important role in the RTW process, they are typically given too little information to act effectively. An accurate, useful description of affected worker regular job functions and requirements is usually not available. Employees may be an inaccurate or suboptimal source of information with regard to availability and quality of transitional work. There may be workplace administrative concerns relevant to a given case (e.g., under the Family Medical Leave Act) into which physicians can have significant input, and other factors such as interpersonal relations and human resources concerns may impact case management. (18)

Physician contact with the workplace has been found to be associated with affected worker RTW, with an adjusted odds ratio of 1.72. (180) Another study found that although 48% of employers took no action in response to worker MSDs, a physician’s recommendation for change doubled the likelihood of a response. (217) There is strong evidence that early and frequent contact between physicians and workplace representatives can reduce work disability duration. (218-226) Some of the same studies also provided evidence for positive economic benefits in terms of overall cost savings. (113, 224, 227-229) Similar findings have been reported in Baltimore and Louisiana. (230-234)

Appropriate and Timely Specialist Referral
Physicians should recognize when recovery and rehabilitation progress has stalled (use of guidelines and disability durations may assist in this process) or their capabilities in managing the affected worker have been exceeded, and seek appropriate specialist referral. (See critical nature of time in recovery from work disability discussed in the Iatrogenicity section.) This is related to avoidance of overtreatment (particularly continuation of ineffective therapy as previously discussed.) Physicians may be hesitant to refer for a variety of reasons:

▪ Reluctance to accept their own limitations;
▪ Fear of ‘losing’ the patient to a specialist;
▪ Fear of negative reaction from the employer or insurer;
▪ Delays in the authorization process; and
▪ Lack of availability of healthcare providers willing to see workers, or specialist access in certain geographic areas or markets (including physical presence or willingness to treat workers’ compensation cases).

As noted previously in the context of workplace depression, (235) it is extremely helpful for physicians to develop ongoing referral networks, and to know the characteristics of referral sources whenever possible. Occupational medical providers should ensure that referrals are made to specialists whose approaches and quality of care are known and acceptable.

PERSONAL FACTORS

Table 2. Personal Factors Which May Contribute to Work Disability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Associated Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (including approaching retirement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic background and status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational experience and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Job lock”vii</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

viiJob lock refers to the economic necessity for workers of retirement age to remain in the workforce for income or health insurance.
Introduction
This group of potential influences on work disability includes basic affected worker characteristics which may be:

- Essentially unmodifiable, such as age, gender, race, and socioeconomic background.
- Modifiable with behavioral treatment, particularly alcohol, other substance, and tobacco abuse disorders.
- Modifiable with extensive effort, such as education, social skills, and family and other social relationships.

Some of these characteristics are possibly associated with work disability, without clear evidence of causal contribution or mechanism. Others have been shown to exert indirect or direct influence on disability in affected workers.

Possible Associated Factors
An extensive literature review which examined evidence for association between low back pain and sciatica and an array of “individual factors” including age, gender, height, weight, and personal attributes such as strength, flexibility, and exercise fitness, found conflicting evidence for each factor studied, and concluded that “none of the risk factors covered in this overview are strong predictors of future back or neck pain.” (236) The authors noted methodologic difficulties with the research, including incomparability of studies due to differing outcome measures and methods. Additional problems include variable data gathering methods ranging from telephone interview to analysis of insurance data, and a paucity of long-term cohort studies.

Age
In a literature review for factors predicting chronic work disability, age was found the most consistent predictive factor of poorer outcomes, whether classified by number of days of compensation (nine studies) or work status at follow-up (two studies). (237) The authors also described a single study that suggested that older workers were more likely to withdraw from the work force and to experience multiple disability episodes. The authors also noted that four studies did not find an age effect, and that one demonstrated an effect at 6 months, but not at 1 year.

Gender
The prevailing pattern is for modestly worse outcomes among females. Women are generally at higher risk for experiencing work injury, (238, 239) slower to recover from extremity injury, (240, 241) and less likely to return to work after an injury. (239, 242, 243) Significant gender differences have been found in injured workers, with females more likely to experience negative employer response, future work concerns, and decrease in income. (244)
Race
Numerous studies have demonstrated associations between variability in pain and disability management and patient race. (245-250) A study of African Americans and lower socioeconomic status (SES) claimants demonstrated worse post-settlement outcomes (in terms of mental health status, residual pain, catastrophizing, disability, and financial strain) than Caucasian and higher SES counterparts. (251) The authors described potential interactions between negative provider attitudes (e.g., among physicians who commonly treat pain) and class-and race-based stereotypes to affect physician judgment in a given case. (In addition, minority distrust of the health care system in general may potentiate distrust of the workers’ compensation system.) (252) African American race, lower SES, and dissatisfaction with care have been found to predict application to the U.S. Social Security Disability Insurance program in claimants with low back pain. (253)

Significant differences have also been found in care and case management. (250) African Americans (controlled for SES) and lower SES claimants incurred lower treatment costs, fewer compensated work absences, shorter claim periods, lower disability ratings, and smaller settlements. African Americans were much less likely to be diagnosed with a disc injury and to undergo surgery. The authors concluded that because “workers’ compensation mandates equal access to treatment and disability reimbursement for all injured workers, the differences observed in this study may reflect sociocultural biases in disability management among healthcare providers.” (250) A subsequent study again found negative associations between diagnosis, medical costs, surgery rates, and disability ratings and race. (254)

Education Level
Using national survey data, a strong inverse relationship was found between educational level and disability due to low back pain. (255) Greater education level correlated significantly with fewer disability days (defined as activity limitation, absence from work, confinement to bed, or reduced housework), even after controlling for severity, presence of sciatica, occupation, and age. The effect was found only in men, and low income was a stronger correlate than education for work absenteeism. Previous studies that demonstrated an inverse association between education and back pain disability have been confirmed, noting less initial disability in affected workers with 13 or more years of formal schooling, and that disability improved more in persons with more education over the 2-year course of the study. (256) The study suggests that job factors (professional, technical, and managerial work as opposed to more physically demanding jobs) and psychological characteristics of the subjects, as evidenced by lower scores on depression and somatization inventories, were primary explanatory factors for the effects of educational level. The previously described review cited five studies that showed a positive association between low educational level or low IQ and LBP and five that did not. (236) More recently, a study of more than 2.5 million ethnic Norwegians found a strong increase in the prevalence of persons granted disability pensions with decreasing years of education across all levels of education. The disparities were especially strong for persons with musculoskeletal diagnoses. (257)

Cultural Background
Culture has been defined as “the broad, shared pattern of values, attitudes, and behaviors that may interact with low back pain and disability.” (258) These characteristics may vary by society, by subcultures within societies, and over time. With regard to neck and back pain, the authors suggested that:

- Back pain is common to all societies.
- Perception and response to such pain is different among different cultural groups.
- Social and cultural attitudes and beliefs, pressures, and learning are important.
- Attitudes and beliefs, expectations, and the meanings of pain vary in different societies and over time.
- Culture may be associated with how people express pain and emotions and pain behavior, whether and how they communicate their pain to others (including health professionals), and how they seek and respond to treatment.
- Cultural patterns are not fixed but fluid, and may change with acculturation into a new society (e.g., American).
Broad cultural patterns are subject to individual variation within individuals within the cultural group.

In summarizing a classic 1952 study by Zborowski,(259) the authors noted that experimental pain thresholds are more or less the same regardless of age, gender, or nationality, but that social background (i.e., culture) affects pain expression and tolerance.(258) They further suggested that culture may be more strongly related to attitudes and beliefs about pain, whereas individual background and peer pressure may be more strongly related to pain behavior. Different cultures and ethnic groups have also been found to experience and express pain in markedly different ways, with consistencies noted within groups, suggesting that pain behavior is a social learning phenomenon dependent upon normative standards within the developmental group.(260)

Lifestyle Factors (High Risk Behavior; Alcohol, Drug, and Tobacco Abuse)

High-risk behavior (such as routinely driving without passive restraints) may contribute to a higher incidence of injury,(261) although the contribution of this factor to both work injury and subsequent disability among workers is unknown. In addition, there may be personality characteristics which may affect worker behavior on the job (e.g., risk taking, response to safety training and recommended practices) which may further contribute to illness and injury occurrence. The problem of substance abuse may have two implications:

1. There may be higher rates of work disability among people with substance abuse disorders as a primary or secondary function of the disorder itself (causative or contributory problem). A study of a group of workers not involved in manual labor, found that a history of anxiety or depression was a significant predictor of both greater work loss and longer term disability.(262) Among this same group, cigarette smoking was also found to be related to greater long-term disability from acute low back pain. A 1997 report,(263) cited six studies(264-269) in which substance abuse was implicated in the transition from acute to chronic upper and lower back pain. Another study found consistent odds ratios between 1.84 and 1.88 in multinomial models associating problematic alcohol use and entrance into work disability.(270)

2. At a physiologic level, use of substances such as alcohol and tobacco may provide a barrier to recovery in terms of impaired wound and other tissue healing. A recent study noted that the first study to show an association between smoking and increased post-operative complications was published in 1944, and more than 300 papers have now confirmed this association.(271) It has been shown that smoking impairs healing of skin, bone, and soft tissues, thus resulting in flap necrosis, non-unions, delayed unions, failure of wound-healing, infection, and anastomotic leakage. Conversely, smoking cessation intervention initiated 6 weeks prior to elective hip or knee replacement has been shown to reduce the post-operative complication rate (from 52% to 18%).(272) Smoking cessation interventions for as short as 3 to 4 weeks prior to general surgery can reduce the complication rate by half (from 41% to 21%).(273) A summary of the evidence showed that smoking has adversely affect bone mineral density, lumbar disk disease, the rate of hip fractures, and the dynamics of bone and wound healing.(274) Work disability rates for patients with a single DSM Axis I disorder have been found highest for patients with schizophrenia only (76.3%), followed by those with alcohol and other substance use disorders.(275) Work disability rates due to physical or mental illness were 54.1% for patients with an alcohol use disorder and 45.7% for those with other substance use disorders. (For comparison purposes, 29.2% of patients with isolated bipolar disorder were unable to work, while 20.8%of patients with depression only were work disabled.) Rates of Global Assessment of Function scores below 50 (indicating poor overall function) were similar (53.2 and 52.8%, respectively) for patients with schizophrenia and alcohol use disorder, slightly lower (46.5%) for those with other substance use disorders, and markedly lower for those with bipolar disorder and depression (25.8 and 19.3%, respectively). The authors further noted that 45% of patients with co-morbid substance abuse disorders were work disabled, as opposed to 30% without such disorders.

Familial/Significant Other Unit

A 2000 review summarized available evidence up to that time and suggested that family influences may be associated with treatment outcome and the development and maintenance of chronic pain and disability, with
different aspects of family support and reinforcement having positive (promoting wellness behavior and staying at work) or negative (promoting illness behavior) effects. The authors cited 15 studies which suggested that, for most affected workers with non-specific back pain, good family and social support may be associated with better recovery and less disability. Conversely, they cited 12 studies suggesting that physical or sexual abuse or spouse reinforcement may be associated with more chronic pain and disability. The authors concluded that “Unfortunately, despite the potential importance of family issues, there is little evidence on exactly which family influences are most important, how they operate, or how they can be modified.”(258)

Follow-up interviews of 35 highly selected patients with chronic pain (50% with back pain) who were involved in litigation and who had compensation neurosis (an apparent desire for secondary gain – see Systemic Factors) suggested that families could play a major role in the process and identified four distinct patterns, although they often overlapped: 1) family over-protectiveness; 2) providing the family with a role; 3) family “total belief”; and 4) role change and entrenchment.(276) A study describing restructuring of family and social roles due to limitations of participation in household, parenting, sexual, and leisure activities, with resultant depression and anger among affected workers and disruption of family relationships; found that the relationship to resultant work disability was unclear.(277) A cognitive systems approach was proposed in 1998, whereby maladaptive beliefs are developed and reinforced in dysfunctional family systems, and in turn maintain familial dysfunction, suggesting that families are one of the primary environments in which adaptive or maladaptive beliefs and behaviors develop.(278) In 2004, the same author cited five familial factors supported by the literature up to that time(279):

1. Family functions not being carried out,
2. Reinforcement of disability by family members,
3. Other family members on disability,
4. Marital conflict/dissatisfaction/instability, and
5. Recent marriage, separation, divorce.

It has been posited that a strong influence of family members exists in the modeling or reinforcement of illness behavior on the part of affected workers.(279, 280) A direct observational technique was used on 50 chronic back pain patients and found that spousal solicitous responses to non-verbal pain behaviors were significant predictors of physical disability in the more depressed patients, and were significant predictors of rate of non-verbal pain behavior in patients who reported greater pain, but did not predict psychosocial dysfunction or total self-reported pain behaviors.(281) The National Advisory Committee on Health and Disability of New Zealand has defined reinforcement of pain behaviors by family members as a psychosocial risk factor in low back pain.(134)

**PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS**

**Table 3. Psychological Factors Which May Contribute to Work Disability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicalization of Common Health and Life Problems (CHLPs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Human Responses to Illness or Injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Responses to CHLPs and Serious Medical Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of Normal Responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting of Treatment Outcome Expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Evaluation Process as Educational Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladaptive Responses to CHLPs and Serious Medical Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative or passive coping strategies (e.g., catastrophizing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoccupation with health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear avoidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of motivation and readiness to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate illness behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of acceptance of personal responsibility for one’s own behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of readiness to change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Psychiatric Co-morbidity

Introduction
An individual’s ability to function is the result of the complex interaction of physical (biological), psychological, and social domains. Recognition of the multi-factorial contributors to a person’s overall state of health has led to the development of the biopsychosocial (BPS) model (146, 282, 283) as discussed earlier. The term behavioral health (BH) subsumes the combination of psychosocial issues and mental health conditions. (284, 285) Both normal psychosocial factors (e.g., family relations, personal life-work balance, job satisfaction, etc.) and mental health disorders (e.g., anxiety, depression) can greatly impact the individual’s health and functional capability. (143)

There is now a large body of evidence that BH issues play a significant and sometimes predominant role in the etiology and perpetuation of chronic pain and work disability. (26, 286-294) Delay or failure in identifying and managing these factors may be one of the major contributors to work disability (and barriers to disability prevention). A review of 36 prospective cohort and 3 meta-analytic studies noted the following (295):

“The results of this review suggest the need for major changes in the way in which we view and clinically deal with neck and back pain disability. The data clearly show that psychosocial factors are important not only in the development of long-term disability resulting from neck and back pain, but also in the earliest stages ... The research indicates that psychosocial factors are not simply an “overlay,” but rather they are an integral part of the pain disability process that includes emotional, cognitive, and behavioral aspects. Because psychosocial factors were found to have more impact on disability than biomedical variables, treatment and preventive approaches that only address biomedical factors may be questionable. Rather, psychosocial factors may need to become a normal part of a comprehensive assessment and treatment routine even in patients with early neck and back pain. Including psychosocial factors in medical practice may give insight into the patient’s problem and may provide new avenues for treatment and management. Moreover, preventive efforts may benefit greatly from incorporating these factors into their programs.”

Physicians who are caring for affected workers may be untrained, inexperienced, and/or uncomfortable at recognizing and managing BH factors. However, the preponderance and profound influence of these elements on work disability strongly suggests that physicians should strive to become more skilled at recognition and management. Major goals of this chapter include: 1) familiarization of primary treating physicians, particularly occupational physicians and other providers, with BH issues; 2) increase in stakeholder understanding of the contribution of these factors to work disability; and 3) enhancement of primary physician skill and comfort with initial diagnosis and management, including recognition of serious conditions mandating appropriate referral to more specialized practitioners.

Role of Attitudes, Beliefs, and Expectations
The influence of attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs) on response to work illness and injury and work disability prevention was discussed in the Medical Management Factors section. Although the ABEs of all stakeholders may influence the course of recovery and rehabilitation from employee illness and injury, this section focuses on the ABEs of affected workers and appropriate responses of physicians and behavioral health specialists.

Psychological Factors and Physician Roles
Medicalization of Common Health and Life Problems
Medicalization occurs when the normal human conditions and common health and life problems (CHLPs) experienced by most people are inappropriately identified and addressed as medical considerations (see Iatrogenicity for discussion of medicalization of CHLPs). Psychosocial issues subject to this process are normal occurrences such as stress and periodic sleep disturbance, as well as workplace performance problems (including worker motivation), interpersonal conflicts (particularly between employee and supervisor), and job security
concerns. Medicalization of psychosocial issues elevates them to the status of disorders that need to be addressed by physicians, with the potential for unnecessary diagnostic and therapeutic interventions and possible iatrogenicity. All stakeholders – particularly physicians – need to be vigilant for the medicalization process. Identified medicalized problems should be openly discussed with affected workers (and other involved individuals as needed) to correct misperceptions, and clarify and focus treatment plans, including anticipated outcomes and stay at and return to work goals.(16, 296) It is important for physicians and others to clearly separate medicalization of CHLPs and true psychological or psychiatric co-morbidity, as the latter may require more extensive evaluation by BH professionals. This differentiation may be difficult, particularly in subtle anxiety or depressive disorders, but identification of psychiatric conditions is crucial to appropriate diagnosis and treatment and optimization of management.

**Normal Human Responses to Illness and Injury**

Illnesses and injuries whether work related or not, disrupt lives. Normal human responses include concern, low levels of anxiety, intermittent sleep disruption, and brief periods of dysthymia (without meeting the full DSM-IV-TR criteria for dysthymic or major depressive disorder). Particular concerns may include apprehension about medical diagnosis, treatment concerns, worry about a possible need for surgery, reduced physical and mental capacity, anxiety about performing work, daily living responsibility concerns, fear of re-injury or exacerbation, and unfamiliarity with workers’ compensation and disability benefit processes.

The ability to function and deal with life problems varies among individuals,(146) and coping with illness or injury can be stressful for affected workers. (It is important to note that stress by itself is not a clinical disorder, but rather a normal part of life.) The amount of stress a specific individual experiences will vary, based on the magnitude of the medical problem, personality, coping skills, and personal, family, and workplace situation (particularly level of support). In the absence of diagnosable psychopathology, affected worker coping style and skills most strongly influence their ability to manage particular stressors.(284, 297) With relatively minor medical conditions, stress responses tend to be minimal and self-limited. Most individuals consistently improve and full function is restored without ongoing or residual distress or impairment.(298)

However, if situational demands exceed individual ability to cope, and no assistance is provided, the personal adjustment process may stall and recovery and RTW may be delayed. Current management practices often do not acknowledge these emotional realities, and affected workers are frequently left alone to manage regardless of their situation and coping skills.

Even when ill or injured workers recognize these emotional factors, effective assistance is not routinely available. Under workers’ compensation systems, many employers and payers are reluctant to acknowledge BH issues and authorize mental health services, for reasons discussed below. However, most of these ill or injured people do not need extended psychological or psychiatric care. They need education, minor supportive counseling, and simple reassurance that can be provided by the physician, a friend, family members, a job or health coach, social worker, counselor, or employee assistance program professional.

Treating physicians need to recognize, respond to, and provide support for these normal reactions. Appropriate management includes communication of honest assessment to the affected worker, careful evaluation and recognition of worker responses (e.g., anxiety, fear, and uncertainty), and provision of accurate information about the affected worker’s condition, thorough explanation of prognosis, proposed interventions, and anticipated clinical course, and reassurance of positive expectations about outcome. Physicians can alleviate much uncertainty and stress by clearly pointing out the functional aspects of medical conditions, options, and length of treatment, and empowering affected workers to cope on their own. Again, physicians should be vigilant for diagnosable and treatable psychiatric conditions such as anxiety and depression, and maintain a low threshold for referral to appropriate BH professionals for management of these disorders.

**Adaptive Responses to CHLPs and Serious Medical Conditions**
Adaptive responses to illness and injury include resilience, positive coping strategies, acceptance of responsibility for recovery, motivation, and readiness to change. As previously discussed, the physician’s attitude and management style may influence these reactions, as well as worker ABEs.(148) It is essential that the physician identify, advocate, and reinforce adaptive cognitions and behaviors in order to promote the patient’s physical and psychological health. There are several actions that a physician can take to encourage adaptation in affected workers:

**Validation of normal reactions.** As noted, ill or injured employees are often concerned and anxious about their ability to comfortably and successfully return to the workplace. Many people avoid discussing such emotions for a variety of reasons, including social stigma, shame, and concern about how issues will be perceived by others. This response should be anticipated, recognized, and openly addressed by the physician as a means to normalize and legitimize it, so that workers understand that these feelings are common and can be managed to reduce distress and to enhance treatment outcome. A forthright approach corrects misperceptions, provides continued support, and helps to restore focus on the treatment plan. It is possible the physician will need to discuss and review the normal emotional response to an injury/illness and how it is managed within the treatment process on multiple occasions.

**Setting of treatment process and outcome expectations.** Physicians should outline the treatment plan and its expected progression, including medication use, therapy modalities, transitional work, and home and self care, for the affected worker. As early in the clinical relationship as possible, physicians should set the expectation for active participation in all treatment modalities and explain the consequences of lack of involvement (e.g., slower treatment progress and recovery). Reluctance to engage in some interventions may occur, particularly when individuals are experiencing physical discomfort from therapy. This may lead to missed appointments or failure to complete prescribed home exercise programs. These reactions should be gently but firmly addressed by physicians.

**Use of evaluation process as educational opportunity.** Physicians should use each worker encounter as an educational opportunity to explain the anticipated treatment and timeline for improvement, emphasizing the need for workers to be active participants in all aspects of management as well as reinforcing the expectation for return to work as a part of treatment goals.

**Encouragement of physical activity.** Physicians should encourage physical activity and exercise, both in work and daily living activities, as an integral part of the treatment and recovery process (see Transitional Work and Activity). Individuals who have been ill or injured rapidly become both physically and mentally deconditioned, and generalized physical activity, in addition to focused treatment modalities, may play a significant role in rehabilitation. For example, a study of the relationship between mental health and physical activity was explored and found that physical activity promotes(299):

- Increased energy and stamina;
- Reduced fatigue, which can increase mental alertness;
- Better endurance;
- Stress relief (which provides a means to manage stressors more effectively);
- Improvement in mood;
- Improved sleep (which promotes improved mood);
- Increased interest in sex; and
- Weight reduction (which can enhance self-esteem).

Participation in everyday activities improves mental health and reduces the likelihood that the affected worker will move toward acceptance of the role of a disabled person.(300-306)

**Maladaptive Responses to CHLPs and Serious Medical Conditions**
Maladaptive responses to illness and injury may derive from personal factors such as attitude towards work, education, past experiences, and psychological factors such as motivation and personality. Cognitive factors may include inappropriate or dysfunctional ABEs (e.g., about pain, disability, and health care), negative coping strategies (e.g., catastrophizing), preoccupation with health, fear avoidance, lack of motivation and readiness to change, and non-acceptance of responsibility for recovery. Examples of maladaptive behaviors are noncompliance with treatment, selective participation in some but not all treatment modalities, and symptom exaggeration or other inappropriate illness behaviors.

It is important to recognize that the majority of these maladaptive responses are not a part of a true psychiatric condition, and behaviors are typically under affected worker voluntary control. Negative cognitions and problematic behaviors should be identified, openly acknowledged, and directly addressed by professionals as part of the treatment process. Many of these reactions are amenable to relatively simple management techniques, as described later in this section. It may also be helpful to inform and reassure affected workers that open communication and collaboration will occur among treating professionals, within professional limits, to address any barriers that arise. The results of such collaboration should be discussed with affected workers to clarify how issues will be addressed within the treatment process, with actions taken documented in the treatment plan.

Psychiatric Co-Morbidity

Psychiatric co-morbidities meeting the full diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR) may complicate or confound management of conditions leading to needless work disability. Workers may function in life and in work despite having significant baseline psychopathology, including any of the anxiety spectrum disorders, borderline personality disorders, and major depressive disorder (MDD). Even if they meet diagnostic criteria (i.e., DSM-IV-TR), these conditions may be undiagnosed and untreated but compensated by affected workers, or may be well-controlled by medication or other treatment. The stress of illness or injury may exacerbate such conditions to a level at which they become symptomatic or manifest in maladaptive behavior, with interference with recovery and rehabilitation. Caution is warranted against using diagnosis alone as a basis for making assumptions of impairment or disability as diagnosis is only one of the initial flags to indicate further evaluation of individuals.

Psychiatric conditions tend to occur concomitantly with serious or chronic illnesses or injuries, although cause and effect are controversial. Affected individuals may experience strong initial emotional responses that interact with their ABEs and, if adequate recovery does not occur, develop into serious psychiatric conditions such as MDD (stress-diathesis perspective). For example, a study found that Axis I and II psychiatric disorders (particularly MDD, and personality and substance abuse disorders) occurred at a much higher rate in individuals with work-related musculoskeletal conditions causing significant impairment, with a prevalence rate of 64% in those studied versus the expected 15% in the general population. The authors noted that prevalence rates for psychopathologic states were elevated in the study population (when compared to the general population) only after the occurrence of musculoskeletal injury, suggesting but not conclusively demonstrating a causative mechanism.

Symptoms of anxiety or depression do not constitute diagnosis or the existence of valid psychiatric conditions, however they may be indications of risk and further objective evaluation. Affected workers can be screened through direct clinical assessment or with standardized, objective screening tools. Examples of the latter, which have been validated with medical and/or pain patients, are the Brief Battery for Health Improvement 2 (BBHII2) and Pain Patient Profile (P3). Even if screening tools suggest psychopathology, results cannot be employed to make definitive diagnoses. Many screening tools do not have validity measures to assess test cooperation, motivation, or symptom exaggeration, or to objectively confirm psychiatric diagnosis, and produce a significant false negative rate. Psychiatric diagnosis is typically made after more comprehensive evaluation by skilled mental health physicians. Such evaluation may include objective psychological testing. In this context, the AMA Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment recommends use of at least two standardized psychological tests. The scope of testing should generally be focused and limited in nature, and the tests should
be specific to the reported concern. It is important to reiterate that, as with physical conditions, a psychiatric diagnosis alone does not constitute absolute or objective evidence of functional impairment or disability.

At the primary physician level, failure to recognize, diagnose, initiate treatment for, or refer patients with psychiatric co-morbidities may contribute to suboptimal prevention or management of needless work disability. It is critical that physicians maintain a high level of awareness and index of suspicion for psychiatric contributions to delayed recovery from worker illness or injury. For example, a discussion of occupational physician identification and management of workplace depression (generalizable to other psychiatric disorders) found that if physicians are uncomfortable with this role (with or without the application of screening tools) they should not hesitate to refer the patient to an appropriate mental health professional. In general, because of the considerable complexity in the assessment of these conditions, professionals such as clinical psychologists and psychiatrists (preferably with occupational medicine experience) should be involved in the collaborative treatment process. With few exceptions, there is evidence-based treatment for the majority of mental health disorders, and resolution and recovery to previous levels of function are common. Clinical interventions appropriate for valid psychiatric conditions are discussed later in this section.

**Potential Levels of Management of Psychological Factors**

**Occupational Physicians**

Occupational physicians may be the first responders in affected worker psychological states, screening for, identifying, and providing initial evaluation, intervention, and referral for psychosocial issues and psychiatric conditions as described above. The following concerns should be addressed:

- Perceptions of the nature of the condition and its seriousness.
- Proposed diagnostic and therapeutic intervention.
- Anticipation of positive and negative effects of the management plan.
- Expectations with regard to patient compliance with and participation in diagnostic and therapeutic interventions and progressive return to work and daily living activity function.
- Plans for alternative diagnostic and therapeutic interventions.
- Expectations of clinical course and recovery.

Physicians should remain focused on the overall treatment objective of doing what is best for affected workers and facilitating return to work. As described above, occupational physicians can and should:

- Provide validation of normal responses to illness and injury.
- Provide education about the treatment process, including overall counseling as to why specific treatment modalities are recommended, and why others, such as behavioral health professionals, are involved in the treatment of what appears to be a primarily physical concern.
- Set expectations for rehabilitation progress and goals.
- Enlist the affected worker in overall management, including encouragement of physical activity.

By virtue of training, experience, interest, temperament, and skill, physicians will have variable levels of comfort with management of psychological issues, including psychological distress or psychopathology in affected workers. Physician activities may include careful history, informal or formal screening, and provision of initial counseling and treatment (e.g., with antidepressant medication). Physicians should strive to expand their capabilities in these areas in routine practice. Interested individuals may develop expertise in the use of screening tools (as described in Psychiatric Co-morbidity). The repertoire of techniques available to physicians is expanding beyond traditional therapeutic interventions, including the use of motivational interviewing, brief psychotherapeutic techniques such as solution-focused therapy, and cognitive behavioral therapy (see CBT) by occupational physicians. Physician compensation for these activities is not well established, although some progress is being made (see Physician Compensation for WDPM Activities). Again, physicians...
should maintain a low threshold for referral to more qualified professionals, particularly psychologists and psychiatrists, in the collaborative treatment process should occur if potentially serious concerns are identified.

Intermediate-Level Professionals
Affected workers with relatively minor levels of psychological distress due to illness or injury may respond to management by an intermediate level of care giver between occupational physicians (non-mental health providers) and behavioral health professionals (clinical psychologists or psychiatrists), to furnish counseling, support, and reinforcement of coping skills. Examples include job or health coaches, licensed social workers, and master’s level professionals. Interventions may include individual or group counseling or CBT. Advantages to this approach include level of intervention appropriate to need; possible avoidance of mental health diagnosis (and resultant labeling and stigma); and relatively easy access (particularly in rural areas) and low cost. Other allied health professionals such as occupational therapists are trained to address psychosocial aspects of illness and injury in the course of care provision, and may incorporate interventions specifically targeted at behavioral health issues.(324)

A potential disadvantage to this level of care is that many such professionals are not appropriately trained in or focused on the beneficial aspects of the go to/stay at/return to work and activity prescription paradigm which is fundamental to work disability prevention. In addition, these providers typically are not able to conduct the requisite objective psychological testing to fully evaluate cognitive, emotional, and psychological functioning of an individual who has reported impairment, due to the lack of professional training in this area as well as the restrictions that many state laws have as part of the particular professional licensure status. They may not prioritize functional improvement within the context of the affected worker’s condition, and may permit empathetic but misguided concerns (e.g., that work is harmful to the affected individual) to supersede the clear benefits of transitional work during recovery. Other problems in more complex cases are failure of providers to recognize their own clinical limitations and make timely referral to more skilled physicians (which may be more cost-effective) and a medical or psychiatric diagnosis with a need for pharmacotherapy or psychotherapeutic intervention.(325) The primary occupational physician should carefully monitor ongoing treatment progress and maintain overall responsibility for care management in conjunction with use of this level of mental health care.

Behavioral Health Professionals: Clinical Psychologists and Psychiatrists

Clinical Psychologists. These providers complete the Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) or Psychology (PsyD) degree in clinical or counseling psychology, which usually includes systematic training in psychotherapy. They are also extensively trained to perform formal psychological testing and evaluation. Overall training after the undergraduate degree is at least 8 years. Psychologists may practice independently or provide collaborative care with physicians to more fully evaluate and treat individuals; they currently do not prescribe medications other than in limited venues.viii They are licensed by state jurisdictions.

Psychiatrists. These providers complete the Doctor of Medicine (MD) degree and then undergo 4 years of postgraduate training in psychiatry, which includes extensive training in psychotherapy. They undergo less formal training in psychological testing than psychologists. Overall training after the undergraduate degree is at least 8 years. By virtue of completion of medical training, these physicians can prescribe medications, which are used in approximately two-thirds of their patients.(325) They are licensed by state jurisdictions and may obtain optional specialty board certification.

Potential Interventions
The basic principles that are emphasized throughout these Guidelines, including application of the SPICE model, adherence to scientifically credible care, and incorporation of the go to work/stay at work/return to work and activity paradigm, are central parts of any management plan. Application of these principles is often adequate to

---

vi Psychologists currently can prescribe in Guam, Louisiana, New Mexico, Puerto Rico, and all branches of the U.S. armed services.
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address many of the psychological issues described in this section; however, more focused and intensive approaches may be required to optimize outcome in any given case.

**Counseling, Adjuvant Treatment, and Pharmacotherapy**

As noted, both primary occupational physicians and intermediate level behavioral health professionals may intervene in recognized workplace psychosocial problems. Simple counseling of affected workers with relatively minor psychosocial issues may be effective; supportive counseling may include problem recognition and affirmation, specific advice, and referral to community resources.(326) This approach, particularly education and reassurance, should be utilized by physicians at every encounter. Affected workers may be amenable to referral to self-help and support groups focused on their specific concerns, or to company sponsored employee assistance programs (EAPs).

The use of a number of adjuvant awareness and cognitive therapies has been described; these include structured activity scheduling and training in coping skills, progressive goal setting, relaxation, and stress and distress management.(136) These modalities may be helpful to affected workers in managing symptoms and building self-efficacy in self-management of less severe problems. These nonspecific treatments do not address underlying causative factors (e.g., family problems, work conflicts) or significant psychiatric disorders (e.g., anxiety).(326)

Primary physicians who are licensed to prescribe medications may judiciously use anti-anxiety agents and anti-depressants in selected cases.(235, 319) As with all medications, physicians should be well versed in the characteristics of the preparations they prescribe, and vigilant for untoward effects and appropriate clinical response.

**Objective, Standardized Psychological Testing**

Psychological testing, particularly the assessment of biopsychosocial issues with instruments such as the BBHI2 and P3, should be objective, standardized, performed for specific clinical concerns and conditions, and utilize instruments that have been validated with populations relevant to subject affected workers. The use and interpretation of standardized psychological testing is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, some caveats on the use of psychological testing include:

- Specific administration rules should be followed to ensure valid and interpretable results; generally speaking, these conditions are the same for each individual to whom the test is administered.
- Testing must be specific for the reported concern; indiscriminate testing is inappropriate.
- No single instrument exists to fully evaluate individuals across all cognitive, developmental, emotional, and psychological domains; a minimum of two standardized tests should be conducted to evaluate suspected psychiatric conditions.
- All professionals who conduct standardized psychological testing are bound to follow American Psychological Association testing standards,(327) even non-members of the organization.(9, 284, 285)

**Psychotherapy**

Psychotherapy is generally reserved for more severe psychological dysfunction which directly impacts affected worker function (primary) or complicates or imposes barriers to recovery from other potential causes of work disability such as musculoskeletal conditions (co-morbid). In general, cognitive-behavioral approaches may work more quickly for surface behavioral change, whereas interpersonal approaches are more effective at addressing underlying emotional drivers. The role of psychotherapy in workplace mental health quality, has been extensively described and the following characteristics noted(326):

- It comprises a wide variety of psychotherapeutic approaches based on different basic ideologies and individual therapist technique.
- It is always based on a therapeutic relationship focused on affected worker personal characteristics and intended to address emotional distress or maladaptive personal traits.
- It requires specific evaluation to allow for precise diagnosis, and carefully defined and focused treatment to address underlying causes.
- Optimal treatment is dependent upon accurate diagnosis, and may involve a combination of modalities, including appropriate pharmacotherapy and cognitive-behavioral or insight-oriented therapy.
- The quality of treatment is the most important determinant of outcome.

**Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)**
A review of a number of psychological models used to conceptualize chronic pain concluded that the cognitive behavioral approach had the greatest amount of empirical support. The authors emphasized the importance of this perspective (rather than specific techniques) on the role of patients' beliefs, attitudes, and expectations in the maintenance and exacerbation of symptoms. Interventions should be focused on “fostering self-control and self-management that will encourage a patient to replace their feelings of passivity, dependence, and hopelessness with activity, independence, and resourcefulness.”

Cognitive behavioral therapy is one of the most common forms of BH treatment. CBT is designed to identify problematic thoughts and behaviors that serve as potential barriers to successful treatment and return to work. It specifically addresses affected worker ABEs and provides tools to re-direct self-defeating thoughts and behaviors, helping the individual to cope with life and workplace difficulties in a proactive manner. In this modality, “patients learn to: 1) challenge their negative pain cognitions and replace them with positive/adaptive thoughts; 2) engage in activities in spite of pain; and 3) learn self-soothing (e.g., relaxation and mindfulness) techniques.” (17) CBT is typically time-limited in nature, in most instances being provided for a period of 12 to 16 weeks (which may address employer and payer concerns of open-ended treatment). It should be provided by professionals who have undergone specific training.

CBT has been found to be both effective and specific for a variety of psychiatric conditions, including MDD. As part of a multi-disciplinary treatment approach, the technique is efficacious for migraines and daily headaches, musculoskeletal pain, arthritis pain, fibromyalgia, chronic low back pain, and wrist pain. It has been suggested that an optimal approach to chronic pain combines pharmacological, physical, and psychological components (including CBT) tailored to each patient's needs.

CBT has strong scientific support for preventing and reversing unnecessary disability. A review of 205 studies of patient with low back pain, most of them high-quality RCTs found, overall, that CBT and other psychological interventions (such as relaxation therapy and biofeedback) were more effective than standard biomedical treatments, including surgery, for decreasing pain intensity, pain-related disability, and depression and for improving health-related quality of life. A 2006 study showed positive effects of a short (6 hour) CBT intervention in low back pain patients, including lower risk for long-term disability leave for back pain (odds ratio 2.6) and any illness (odds ratio 2.9). Another study demonstrated that a combination of brief CBT and work stressor reduction was more effective than extensive CBT in both partial and full return to work.

**Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT)**
Compared to CBT, there is a relative dearth of literature on the effectiveness of interpersonal psychotherapeutic approaches in work disability prevention; however, some studies have suggested both positive and cost-effective outcomes. In a retrospective long-term study based on health insurance records, an assessment of work loss and hospitalization days before, during, and after psychoanalytic treatment found that absenteeism from work declined strongly from pre-treatment to the end of treatment (66% fewer days of sick leave) and remained fairly stable throughout the 7-year follow up period. The authors also noted large reductions in ambulatory medical consultations and psychotropic medication use. A systematic review of cost effectiveness of long-term psychoanalytic therapy in work disability, established that therapy effected long-term and persistent reductions both in health care utilization and sick leave, with a cost breakeven point at approximately 3 years after treatment termination. An assessment of health care utilization and work impairment (absenteeism and presenteeism) in 231 patients in long-term psychoanalytic treatment indicated higher work productivity (quantified by monetary...
value) immediately after treatment (increased 44%), with positive effects persisting at 2-year follow-up (increased 71%). (340)

It is recommended that primary treating physicians be trained, able, provided enough time, and compensated to employ basic evaluative techniques for detection of risk for prolonged work disability such as:

- Administration, interpretation, and communication of results of screening questionnaires to patients;
- Exploration of affected worker ABEs and their effects on work disability risk;
- Delivery of basic therapeutic interventions such as correcting misinformation or reframing issues in the routine counseling of most patients; and
- Recognize more serious psychopathology and make appropriate referrals to (and work collaboratively with) health care professionals with higher levels of behavioral health training.

It is also recommended that affected workers who have demonstrated a significant delay in functional recovery should be considered for referral to behavioral health professionals trained in mental health counseling who have demonstrated:

- The ability to develop relationships of trust and respect with worker populations, and increase their commitment to functional recovery and their willingness to engage fully in treatment;
- Familiarity with the specific issues that are likely to be delaying recovery, including those specific to the workplace setting;
- Professional competency in delivering behavioral health interventions that address and resolve those issues; and
- Willingness to collaborate and communicate with primary treating physicians and other relevant stakeholders.

**Individual and Systemic Reluctance to Address Behavioral Health Issues**

There is a reluctance bordering on phobia on the part of physicians, employers, insurers and other payers, and other stakeholders to recognize, address, and pay for management of the psychological factors discussed in this section. Possible reasons for this reluctance include:

- Inertia and a tendency to ‘stay with the known’ (i.e., the biomedical model) among all stakeholders;
- Fear of opening a psychological claim in addition to a physical disorder;
- Lack of occupational physician training and experience and resultant discomfort with addressing and managing these problems;
- Lack of (compensated) physician time to perform proper assessment and management;
- Employer and payer fear of excessive claim expense;
- Payer concern (valid or not) over low quality of available mental health care, lack of focused attention on treatable diagnoses, and general lack of return on investment in mental health services (341); and
- Employer and payer failure to appreciate the tangible and intangible impact of employee mental illness and associated costs. (342)

This system-wide failure to address psychological concomitants of work disability has a profound impact on the incidence and prevalence of this problem in Western society. The human and societal costs of confusion of common health and life problems and serious medical conditions have been extensively documented. A review of the workplace costs of anxiety and depression for affected workers, employers, and co-workers in terms of lost work time and presenteeism, advanced a strong case for the cost-effectiveness of quality mental health care for individuals, employers, and payers. (343) Other factors which may influence the current state of workplace mental health care are described below.

**Medical Factors**

Within the health care system, collaboration among treating professionals is often suboptimal. Because of laws such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), mental health treatment is still artificially
separated from traditional “medical” care. Even with appropriate signed release from affected workers, treating professionals do not always collaborate in the care provided. This creates a potential for confusion regarding treatment recommendations and increases the likelihood of disjointed care, particularly with regard to SAW/RTW goals. Furthermore, because of societal factors, physicians tend to delay involvement of BH treatment until later in the overall treatment process, sometimes until after the worker has been deemed to have reached maximum medical improvement (MMI).

Societal Factors
In many Western societies, there is still a stigma associated with receiving professional BH treatment. Individuals tend to be wary of receiving a mental health diagnosis and being perceived or labeled as “mentally ill.”

Systemic Factors
Workers’ compensation systems. These systems generally utilize an imprecisely dichotomous classification of conditions as work-related or non-work-related. Because some psychiatric conditions occur earlier in life or are related to development issues, there may not be a direct causal link between a workplace incident and a reported psychiatric condition. This creates inherent problems with attempts to utilize the more complex biopsychosocial model of evaluation and treatment in the BH context in managing work-related issues. Furthermore, some states, such as Montana, do not accept mental health concerns as a component of workplace injury. Thus, in those jurisdictions, affected workers who have been objectively identified as having true psychiatric conditions are not eligible to receive BH treatment or compensation for those concerns.(284)

Legal systems. Legal systems typically employ the same dichotomous approach as workers’ compensation, focusing on determining whether harm was done to workers and whether such harm was directly related to workplace events. Establishment of direct causal links to potentially work related psychiatric conditions is not always possible, for the reasons noted in the workers’ compensation section.

Workplace Factors
The negative effects of employee psychosocial factors and psychiatric illnesses are not always readily apparent, or perceived. Individuals may experience gradual onset and escalation of work related problems or symptoms. Affected worker may demonstrate subtle decreases in ambition, interpersonal effectiveness, work quality, and productivity (presenteeism).(326) All stakeholders should remain cognizant of the possibility of BH etiologies for these problems. While many organizations have absence policies for physical concerns, they often do not have such policies for psychiatric conditions, and occurrences may be managed in an ad hoc and inconsistent manner. Workplace psychosocial issues such as those discussed earlier in this section should be addressed as workplace performance issues, not psychiatric conditions. While it is tempting for professionals to advocate for affected workers, employers and workers have a legal relationship regarding employment; thus, there are potential legal issues that should not be addressed within the context of receiving treatment. Again, a primary issue for professionals is avoidance of practice beyond the scope of training.

Many organizations do not have transitional return to work policies. This situation is particularly problematic for individuals with symptomatic co-morbid psychiatric conditions, since it often mandates that affected workers be symptom-free in order to return to work. Analogous to the situation with physical signs and symptoms, the American Psychiatric Foundation (APF) asserted that: 1) the presence of psychiatric symptoms does not automatically define impairment; 2) some symptoms may be expected when affected workers are absent from the workplace; and 3) workers can and should return to the workplace, even if having continued symptoms (as long as those symptoms are not disruptive to workplace operations).(298)

SOCIETAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS

Table 4. Sociocultural Factors Which May Contribute to Work Disability

| Medicalization, Socialization, and Culturalization of Work Disability |
| The Influence of Popular Media |
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Introduction

Culture is the collection of knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, customs, and behavior that characterize a particular social group. It is not a static context of normative standards. It differs among societies, among societal subgroups, and within societies over time. (258) Attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs) lie at the heart of culture and drive behavior. To a large extent, ABEs are development and a product of social learning, but can be modified by experience and can change over time. (7, 260)

One of the pioneers of modern social medicine saw that “illness is a mode of behavior of a person or a community. It is the person not the organ that is ill.” (344) Although disease and impairment may be diagnosed and measured in individuals, disability is essentially a social compact. It may be implicit, determined by the unspoken cultural norms of a particular society, or explicit, delineated specifically in a written contract. The latter may be subject to legal requirements or restrictions, argument, arbitration or judicial review. However, disability does not exist outside of a social context.

Work disability, particularly which associated with CHLPS, is thus partially dependent upon both individual and societal perceptions and expectations about health and work. In addition to individual ABEs, workplace culture has been found to be a strong motivator for affected worker return to work. (92) A 2010 study noted that beliefs about back pain can be influenced by prevailing community views, health policy involving access to and payment for health care, legislation regarding work disability and compensation, and political agendas of governing parties. (345) The “welfare culture” of a given society has been described as ideas and values driving its function as a welfare state. (346) In terms of disability, these values may be widely divergent. A study of sickness certification in Europe found rates per 100 person-years varying from 18 in Norway to 239 in Malta. (347) Thus, transforming the “culture of incapacity” ultimately depends on shifting core beliefs about work, health, and sickness. (348)

Medication, Socialization, and Culturalization of Work Disability

As previously defined, iatrogenesis usually refers to acts by which physicians and other health professionals cause or prolong undesirable events in patients (see iatrogenicity). The term “social iatrogenesis” was suggested in 1976 as a descriptor for illness caused or prolonged by wider sociopolitical inputs. (349)

A comprehensive and detailed analysis of the history of low back pain, found that the salience of this condition began to arise in Western societies in the early 20th century. (32) The authors relate the increase in reported incidence and prevalence coincidentally (but not clearly causally) to the establishment of workers’ compensation systems and the growth of influence of psychology and psychiatry. They posited that it may best be understood as a social epidemic “in the absence of any evidence of change in the physical pathology or prevalence of back pain over the last 3,500 years.” (279) Others have also noted the rise in disability claims for “non-specific syndromes and diagnoses defined in terms of symptoms rather than physical etiology.” (350) The rapid increase in absolute number of claims for work-related injuries leading to lost work time has been documented dating from the 1960s. (351)

A number of authors have suggested reasons for the changes noted above. Some have stated that “Compensation does provide the social support which makes chronic disability possible.” (32) and noted that “… changed patient attitudes and expectations, changed medical ideas and management and changed social provisions have all combined to cause low back disability.” (32) Aylward (352) cited his earlier work (350) in attributing the increase in disability as “due primarily to a cultural shift in medical practice in [the United Kingdom and United States].” He had noted that “the indiscriminate acceptance of subjective health complaints by many in the medical profession as the sole manifestation of a variety of ill-defined medical conditions reflected a significant change from past practices which had been reluctant to accept subjective complaints as the sole or necessary basis for diagnosis,
chronic disability, and incapacity for work.”(352) He also described the “insidious medicalization” of “growing numbers of syndromes and disorders defined in terms of symptoms rather than pathology...”(352)

A “disability epidemic” has been described in Western countries and characterized as a major public health problem in the U.S. and other countries in which entitlement programs are believed to be appropriate alternatives to gainful employment.(353, 354) Others have proposed that employer behavior has changed as a result of the rapid expansion of supply of labor over demand, with greater choice of workers leaving disabled people disadvantaged and excluded and suggested – without speculating on cause – that the culture has changed to one in which society more readily accepts that people with work-limiting health problems need not work and are entitled to society's support in the form of social security benefits.(355) Issues related to the moral hazard inherent within workers’ compensation wage replacement benefits and the changing nature of the provision of medical care, specifically the general movement toward managed care and HMOs in the 1980s, have been identified.(356)

Several hundred studies of social influences on back pain and disability have been identified and reviewed (see Table 5).(258) These social influences are complex and interact with considerable variability in the strength of association and magnitude of effect, but they nonetheless identify the spectrum of social issues which may well be important in promoting or perpetuating illness and/or disability related behaviours.

Table 5. Social influences on Low Back Pain and Disability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family and Social Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction and Psychosocial Aspects of Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Early) Retirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers’ compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Influence of Popular Media

The impact of popular media on worker ABEs, the “culture of incapacity” described above, and work disability in developed societies is not clearly established; although it seems likely that there is a reciprocal or circular relationship.

Some have opined that the Internet and other media were a strong influence on illness behavior,(17) noting that the popular media: 1) stigmatizes normal aspects of human development such as the effects of aging on appearance, 2) interferes with the necessary adaptation to the physical and functional aspects of aging which provides people with a sense of comfort and well-being with such changes, 3) offers cures and imply that miraculous results are possible; and 4) suggests that patients request other treatments or change their doctor if their pain is not cured promote the illusion that it is possible to be pain-free. Based on focus groups, in-depth stakeholder interviews, and cognitive employee interviews, as well as analysis of traditionally published and online materials, a 2007 study found a “fundamental disconnect between the central tenets of evidence-based health care and the knowledge, values, and beliefs held by many consumers.”(357) Another cited an unpublished Liberty Mutual study in which 100 articles from popular publications in the U.S. were selected and analyzed.(173) The study found that: 1) low back pain was usually depicted as chronic and/or catastrophic; 2) treatments considered by medical authorities to be experimental were routinely touted as effective; 3) case reports were preferentially cited over group experience; and 4) few articles emphasized a non-medical approach.
Positive effects of focused and targeted media campaigns designed to alter public attitudes and perceptions have been demonstrated, but results have been mixed. A public information advertising campaign conducted over the course of 2½ years in Australia demonstrated the positive influence of a multi-media campaign on general population beliefs about back pain, and found suggestive evidence of altered clinical behavior and improved outcomes (decline in back claims of 15% and reduction of medical costs by 20% per claim).(358)

Importantly, the work illustrated how attitudes and beliefs associated with work disability might be broadly targeted even before work injury occurs.(359) A follow-up study found significant sustained improvements in population beliefs about back pain 3 years later.(360) In 2007, Waddell effected a significant change in population beliefs about the roles of activity and rest in management of back pain which persisted over 3 years, however, no change in work-related outcomes (decrease in sickness absence or new social security awards) was found.(361) After a limited media campaign, a small but significant improvement in population beliefs was found, but no change in sick leave, or performance of imaging studies of surgery for low back pain.(362)

The Influence of Special Interest Organizations and Support Groups
Patient support groups may have an important role in the dissemination of information about illness.(11) However, both information and support are not always unbiased.(363) Sometimes the views promulgated by these groups can encourage maladaptive illness behavior. Two studies found that membership in a patient support organization is associated with a worse prognosis.(364, 365) These findings raise the possibility that some aspects of group culture and membership are counterproductive, perhaps providing emotional support and validation at the expense of continued disability.

The Role of Free Will in Work Disability
This chapter examines the potent effects of various biopsychosocial domains of influence (e.g., treatment by employers and the medical system, personal factors such as familial influences, and psychological and societal factors) on the worker affected by illness or injury. It has been argued that some descriptions of the biopsychosocial model are mechanistic and deterministic and fail to allow for volition and intentionality, bringing into question the contention that disabled person are the passive victims of biopsychosocial forces over which they have no control, and asserting that humans are endowed with the capacity to make value-driven choices even in the face of genetically programmed behavior, instinctive responses, and emotion.(352) As previously noted, most people with common health problems (and many with mental health problems) do not have any absolute physical or mental incapacity for work, but may be constrained by physical or psychological dysfunction, individual ABEs and perceptions, and social forces beyond their comprehension or control.(7) However, for most of these individuals, taking sickness absence and claiming benefits are conscious, rational decisions with full awareness and intent, for which they should remain accountable.(7) As noted by Franche and Krause, “...the employee remains the ultimate agent of change in the return-to-work process in that only he or she takes the final decision of going in for a day’s work.”(65)

SYSTEMIC FACTORS
Table 6. Systemic Factors Which May Contribute to Work Disability

| Overview of the Workers’ Compensation System |
| Suboptimal System Performance |
| Higher Costs in the Workers’ Compensation System |
| Worse Outcomes in the Workers’ Compensation System |
| Attorney Involvement |
| Other Concerns |

Overview of the Workers’ Compensation System
Workers’ compensation systems represent a dynamic balance among the sometimes aligned and sometimes competing interests of businesses seeking affordable costs of care and restored worker productivity; affected
workers demanding adequate and timely medical care and other benefits as specified by law; and insurers attempting to secure reasonable profits for cost coverage and other services provided.(366) Workers’ compensation has been described as “social” insurance, concerned with both the adequacy of disability benefits (i.e., no-fault payments with statutory minimums) and system efficiency (in terms of reduction of costs to all parties involved, including the affected worker, employer, insurer, and system itself).(367) This entity has been described as a “health care payment system within the legal system.”(368) It has also been noted that the system is unique among government “social” programs in that it operates (in most states) as a partnership between the public and private sectors, with legislatures establishing rules by statute; executive branches providing oversight, regulation, and dispute resolution; and the private sector (insurers and self-insured employers) administering the system on a day-to-day basis.(369)

In the majority of affected workers, these systems may facilitate the process of return to former levels of health and function after work related illness or injury, particularly in those who are motivated to do so. However, the same systems may provide significant and sometimes difficult barriers to rehabilitation and disability prevention. For affected workers who experience medical, personal, psychological, or socio-cultural factors (as previously discussed) or workplace factors (discussed in the next section), or who are not motivated to return to work, these systems can provide both barriers to recovery and perverse incentives which in the short term rewards work disability at the long-term expense of employers, payers, and society. Various forms of moral hazard encountered in workers’ compensation systems, including positive correlation between maximum benefit and claim frequency, the Pareto distribution of claims (including a 3- to 6-fold incidence of repeat claimants in the highest consumers of benefits), and preferential classification of claims as work related in health maintenance organizations have been described.(367) A qualitative study of workers’ compensation claimants in Ontario identified numerous subtle system-level problems which can accumulate into a “toxic dose” providing significant and sometimes insurmountable barriers to return to work.(62) The legal system is intended to protect affected workers from potential lapses or abuses by the health care system, employers and payers, and often does so, but claimant resort to this system may entail similar incentives that can reward work disability in direct proportion to its extent and severity in susceptible individuals. Finally, the societal economic and employment climate may affect worker motivation to return to work as well as participation in and response to the workers’ compensation and legal systems.

A detailed discussion of the controversies surrounding systemic factors, including workers’ compensation systems and their legal components, is beyond the scope of the current chapter. The remainder of this section will present evidence for suboptimal system performance and some clinical concerns, and provide some general recommendations for physicians caring for individuals involved in workers’ compensation cases.

**Evidence for Suboptimal System Performance**

**Higher Costs in Workers’ Compensation Systems**

An increase in the growth rate of workers’ compensation cost per injury three times that of general medical inflation was documented between 1996 to 1997 and 2001 to 2002.(370) A 2007 study contrasted recent success in control of workplace illnesses and accidents with the failure of efforts to manage continued annual inflation of medical and indemnity costs (currently 7.4% and 9.5% respectively).(371) The recent increase in medical costs as a proportion of total workers’ compensation costs (36% in 1987 to 47% in 2005) is well known.(372) Various reasons for this disproportional cost expansion have been proposed, including:

- Documented substantially higher charges for workers’ compensation patients than for those with similar conditions covered by Blue Cross.(373)
- Higher charges for workers’ compensation services (particularly radiography) – the authors argued that price discrimination played a prominent role in the higher costs of workers’ compensation when compared to “traditional” insurance.(374) (This assertion and its underlying assumptions were later challenged.) (375)
Workers’ compensation insurers in California were charged more than health insurers for the treatment of injuries of similar nature and severity. The differences were attributed to the use of more health care providers and services in the workers’ compensation cases.(376)

A detailed analysis of practice costs for service provision to various types of insured patients found that by far the highest costs for both value-added (e.g., scheduling, direct service provision, and billing) and non-value-added (e.g., obtaining insurance authorization and resolving billing disputes) activities were incurred in cases covered under workers’ compensation.(377)

In the treatment of low back soft tissue injuries, use of medical services beyond the recommended levels of care was strongly associated with higher medical and indemnity costs, prolonged medical treatments and delayed return to work.(114)

Studying the time period 1996 to 1997 and 2001 to 2002, three factors were identified that accounted for most of the escalation: 1) increases in billed medical treatments per claim contributed more than half; 2) a shift to more costly injuries accounted for a fifth; and 3) the increase in the average cost-per-treatment generated about a quarter.(378)

A study of short- and long-term determinants of cost for low back pain patients treated by both physicians and chiropractors, found workers’ compensation insurance to be a prominent cost driver in both provider types.(379)

Variability in treatment of common injuries financed by the workers’ compensation system leads to higher costs (380); this finding has been confirmed by other studies.(75, 86, 114, 381) Costs in a Louisiana workers’ compensation preferred provider organization (PPO) were also studied and found that less than 4% of physicians accounted for 72% of costs, with average claim cost four times higher than that of other physicians. The cost and claim duration differences were greatest among minor conditions where the greatest variability in treatment options were available.(380)

**Poor Outcomes in Workers’ Compensation Systems**

One of the great ironies of a workers’ compensation system is the harmful effect that it may have on the health of claimants. Health outcomes for the same or similar conditions are often worse when care is provided within such systems than without. The following is a sample of research documenting these findings:

- An early meta-analysis of 18 studies comprising more than 2,300 patients found a moderate negative effect of financial incentive (workers’ compensation) on symptoms and disability in patients with closed-head injury.(382)
- Outcomes of multi-disciplinary pain treatment were worse in workers’ compensation claimants who had completed litigation than in the claimants of other insurance companies.(383)
- A follow-up (mean 45 months) study of primary rotator cuff tear repairs, found that 54% of workers’ compensation claimants rated their results good or excellent compared to 92% of non-workers’ compensation patients; at final assessment, 42% of the former and 94% of the latter group had returned to full activity.(384)
- A meta analysis of data from 32 studies on chronic low back pain, found workers’ compensation to be related to increased report of pain and decreased treatment efficacy, with effect sizes between 0.48 (conservative) and 0.60 (liberal).(385)
- Workers’ compensation claimants reported more pain, depression, and disability at 3 and 12 months, both before and after rehabilitation interventions, than those without compensation involvement.(386)
- A pair of studies found non-significant differences in likelihood of return to work at follow up intervals ranging from 4(387) to 10(388) years. However, at 4-year follow-up, persons who had been receiving workers’ compensation at baseline reported worse functional status, were more likely to be receiving disability benefits, and had significantly less relief from symptoms and improvement in quality of life. At the 10-year follow-up, those initially receiving workers’ compensation had worse disability and quality of life outcomes.
- The unintended effects of disability compensation programs discourage full participation in vocational rehabilitation and result in poorer rehabilitation outcomes.(389) Participants who were receiving disability benefits worked fewer hours in compensated work therapy each week, earned less income, had a higher dropout rate, and were less likely to be competitively employed at discharge. The amount of compensation
and the type of program were modestly but significantly associated with participation in compensated work therapy and with outcome.

- A meta-analysis of 211 surgical intervention studies found that workers’ compensation status at the time of surgery was associated with poor outcome (defined by assessments such as the Low Back Outcome Score(390) and Short Form 36,(391) or general function, patient satisfaction, or pain scores) in 175/211 (83%).(392)
- Patients assessed 1 year post-operatively after rotator cuff repair demonstrated worse performance on the SST, the DASH, three visual analog scales, and the SF-36 (p = 0.0007 to 0.05) and had worse improvement on the DASH, visual analog scales for shoulder pain and function, and the SF-36 Bodily Pain and Role Emotional scales.(393)
- Worse outcomes in terms of changing job or stopping work with time loss from work due to carpal tunnel syndrome (significant odds ratio 5.1) were found in workers’ compensation cases, with these individuals more likely to have surgical and physiotherapy treatments and reporting greater loss in income than those not seeking compensation.(394)
- Workers receiving disability benefits recover less quickly and have poorer clinical outcomes than those with the same medical conditions who do not receive disability benefits.(86) The researchers reported that 175 of the 211 studies meeting their inclusion criteria reported worse surgical outcomes for individuals on workers’ compensation or involved in litigation. (One study reported better outcomes in compensated patients while 35 studies reported no difference.) Of the 86 studies which excluded workers in litigation, the odds of an unsatisfactory outcome were nearly four times higher for the persons on workers’ compensation than for those not receiving compensation.

Poorer outcomes for workers’ compensation claimants have thus been demonstrated on an array of objective, semi-quantitative, and qualitative measures in a variety of nonsurgical and surgical interventions. Reasons for this disparity are unclear; although most of the authors cited above have speculated on causative factors, definitive answers are elusive. Another study found older age, number of co-morbid health conditions, litigation, time delay from injury to surgery, and (paradoxically) assignment of a nurse case manager to be consistently and statistically significant predictors of poor outcomes.(395) In an accompanying editorial, the editors note that “Compared with non-workers’ compensation management, there are fundamentally different clinical dynamics influencing outcomes and better information to direct optimal care is needed.”

**Poor Outcomes with Attorney Involvement (Advocagenic Issues)**

Attorney representation within the workers’ compensation system is also predictive of a worse outcome, with a higher risk of disability, more severe financial difficulties, more severe pain complaints, and more severe psychological distress after settlement of the workers’ compensation claim.(48, 253, 371, 396-404) These effects have been described as “advocagenic.”(405) Attorney involvement was found to be the most important characteristic of workers’ compensation claims which were initially felt be low cost but which eventually migrated to high cost events (2% of claims consuming 32% of total claim costs over a 5-year period).(371) Another study found that early attorney involvement in workers’ compensation claims, particularly those of low severity, was associated with longer claim durations and higher medical, indemnity and claims handling costs of workers’ compensation.(406) The authors suggested that attorney involvement lengthens the time a claim is open, accruing higher expenses. Population-based evidence from Ohio’s workers’ compensation system also suggests lack of attorney involvement is associated with substantially better outcomes including a 3.4-fold higher rate of return to work among those without attorney representation.(400)

One author related two potential mechanisms for the negative effect of attorney representation.(407) In what is described as “compensation neurosis,”(407) the litigation process represents an increased risk of a work injury being used by the plaintiff for secondary financial gain, with effects of “injuries” maintained not by pathophysiological processes but by the plaintiffs’ wish for monetary compensation. The author also posited “nomogenic influences”(407) in which the stress of involvement in the medicolegal process and litigation slows
the recuperative process. The most cynical view is that workers’ compensation plaintiff attorneys are customarily compensated on a contingency basis, incentivizing them to maintain their clients in a disabled state (354) and evidence of suborning testimony has been reported although such extreme behaviors are believed to be present in only a small minority of cases.

Other Concerns About Workers’ Compensation
The ACOEM statement, Preventing Needless Work Disability by Helping People Stay Employed,(18) addresses a number of concerns about current workers’ compensation system processes from the physician perspective:

▪ Although physicians play an important role in the return to work process, they are typically given too little information to act effectively. Employees often are the physicians’ only source of information because employers usually do not send any information to the physician about an employee’s functional job requirements, their stay-at-work/return-to-work programs, their commitment (or lack of it) to employee well-being, how to quickly answer questions or address problems.

▪ Claim administrators often request information from physicians to help in managing their claim. They tend to use a generic approach that does not match the information requested with the simplicity or complexity of the situation. Questions often seem designed to determine eligibility for benefits rather than to find a way to help employees return to work.

▪ Discussion of affected worker functionality, which is not subject to confidentiality restrictions, lacks sufficient focus. Employers and claims administrators often find it easier and more efficient to send volumes of material to physicians instead of reducing the available information to the essential questions for the physician’s convenience.

▪ Many physicians seem unaware of employers’ and benefit administrators’ needs for information. When physicians receive poorly conceived requests for guidance or opinions, they have little tolerance or time to review irrelevant or redundant information to, find the few useful pieces of data.

▪ Many physicians simply do not know how their delays or inadequate responses impact optimal functional outcomes for their patients.

▪ There is little or no standardization of communication methods, particularly paper and electronic forms, among stakeholders.

Interviews with 402 workers with back injuries and workers’ compensation system involvement in Florida and Wisconsin found some positive interactions with the system; however, the workers’ overall experience was negative.(277) The authors posited three aspects of workers’ compensation insurer behavior to explain this experience:

▪ The perceived suspicion that many injured workers are undeserving beneficiaries of the workers’ compensation system, which the authors suggest reflects a common belief among insurers that many workers’ compensation claims are fraudulent.

▪ Insurer tactical behavior, whereby payments are delayed to pressure workers to return to work quickly, discourage medical care provision by worker-chosen physicians, or to affect the worker bargaining positions for negotiated settlements.

▪ Failure of insurers to pay required payments promptly due to their own system deficiencies.

Based on a study of 1,472 workers’ compensation claimants with low back pain, the validity of the entire disability determination process for this condition was questioned.(254) The authors noted very weak associations (all r values <0.10) between affected worker final disability ratings and post-settlement pain, distress, or disability or occupational status; disability rating shared only 3% of its variance with the outcomes. They questioned the utility of the disability ratings “beyond the administrative function of bringing closure to a protracted medico-legal process.”(254)
A somewhat different viewpoint has also been presented.(258) The authors described a number of positive correlations between compensation benefits and claims incidence (e.g., 10% increase in benefits associated with 1 to 11% increase in claim number and 2 to 11% increase in claim duration) suggesting a significant moral hazard associated with workers’ compensation. However, they note a number of alternative explanations for this effect, including the nature of claimant work; demographic factors such as age, gender, education level, social class, and immigrant status; differing occupational, economic, and societal influences; and different selection and referral patterns. They noted that 75 to 95% of claimants respond well to health care and return rapidly to work, and that secondary losses usually outweigh secondary gains in those who do not.

**Recommendations for Physicians**

Physicians can exert only limited control over systemic factors, and there are few if any interventions that can be affected by physicians. A phenomenon termed “non-credible health care” has been described and noted that workers’ compensation systems “simply do not provide the safeguards against non-credible care that are inherent in many major medical insurance systems, Medicare, Medicaid, and especially in socialized medicine in other countries.”(408) Some of the clinical practice factors relevant to avoiding non-credible health care and facilitating system performance were discussed in the Medical Factors section; these include:

- A focus on work disability prevention and management.
- Appropriate evidence-based medical practice, including:
  - Appropriate interpretation of diagnostic testing.
  - Avoidance of mischaracterization of affected worker conditions (particularly CHLPs), overemphasis on specific diagnosis (escalating case time and costs), and overtreatment (escalating case time and costs and potentially exerting negative psychological effects on workers).
  - Avoidance of specific practices known to have harmful effects, such as the unnecessary use of opioids and work restrictions.
- Optimization of physician-worker interaction.
- Maximization of communication with other stakeholders, particularly employers and payers (including required regulatory paperwork), to facilitate diagnostic and therapeutic interventions and return to work, and minimize time delays.

A report on a dedicated workers’ compensation PPO in Louisiana, described positive effects of the organization in both affected worker lost time days and costs.(409) The authors attributed the differences to the use of experienced physicians and other providers trained in case management; care coordination by occupational physicians; early case management; and diagnostic and therapeutic intervention based on medical indication, not third party approval. They concluded that all four elements were necessary for the outcomes they achieved, but concluded that the managing care physicians and case managers were integral to the positive results. This may provide some guidance – and inspiration – for physicians (and other stakeholders) in dealing with the vicissitudes of the present systematic influences on affected worker outcomes.

**WORKPLACE FACTORS**

**Table 7. Workplace Factors Which May Contribute to Work Disability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workplace Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Placement Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive Supervisor Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive Employee Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early and Continued Employer/Employee Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of Co-Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of Labor Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergonomic Worksite Visits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The influence of workplace factors on work disability has been recognized, and stakeholders “must come to understand work disability in an employment context versus a medical process alone and maintain the employment situation as the focus and goal of activity.”(410) An extensive analysis of various rehabilitation models in pain related work disability, described a Labor Relations Model, placing management of work disability into the sociopolitical context of the workplace.(67) The authors summarized the three major tenets of the model as follows:

1. The needs of workers and employers are complementary, and optimization of work disability management provides a mutually beneficial situation in which disruption of both affected workers’ personal situations and enterprise operations are minimized.
2. The importance of work to individuals is paramount and disruption of occupational status should be avoided.
3. Employers are primarily responsible for the success or failure of return to work and the long-term maintenance of the employment relationship.

Although the third component of their description de-emphasized affected worker contributions to recovery (a viewpoint not shared by the present authors), the Labor Relations Model emphasized a workplace-based multi-faceted team approach to disability prevention. Similar to other components of the conceptual framework presented in this chapter, a multi-dimensional and trans-disciplinary approach is necessary to understand the contribution of workplace factors and their interactions to work disability.(218)

Analogous to those of affected workers, employer attitudes, beliefs, and expectations about work disability and their expression in enterprise policy and procedure may affect the course of an individual employee’s recovery and rehabilitation. Comparative studies across employers show that organizations with established policies and procedures – for safety diligence and training, response to work-related injuries, and proactive return to work programs – report fewer lost workday cases, fewer workers’ compensation wage-loss claims, and fewer total lost workdays, and achieve better outcomes.(411) Job-person mismatch may predispose the worker to illness or injury, but may or may not be detected by pre-placement evaluation for task suitability. Supervisor response to worker illness and injury has been shown to exert a prominent effect on outcomes, and may be positively affected by proactive training. Studies of injured workers have repeatedly demonstrated that proactive, positive employer responses are associated with fewer lost-time injuries and better return to work outcomes.(277, 412, 413) The effects of proactive employee training in process and expectations in the event of work disability are less clear. Both co-workers(414, 415) and labor unions (416) can exert significant positive and negative influence over the process and the net effect is unclear in both cases. The employer’s provision of transitional work (discussed in a previous section) is crucial to worker recovery and rehabilitation, and there is some evidence for positive effects of ergonomic worksite evaluation and intervention(417-420) (see Low Back Disorders chapter).

**Workplace Culture**

“People-Oriented Culture” has been identified as one of eight independent variables in a multivariate model of factors affecting work disability.(411) This factor represented behaviors and policies that cultivated company human resources in positive ways, including attention to interpersonal skills and open communication, cultivation of trust between management and employees, cooperation and information sharing in the work environment, regular and meaningful involvement of employees in company operation and decisions, and encouragement of positive work relationships and employee morale. A study of 220 Michigan companies found positive associations between these company attributes and lost workday case rate, lost workdays per case, and the workers’ compensation claim rate.(411) In a qualitative companion study of 32 of the original enterprises, correlations among managerial styles, company cultures, and performance metrics were observed.(221) Many enterprises that were successful in their disability efforts practicing a human resource philosophy that explicitly recognized their employees as valuable resources, invested in their workers, shared information about business operations with employees, and involved their employees in decisions that affected their jobs. Conversely, a number of firms with negative cultures and adversarial work climates noted declining or poor work disability performance.(218) used The same concept was used and found it to be predictive of affected worker return to work status 6 months after carpal tunnel ligament release, confirming results from previous studies in the same context.(421, 422)
Pre-Placement Evaluation

Inappropriate worker-job fit may lead to worker illness or injury (e.g., attempting to perform physical work beyond worker capability) or excessive psychological stress on employees (due either to physical or psychological job characteristics or control-stress mismatch). Poor fit may decrease resilience or motivation to continue working, particularly in the presence of CHLPs, and lead workers to consciously or unconsciously seek an escape from the situation through a disability mechanism such as workers’ compensation, or short- or long-term disability.

A pre-placement questionnaire has been used to stratify new employees as low-, medium- or high risk for subsequent (short-term) work disability (sickness absence).(423) Later comparison with mean work disability experience (both number of episodes and total hours) over employment periods of 3.5 to 6 years demonstrated strongly significant differences among the three groups. However, the limitations of this approach were emphasized by the ability of a multivariate model (combining risk category, gender, smoking status, and previous experience with low back pain and work disability experience) to explain only 10 to 12% of the variation encountered. A functional capacity evaluation has been used to assess physical capacity of food production and manufacturing employees.(424) Although strength testing per se was not predictive of work injury, incidence of low back injury was 3% in workers who demonstrated capability to perform the defined job description, particularly with regard to lifting, and 33% in those who did not. Cost analysis led the authors to conclude that the testing was cost-effective.

A series of studies summarized a battery of ergonomic functional screening tests for pre-placement evaluation of applicants for physically demanding jobs.(425) Meta-analysis of employed affected workers before and after test battery implementation indicated a 41% reduction in workers’ compensation injuries. Meta-analysis of predictive studies indicated that new-hires who satisfactorily completed the test battery had a 47% lower workers’ compensation injury rate and 21% higher job retention. Workers under consideration for physically demanding jobs were screened with an isokinetic dynamometry procedure and compared the subsequent incidence of musculoskeletal disorders with unscreened controls.(426) In a 33-month follow-up period, significant reductions were found in the frequency and severity of musculoskeletal disorder injuries in the screened employee population. Unscreened applicants were 2.38 times more likely to experience an overexertion injury of the knees, shoulders or back than screened hires, and incurred 4.33 times higher workers’ compensation claims costs.

Proactive Supervisor Training

Employee supervisors serve as a direct link between senior enterprise management and workers as well as one of the agents (in concert with the payer) of physician return to work and activity prescriptions. Supervisors interpret corporate policy (in conjunction with HR and benefits), influence access to corporate personnel and medical resources, facilitate go to/stay at/return to work processes, monitor affected worker health and job function, and communicate the corporate culture (negative or positive) to the individual.(427) Three key factors in engaging and empowering supervisors in work disability prevention efforts have been cited, including(50):

1. Support by senior management in their efforts to promote the well-being and safety of workers.
2. Skills facilitating comfortable performance of activities such as accurate judgment of the seriousness of worker health complaints (including first aid and initial illness and injury management), and appropriate workplace accommodations based on activity and restriction recommendations of health care providers.
3. A vested interest in improving go to/stay at/return to work (often through personal and departmental accountability for both costs and outcomes).

It has been suggested that supervisor support may represent the most important aspect of employer response to worker illnesses and injuries.(150) However, individuals may differ in their approaches and capability levels in dealing with these conditions. If workers have not undergone specific training in company policy and procedure for managing these events (discussed in the next subsection), they may encounter both the stated and actual practices and cultural influences of the organization for the first time in a stressful and compromising situation.
Workers have been noted to characterize employer actions as more important than written policy(428); the company response to first report of illness or injury may be paramount in determining eventual positive or negative outcome.(429, 430) The perceptions of 23 supervisors were examined in a series of focus groups.(431) The authors concluded that supervisors perceived themselves as key actors in the creation of positive and healthful work cultures and environments and as the primary drivers of affected worker rehabilitation. The participants also noted the complexity of the rehabilitation process, with influences at the workplace and societal levels and interactions among many stakeholders. The results of a small study found that employees and supervisors identified trust, communication, and knowledge of disability as key elements of successful employee return to work.(432) A pilot training program for supervisors was found to decrease employee perception of negative supervisor responses (including blaming employees for event, not treating events seriously, and discouraging employees from reporting events and filing claims) at the time of work related injury; effects on work disability (lost time) were not determined.(412) Inclusion of supervisors in training programs designed for employees does not decrease work disability in musculoskeletal conditions,(433) but supervisor skills can be developed and enhanced through management-supported training programs.(434-439)

**Proactive Employee Training**

Affected worker attitudes, beliefs, and expectations (ABEs) were discussed in the Psychological Factors section. These characteristics exert important influences both on ill or injured worker behavior and recovery. It can be extremely disconcerting for ill or injured employees to be faced with initial involvement in employer policies and procedures and the workers’ compensation system at a time of life disruption due to illness or injury. Proactive employee orientation and training in the mechanics of these systems may reduce uncertainty at a critical time and may reduce employee tendencies to seek information and stability from other sources, such as an attorney. Results of an employee survey by CIGNA Intracorp(440) suggested that when employees feel that they have a good understanding of their disability benefits before they need to navigate the benefit system, they are likely to rate their insurance company higher and to have a higher overall level of satisfaction with the claims process. This may in turn translate into better outcomes, as demonstrated in a prospective survey on back pain which quantified the effect of worker satisfaction with their employer’s management of disability claims.(441) The authors found that dissatisfied workers were more likely to have time lost claims and are more likely to have multiple spells of joblessness; this factor was more important in explaining successful return to work than satisfaction with health care providers or expectations about recovery.

Although no quantitative studies are available to demonstrate the positive effects of proactive employee training, results of qualitative studies, such as those utilizing focus groups of affected workers, have suggested that employees may benefit from such an intervention. For example, a study on worker peer-support groups noted that these groups offered “hands-on procedural support with compensation claims, return-to-work negotiations, and financial support for those workers who had little knowledge about how to interact with the systems involved with return to work.”(415) A participant remarked that “There’s a steep learning curve for the person who gets injured who in the past has never had to know all these things about who does what.”(415)

**Early and Continued Employer/Employee Communication**

In a review of the quantitative literature on RTW interventions, mixed results were reported,(420) with several high-quality studies supporting early contact between workers and workplaces in work disability reduction (59, 113, 218-220, 222, 224-226, 228, 411, 442-445) and a lesser number not supporting the practice.(223, 446, 447) There was insufficient evidence to support the intervention beyond 1 year.(113) Cost-benefit analysis again showed positive effects, with several studies supporting net cost savings.(59, 113, 224, 225, 228, 230-234, 417, 444, 445) Support for positive effects on affected worker quality of life was not strong.(59, 113, 219, 220, 223, 228, 417, 444, 445) A report(448) of three studies,(444, 449, 450) demonstrated positive effects of meeting between physicians, employers, and employees when combined with subsequent and resultant work modifications.
Role of Co-workers
A literature review on the relationship between workplace social support and risk of work-related musculoskeletal disorders, found 52 relevant cross-sectional, case control, and prospective studies, published between 1985 and 2003, and concluded that there was evidence for associations between: 1) poor social support and an increased risk in musculoskeletal morbidity; 2) poor social support and work disability (including work absence, activity restriction, and failure to return to work after absence); and 3) good social support in prevention of musculoskeletal morbidity and in helping workers cope with problems.(451) Other relevant research included:

- Results analyzed from a national work environment survey of more than 53,000 Swedish workers, found a generally progressive relationship between support from both supervisors and work colleagues and the occurrence of musculoskeletal pain and long-term work disability.(452) Those with good support from both co-workers and superiors had lower symptom prevalence and long-term sick leave incidence than those with poor support from both sources. The latter was associated with particularly high prevalence of physical symptoms. The groups with either poor support from superiors or from co-workers were in an intermediate category with regard to symptom prevalence, with colleague support producing somewhat less long term disability.

- A 2009 study noted that most return to work models ascribe primary responsibility for getting the worker back to work during the sickness absence process to supervisors.(453) However, the study indicated that in practice this responsibility shifts over to affected workers and co-workers. Colleagues seemed to take a simultaneously active and transparent role, navigating informally through problematic situations in an ad-hoc manner by relying on their own experiences of sickness or that of their relatives and friends and trying to do what is required to “make it work” for themselves and re-entering workers (e.g., re-arranging work schedules and task assignments).

- A trial of workplace coaching (the “Active Back” project) for Norwegian workers with low back pain successfully diverted them from unnecessary medical care.(454) The intervention, which was combined with a general media campaign, was use of trained peer advisors to provide information aimed at reducing fear avoidance, supportive advice, and facilitation of transitional work and activity. The authors found that back pain prevalence did not change, but there were significant improvements in measured affected worker beliefs; a small decline in health care professional use; and decreases in low back pain and total work disability by 49% and 29%, respectively.

- A 2007 study also found that peer advocacy, particularly by individuals with previous work injury experience, was a key element of recovery for affected workers.(415) Peer advocates served three important roles: 1) allies who were focused on assisting affected workers without competing agendas (e.g., union loyalty); 2) sources of practical experience and knowledge about workers’ compensation and return to work processes; and 3) providers of empathy and non-judgmental support, particularly in the more personal aspects of illness and injury recovery.

Conversely, the occurrence of resentment was noted among co-workers when assigned to previously unrequired tasks or extra work due to affected workers’ temporary or permanent inability to perform them.(92) Such resentment occurred when colleagues perceived that they were replaced by affected workers in relatively light duties formerly reserved for older workers or those with higher seniority, or unfairly burdened with provision of assistance.

Role of Labor Unions
The influence of labor unions is complex, and markedly differing effects have been described. Studies of disability management interventions in which strong union support was present have reported positive results, including reductions in both work disability duration and cost.(113, 223, 234, 444) The importance of labor union involvement has also been emphasized in qualitative studies, particularly labor-management relations.(92, 455) Creation of transitional duty strategies has been suggested as a natural area of collaboration between labor and management.(456) Strong union involvement in the design, implementation, and evaluation of an integrated
primary prevention and early intervention program for work illness and injury at Vancouver General Hospital was
cited as a key success factor, noting that the goodwill created by the cooperative alliance was instrumental in the
decision by the national Occupational Health and Safety Agency for Health Care and other health authorities to
fund pilots in other regions.(457)

On the other hand, several ways in which union support for return to work efforts can be circumvented by other
considerations have been delineated(416):

- Legal requirements for employers to provide alternative or modified work can conflict with seniority clauses
  in collective agreements.
- Jurisdictional issues with multiple unions within a given workplace can interfere with temporary
  reassignments in the transitional duty period.(455, 458)
- Unions can also be reluctant to cooperate with transitional duty assignments if they support the right
  of workers to stay off work while they cannot do their job and if they have not accepted the concept and
  benefits of transitional duty.(92)
- Union support for transitional duty may be compromised by perception of production statistics as an
  important priority of management, views of return to work as a cost-saving mechanism, and workers’
  obligations to return to modified work without voluntary consent.(458)

The perception of stakeholders involved in the RTW process of ill and injured workers, in both individual
interviews and focus groups, has been extensively explored.(92) Union-management relationships were perceived
to have a strong impact on return to work efforts, and adversarial behavior decreased when the parties shared
the common goal of affected worker welfare and safe and successful return to work. However, participants noted
that union involvement was most often restricted to advocacy for injured workers, monitoring of company
compliance with physician-prescribed work restrictions, and ensuring that return to work efforts did not
contravene standing collective bargaining agreements. Careful consideration of collective agreements and full
involvement of labor in the creation, coordination and problem-solving involved in return to work programs, even
in joint labor and management health and safety committees, was relatively rare. In a qualitative study of
stakeholder perspectives on barriers and facilitators of return to work, the perception was described of union
rigidity and obstructionism by occupational health professionals after experiencing union objections to contact
with workers’ treating physicians by occupational health professionals and regular physician communication with
workers without involvement of union representatives.(58) Some employees in this study expressed
dissatisfaction with their own union, with particular emphasis on the need to educate union members and
representatives on the benefits of transitional duty and activity prescription.

Ergonomic Worksite Visits
Suboptimal work practices may compromise rehabilitation progress or engender recurrent illness or injury in
affected workers returned to unchanged work situations (as well as lead to new problems in other workers
exposed to the same conditions). A study of 165 U.S. government employees with work-related upper extremity
disorders, suggested that improved function in this population may require both facilitation of active problem
solving and pain coping techniques and reduction of workplace ergonomic risk exposure.(459) In a pair of
literature reviews, (418, 419) 24 studies were identified(113, 227, 417, 442, 460-479) which supported the use of
ergonomic interventions, some with positive cost-benefit analyses. Leyshon and Shaw(480) noted that the theory
and practice of rehabilitation ergonomics (for secondary disability prevention after initial illness or injury) is
relatively underdeveloped, and proposed a conceptual framework based on the International Classification of
Functioning, Disability, and Health advanced by the World Health Organization.(481) The use of early intervention
using participatory ergonomics and RTW coordination was explored in affected workers with low back pain.(482)
This approach involves a collegial effort among affected workers, ergonomists (occupational or physical therapist
trained in ergonomic analysis and methods), and treating physicians (usually occupational physicians) in
identifying employee and workplace barriers to return to work, developing solutions, devising actionable plans,
and coordinating return to work activity. This approach has demonstrated improvement in RTW rates when
These authors concluded that there was an “immediate need for methodological work in the area of prognosis.

**DISABILITY RISK PREDICTION**

Though most individuals with work-related health problems recover quickly, a small percentage continues on to long-term disability. This small percentage accounts for the majority of the cost – to individuals and their families, employers and payers, communities, and society – associated with these problems. Identification of potential risk factors and the use of predictive instruments may permit stakeholders – particularly physicians – to identify affected workers at higher likelihood of future work disability and selectively titrate intervention, particularly focusing on secondary prevention.

**Risk Factor Analysis**

Although research has identified general work disability risk factors as well as those related to injuries to a variety of body areas, including the spine and extremities, study of the low back has engendered the bulk of the available information. Non-specific low back pain (i.e., unrelated to identifiable lesion such as disc herniation with radiculopathy) is nearly always largely a benign condition. However, low back pain may persist in a significant proportion of sufferers for a year, and there is a high recurrence rate in those in which symptoms initially resolve.

Over the last three decades, several hundred studies have been published in area of prognostic indicators for poor outcome in low back pain. Recent reviews suggest that only a few dozen of these are of high enough quality to allow extrapolation. In addition many of the results of these studies are contradictory with different prognostic indicators being found in the different studies. Table 8 identifies individual risk factors which have been considered as predictive of delayed recovery in the general medical literature.

Several systematic reviews have identified higher-quality studies and collated them to identify significant predictive factors or groups of factors which might allow predictive modeling of risk:

- Fifteen identified studies (from a total pool of 4,988) which meet inclusion criteria requiring prospective cohorts of non-specific low back pain with function related outcome, found that the predictive instruments or models showed moderate ability to predict function related outcome (maximal 51% of the variability).
- A report of six studies identified psychological distress and depressive mood, and to a lesser degree somatization, as indicators for chronic symptoms and/or work disability.
- A summary of 28 studies ranking factors by the quality of evidence and strength of the factors, identified age, psychological distress, job dissatisfaction, duration of sickness absence, unemployment, unemployment rates, and expectation of return to work as the strongest indicators. Pain intensity, functional disability, poor perception of general health, depression, fear avoidance beliefs, catastrophizing and pain behavior were of lesser strength.
- A review of 18 studies found high disability levels, age, female gender, social dysfunction and isolation, heavy work and higher compensation as predictive of later work disability.
- Another review examined 20 prospective studies, comprising a total of 10,842 patients assessed at less than 8 weeks from onset, and identified nonorganic signs, maladaptive coping behaviors, low general health status, high baseline functional impairment and psychiatric comorbidities as the most useful predictors of worse outcome at 1 year. Low fear-avoidance beliefs and low baseline functional impairment were useful for predicting better outcomes at 1 year.

Though there are many other reviews, they vary by design, inclusion criteria and quality. A recent review of 17 low back prognosis studies was able to identify several consistently reported prognostic factors. These included: older age, poor general health, increased psychological or psychosocial stress, poor relations with colleagues, physically heavy work, worse baseline functional disability, sciatica and the presence of compensation. These authors concluded that there was an “immediate need for methodological work in the area of prognosis.
systematic reviews. Because of methodological shortcomings in the primary and review literature, there remains uncertainty about reliability of conclusions regarding prognostic factors for low back pain.”(494)

There is evidence for temporal phase specificity of risk factors.(6, 65) Although high workplace physical demands appear to be a significant predictor of work disability in all three phases,(501) injury severity and physical factors have been demonstrated to be more influential in the acute phase,(51, 502, 503) with psychosocial factors predominant in the subacute and chronic phases.(19, 49)

**Use of Predictive Instruments**

An alternative approach to risk prediction has been the development of prediction instruments. Table 9 identifies several of the evaluation tools which have been used in various studies.(497-500) An early study(504) used a 21-item questionnaire. Using a cut-off score of 105 resulted in a sensitivity of 71% and specificity of 77% with 86% accurate identification of those at risk of up to 30 days off of work. It reported an 83% identification of those who would miss more than 30 days from work. Another study used eight factors including work in construction, age, delayed presentation for evaluation, leg pain, three or more non-organic signs, presence of intermittent pain, previous episodes of back pain and a questionnaire to develop positive and negative predictive values.(52) The first five questions had a positive predictive value of 66.7% with a negative predictive value 95.4% for the last three questions. Durand(496) performed a review of the literature and formulated an initial tool which was tested over four years to produce a second version. This was called the Work Disability Diagnosis Interview and required 3 to 5 hours to administer. It was not recommended for acute care but rather as a tool for chronic cases.

A more recent study used a simple three point questionnaire (assessing pain interference with ability to work, current work status, and presence of radiating leg pain) administered 3 weeks after claim filing for new back injuries predicted a work disability status at 1 year, accurately classifying 77% of workers.(505) Another article reviewed the validity of the Back Disability Risk Questionnaire (BDRQ). This 16-item questionnaire was given to individuals with acute work-related back pain with outcomes measured at 1 and 3 months. There was a 73% correct classification for 1 month return to work. Classification accuracy at three months was 76.3%.

In summary, limited progress has been made in developing practical methods of identification of predictive indicators for poor outcome and work disability, particularly for workers affected by low back pain. Methodological problems include outcome definition and inconsistency in the quality of studies. As noted in Table 8, the number of potentially predictive variables is still too large to allow practical use in forecasting poor outcome and excessive risk for later work disability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Workplace Factors</strong></th>
<th><strong>Clinical Factors</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large versus small employer</td>
<td>Pain intensity on presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current work status</td>
<td>Functional status on presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of alternative duty</td>
<td>Initial treatment approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor relationship with supervisor and co-workers</td>
<td>Delay in seeking care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self report of pain interference with current work</td>
<td>Pain below the knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of work-relatedness</td>
<td>Non-organic signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union membership</td>
<td>Referral for physical therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical demands of work</td>
<td>Use of opioids for more than one week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief that work is harmful</td>
<td>Self estimate of recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short job tenure</td>
<td>Physician-employer communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration of sickness absence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction with care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accident type falls, lifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific diagnosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Demographic Factors</strong></th>
<th><strong>Psychological Risk Factors</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Individual Prognostic Indicators for Delayed Recovery
Marital status
Education

**Individual Factors**
Previous injuries
Past prolonged or recurrent absences from work
Being a victim of prior abuse
Chemical abuse
History of smoking
Perceived poor health or poor general health
Disrupted sleep patterns
Work satisfaction
Prior back surgery
Decreased concentration, irritability, nervousness
Extended inactivity
Disturbed sleep
Smoking
Increased BMI

**Social Factors**
Family history of disability
Change in family role
Over protective or punitive spouse
Unemployment rates

**Fear avoidance beliefs**
Somatization
Catastrophizing
Depression
Stressful life events
Psychological distress
Impaired coping
Social dysfunction
Anxiety

**Administrative/Legal**
Attorney involvement
Compensability
Litigation pending

---

**Table 9: Evaluation Tools**
BDI Beck Depression Inventory
BDRQ Back Disability Risk Questionnaire
CSQ Coping Strategies Questionnaire
DRAM Distress and Risk Assessment Method
FABQ Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire
GHQ General Health Questionnaire
LBPRS Low Back Pain Rating Scale
MMPI Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
MSPQ Modified Somatic Perception Questionnaire
Modified Work Apagar
Orebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening
ODQ Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
PCI Pain Coping Inventory
PDI-14 Psychiatric Symptom Index
RMDQ Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire
VAS Visual Analogue Scale
SCL-90-R Symptom Check List 90 Revised
SF 12 and SF 36 Short Form Health Survey in 12 and 36 question versions
SIP Sickness Impact Profile
WoDDI (Work Disability Diagnosis Interview)
Zung Modified Zung Self Rated Depression Scale

---

**CASE MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION**
The respective roles of stakeholders in the recovery and rehabilitation of affected workers was conceptually reviewed in the section on Multi-stakeholder Collaboration. This section addresses the practical problem of connecting and unifying those stakeholders in the complex problem of work disability prevention.
A fundamental problem with the current workers’ compensation process appears to be a profound lack of stakeholder understanding of each others’ perspectives, priorities, and responsibilities. Affected workers may be unfamiliar with and baffled by systemic processes and requirements, particularly if they have not undergone proactive education and training (see Workplace Factors), with resultant frustration, anger, and possible resort to legal representation in an effort to achieve some sense of orientation and progress. Physicians may approach affected workers from a lofty medical or even biopsychosocial viewpoint, but fail to comprehend the needs of employers (which often involve limitations on the ability to provide transitional work) and insurer regulatory and practical requirements. A recent study described the silo effect which occurs among different departments (benefits, HR, risk management, safety) within employer organizations, with overlap of coverage and duplication of services.\(^{(507)}\) A study of workplace interventions for workers affected by musculoskeletal disabilities noted a marked lack of coherence among components of interventions, including objectives, activities, and outcomes in the 21 studies assessed.\(^{(508)}\)

Possible windows of opportunity to improve this situation have been suggested,\(^{(66)}\) and include workplace based ergonomic interventions and return to work planning meetings, as both activities benefit from the participation of various stakeholder groups.\(^{(225, 233, 417, 444)}\) An example of efforts to engage multiple stakeholders in developing organized, collaborative, and systematic approaches to the stay-at-work and return-to-work process is the grassroots non-profit initiative known as the 60Summits Project (see www.60summits.org/).

Case Management and Coordination

A series of articles in the 1999 AAOHN Journal, explored various aspects of the occupational health nurse as case manager.\(^{(509-516)}\) The authors concluded that occupational nurse case managers (NCMs) can:

1. Be perceived as positive or negative influences by all stakeholders in the management of worker illness and injury.
2. Provide sensitivity and responsiveness to the individual and personal meaning of illness and injury to affected workers, and assist individuals in the emotional and mechanical aspects of negotiation of the workers’ compensation system.
3. Bridge the sometimes conflicting perspectives of affected workers, physicians, employers, and other stakeholders.
4. Facilitate communication among stakeholders, and increase the consistency, continuity, efficiency, and effectiveness of health and administrative service provision.
5. Facilitate both structural (e.g., benefits administration) and process (e.g., interaction with physicians and the workers’ compensation system) factors in the go to/stay at/return to work process.
6. Serve as monitor, coordinator, supporter, and advocate for workers, as well as consultant and resource to service providers and facilitator of cost containment.
7. Serve an overall coordinating and oversight function in facilitating the optimal medical and administrative management of the case and case resolution.

A case for the combination of predictive modeling to identify high risk cases and employment of aggressive case management earlier in the rehabilitation process rather than later has been made,\(^{(517)}\) and the role of occupational health nurses in the case coordination process emphasized.\(^{(507)}\) A community-based program has been described in which nurse case coordinators were employed by a rural medical center (not employers or insurers) to improve care access, facilitate communication among stakeholders, and expedite return to work.\(^{(518, 519)}\) The program provided case management to more than 3,000 affected workers and both increased number of workers returning to work and decreased transitional duty days. An integrated case management (ICM) approach combining workplace ergonomic and problem-solving interventions by nurse case managers for workers with upper extremity disorders in a federal setting reported increased worker satisfaction in the ICM group translated into positive outcomes at 6 and 12 months, including decreased symptom severity and functional limitations, and shorter time to return to work.\(^{(520)}\) A pilot study with contract case managers who removed more than 70 workers from long-term disability status generated a return on company investment of 3.52.\(^{(521)}\)
The aggressive use of case managers in the Shell Oil Disability Management Program, which emphasized work absence tracking, early institution of case management interventions, and transitional duty found a significant decrease in absenteeism among hourly wage employees, with an estimated 2.4 return-on-investment.(522)

Use of Return to Work Coordinator
Return-to-work coordinators are dedicated individuals focused on facilitation of the return to work process who work directly with affected workers, physicians, employers, and payers. Coordinators may have backgrounds in human resources; industrial hygiene; insurance case management; managed care; occupational or other nursing; occupational or physical therapy (including ergonomics); psychology; and vocational rehabilitation.(68) They may act as independent consultants or be engaged and compensated by clinics or hospitals, employers, insurers, or government agencies. Responsibilities include obtaining input, support, and understanding of expectations from workers, employers, and health care providers; designing and implementing individualized return to work plans (including identification of barriers and development of methods to address them); identification and facilitation of transitional work; and coordination of ongoing recovery and rehabilitation efforts, particularly through maintenance of communication.(456, 508)

A recent study identified 29 coordinator activities which they segregated into six preliminary competency domains: 1) ergonomic and workplace assessment; 2) clinical interviewing; 3) social problem solving; 4) workplace mediation; 5) knowledge of business and legal aspects; and 6) knowledge of medical conditions.(68) These authors observed that successful return to work coordination may depend more on competencies in ergonomic job accommodation, communication, and conflict resolution than on medical training. A study of coordinator competencies utilizing interviews and focus groups identified 18 competencies endorsed as “essential” for success as a return to work coordinator by more than 50% of respondents.(173) The consensus among participants was that the requirements “reflect a broad range of responsibilities, an emphasis on developing and maintaining interpersonal relationships and communication through a complex social process, and problem-solving in a positive and effective manner that involves all key stakeholders.”(173) Coordinators have been identified as one of the crucial elements in a five-component model of return to work (the program was undergoing evaluation in Ontario at the time of this writing).(482) The importance of dedicated coordinators has been demonstrated in a number of successful return-to-work programs.(218, 221, 225, 233, 234, 411, 417, 523, 524)

Use of Interdisciplinary Team Approach
One of the outgrowths of the increase in acceptance of the biopsychosocial approach to musculoskeletal worker illness and injury has been the development of effective interdisciplinary approaches to the problem.(35) These approaches comprise an integrated team of health care providers, variously involving behavioral health professionals, medical physicians, nurses, occupational and physical therapists, and rehabilitation and vocational specialists working in a coordinated effort to minimize work disability and maximize affected worker function. Characteristics of the full interdisciplinary approach include:(525)

- Centralized management by a core multi-disciplinary team in collaboration with other stakeholders.
- Availability of multi-disciplinary resources as described above to allow assessment of multiple causes of work disability in individual cases and to provide the expertise needed to implement specific interventions (such as cognitive behavioral therapy and workplace based interventions).
- Coordination between the various partners and to allow for regular exchanges, thus fostering active and concerted commitment.

A 2005 study advised that the interdisciplinary management process needed to be actively planned, with sensitivity towards the complexity of the process.(66) The authors also commented on the opportunity for and importance of increase in team member’s awareness of each others’ perspective to minimize miscommunication and focus activity. Another study described perceptions of an interdisciplinary rehabilitation team comprising a general medical practitioner, an occupational therapist, a kinesiologist, a psychologist, an ergonomist and a team coordinator.(60) The team used an evidence-based program that subscribing to a specified inter-organizational
management model to manage work related musculoskeletal injuries in Montreal. The authors elaborated numerous obstacles to team function involving affected workers, physicians, employers, and insurers, and described a number of strategies employed by the team to overcome barriers to collaboration.

Two studies found interdisciplinary rehabilitation to be more effective than conventional treatment in the short term (3 to 4 months) but without significant advantage at long-term (5 year) follow-up.\(^{(526, 527)}\) Cochrane reviews have found that interdisciplinary rehabilitation was more effective than conventional approaches in both subacute \(^{(528)}\) and chronic \(^{(529)}\) low back pain. The effect on chronic pain was dependent on the intensity of treatment, with less intensive multi-disciplinary approaches no more effective than usual care \(^{(529)}\); this effect was confirmed by a later study.\(^{(530)}\) In a cohort of 134 adults with low back pain, a 2010 study reported a marked improvement in median duration to sustainable return to work (88 versus 208 days) in the integrated care group when compared to usual care, with significant sustained improvement to 12 month follow up; no difference was noted in pain improvement between groups.\(^{(531)}\) A meta-analysis of five Scandinavian studies on low back demonstrated a modest but significant effect (relative risk 1.21) of multi-disciplinary interventions on return to work.\(^{(532)}\) Another study found that male workers randomized to a “light” multi-disciplinary program experienced faster return to work than those in an extensive multi-disciplinary program or usual care; although the same effect was not noted for female workers, the authors concluded that the program was cost-effective based on savings over the 2-year course of the study.\(^{(533)}\) Another study using a similar paradigm over a period of 14 months in 654 workers confirmed the cost-benefit aspects and suggested that a simple, standardized screening instrument (including psychological and physiotherapeutic elements) may be useful in allocating affected workers with musculoskeletal pain to the appropriate treatment level.\(^{(534)}\)
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